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ABSTRACT
A cyclical electrostatic device, referred to as an Electron Recycling Spectrometer (ERS)
for charged particles is described and demonstrated. The system has been developed with
storing electrons with typical kinetic energies of tens of eV. The orbital path for the
electrons is 0.65 m long and defined through the application of design voltages to two
series of cylindrical lenses inserted between two identical hemispherical deflector
analyzers. The ERS design concept exploits the very low scattering cross sections in
electron-molecule collisions, where the majority of electrons do not interact with the
target. Unscattered electrons are collected and passed back through the ERS for another
collision opportunity in the interaction region.

The design of the charged particle optics and the basic operating characteristics of the
storage ring are discussed. An overall transfer matrix is formed for the ERS by individual
transfer matrices of charged particle optics. The conditions of stability within the ERS are
extracted from the fundamental inequality involving the trace of the total transfer matrix.
The stability lies within a region in a resonant-like pattern, defined by the focal lengths of
the electrostatic lenses.

Electron orbit spectra are displayed for a number of ERS operating conditions.
Exponential decay rates, average orbit time, and mean electron energy are presented for
each spectrum. Analysis was performed by fitting each orbit or "peak distribution" with a
Gaussian curve. The noble gases helium and argon were used as the scattering target for
electron detection. Ionization spectra provide long term storage times, as an electron
beam must be present in the system to produce an ion species. The optimal ion storage
exponential decay lifetime achieved is - 55 µs, which is target gas pressure limited and
corresponds to - 200 orbits of the 0.65 m orbital circumference for a drop in particle yield
of e *. Studies of beam dynamics were performed, analyzing the width evolution of each
peak as a function of orbit number. Separate modes were observed that are non-linear
with respect to the orbit number.
* i.e. the base of the natural logarithm
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1

1.1 AN OVERVIEW OF CHARGED PARTICLE TRAPS AND
STORAGE RINGS
A variety of instruments and methods have been developed over the last 50 to 60 years
that are designed to trap and confine charged particles. An overview of these methods is
presented in the chapter and will give the reader an appreciation of the types of rings and
applied electric and magnetic fields used to store charged particles (or neutral particles in
special traps). Storage of charged particles can be static or dynamic. In the static sense,
the conglomerate will be centered at a point within the trap, whereas dynamic traps
confine the particles in one or two dimensions while propagating along a single axis. The
methods and practices presented here place this thesis in a historical context.

Storage and confinement experiments occur in the form of ion and atom traps, neutral
polarized particle traps, magnetic storage rings, and electrostatic storage rings. The
instruments in point can have the following effects on the particles: improve precision of
knowing the particle's position and energy, or select its quantum state. A particle or
beam that is confined will be labeled by a set of parameters i.e. x ± bx, p ± op, E ± oE
(position, momentum, and energy). The magnitude of ois proportional to the uncertainty
in the measurement, which is determined by the type and quality of the operations listed
above. Thus, optimal confinement will minimize the uncertainty 8, and produce highly
precise results in any particle collision or irradiation experiment (either trapping or stored
orbits).

A static or "point trap" is designed to "hold" a number of charged particles (for example:
Cs+, Ba+, In+) in a region of typical size - 0.10 to 0.5 mm. Trapped ions are held at very
low temperatures making an ideal target for collision studies (since they are relatively
stationary and in a discernable quantum state). The traditional Paul and Penning trap
(which will be the focus of the next two sections) center the trapped ions on a single
position. The Paul trap design has been expanded to a dynamic sense to trap charged
particles on an axis, while maintaining the same electric field arrangement. These axial
traps are commonly referred to as linear traps and can be bent into a closed ring

2

formation. Moving from the static trap concept, accelerating and non-accelerating rings
will send charged particles circulating a closed ring, and in some applications improve the
energy resolution within the ring. Generally, charged particle rings store projectile
charged particles to be aimed at a target, rather than the static trapping setup, where the
target was held and a projectile beam was directed at it. Storing within a static trap allows
for experiments of a different nature to be performed due to the low temperature and high
density of the target. The chapter will conclude with the presentation of electrostatic
charged particle storage rings due to its relevance to this thesis.

1.2 TRAPPING
The general form of Laplace's equation in free space is given in equation 1.1 [Jackson
(1998)]:
(1.1)
A static electric field E(x, t) = E(x) satisfies the Laplace equation. However, there are
no maxima or minima, and therefore the E field cannot contain charged particles within a
fixed region. The problem of trapping was circumvented by the Paul and Penning trap
designs. Wolfgang Paul created a trap by using both DC and AC electric fields. * On the
other hand, the Penning model traps ions through a DC electric field with the addition of
a static magnetic field B [Paul ( 1990)].

1.2.1 The Localized Paul Trap
Suppose a system was set up with hyperbolic electrodes (as in figure 1.1), carrying an
electric potential to generate an electric field E. A time-invariant potential will give only
unstable solutions (for example, an oscillation in one dimension and exponential escape
in another). The general equation of motion is:

x ±Ax= B

(where A and Bare constants,

and B can be null). The general solution depends heavily on the± in the Ax term. Thus,

*

DC are static fields with no time dependence, and AC fields contain a time dependence

by adding a time dependent term into the potential <I> will cause periodic focusing and
present a stable setup [Paul (1990), Jefferts et.al. (1995)]. The applied potential now takes
on the form of equation 1.2:
<I> 0

=V

- V cos mt .

(1.2)

(see Paul (1990) for details). The particles are then confined in 3 or 2 dimensions
depending on the setups given in the figure below. The picture on the left corresponds to
the setup for trapping of charged particles centered at a point. The notion is also extended
to confining particles in 2 dimensions t in the diagram on the right (being x and z in this
case), leaving they component free to oscillate.

electrons

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram showing the hyperbolic electrodes of the Paul Trap.

1.2.2 The Linear Paul Trap
An extension to the previous section is the linear Paul trap, which stores ions in a
dynamic manner corresponding to the right picture in figure 1.1. Discussed below is an
alteration in setup with identical physical concepts. In general, the equations of motion
are:
d2
dr~

+ (au -2qu cos2r)u = 0

(1.3)

(which is of the form of Mathieu's Equation, and keeping the notation of that given in the
setup of figure 1.1, u = x, z leaving the storage axi.; as y). The solutions to Mathieu's

t which is stable, provided the charged particle beam is not injected on they - axis
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Equation give both a stable and unstable solution depending on the parameters au and qu
[Whittaker and Watson (2002)]. The equations of motion are parameterized by:
4eU

au

= mr 2 {J)2 '
0

2eV

qu

mt

(1.4)

= mr 2 {J)2 ' r = -2 '
0

where r0 is the distance from the hyperbolic electrode to the center of the trap. The
stability conditions are dependant on the DC voltage U, the AC amplitude V, and the
driving frequency ro. A stable trap can be set up by specifying the system to lie within the
first region of stability: 0 < au, qu < 1 [Paul (1990), Whittaker and Watson (2002),
Abramowitz and Stegun (1972)]. In general, the solutions to the Mathieu's Equation are
a series solution of the form:
00

U

00

= A e µx """°'C
L...J 2ne i2nx

+

n=-oo

B

e

-µx

"""°'C
L...J 2ne -i2nx

,

(1.5)

n=-oo

where it has been found that µ must be purely imaginary to place u within the stability
region [Wukeker (1959)]. The solution will therefore specify the frequency ro to trap an
ion of given e/m in a stable region.
Vocosnt

Vocosnt
Figure 1.2: A side view of the linear Paul Trap, displaying cylindrical electrodes with time dependent
and independent (not shown) voltages, dashed line represents storage axis [Paul (1990), Raizen
(1992)].

An alternative design to figure 1.1 is the quadrupole linear trap, whereby the electrodes
are arranged in a quadrupole manner and are laid out physically parallel to the trapping
axis, with the addition of straight sections placed between the two endcap regions (see
figure 1.2). The electrodes have the same function as above, i.e. preventing the escape of
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the charged particles in they direction (keeping in practice to the labeling of figure 1.1).
The AC component of the potential is commonly radiofrequency (RF), which is
transverse to the entire storage axis and gives the radial confinement. A static potential V
is added to the end electrodes to hold the trapped beam over the axial range of y meters.
However, there is an increase in the loss of the charged particles in this setup due to
dispersion in the beam as it oscillates over the axis that guides some of the particles out of
the storage region. This style of trapping provides a longer interaction region with a
sacrifice in trap lifetime. To elaborate, the linear trap lifetime is a few seconds, whereas
the Paul Trap may be a few hundred seconds [Thompson, Harmon and Ball (2002)].

The group of Raizens [Raizens et.al. (1992)] give an expression for the fields and
frequencies of the particles within the trap seen in figure 1.2. The total electric potential
(DC plus AC) can be rewritten as cp = Vo - V0cosrot. The near axis AC potential
component is approximated by:

= V,O(X 2- y 2) cos Qt

V

2R2

AC

'

(1.6)

where a high driving frequency (Q » 1s- 1) will produce a small oscillation in the radial
direction with frequency:

_ 1

m, -

qV0

Ji mnR

2 •

(1.7)

Moreover, the static potential can be approximated by:
(1.8)
112

where ro2 (= (2kqV 0 !m)

)

is the axial oscillation frequency, and k is a geometric factor.

As seen in equation 1.8 the fields are mass and charge dependant. The length of the rods
can be extended to - 6 m to provide a long drift region that allows for time-of-flight
measurements. In this configuration one can scan through the voltages Vo and Vo to make
the trap function as a mass spectrometer [Paul ( 1990)].

***
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1.2.3 The Penning Trap
Similar to the Paul Trap design with respect to the physical geometric setup of the
apparatus, the Penning trap stores the charged particles in the center of two pairs of
endcaps, as in figure 1.3. Incidentally, the electrodes are usually hyperbolic, although an
extension can be made to a linear cylindrical containment region, similarly done in the
linear Paul trap, without causing any considerable limitations to storage. The Penning trap
chronologically precedes the Paul trap, which is expected, since the Penning trap contains
less complex design features. To elaborate, the qesign includes a planar electric field that
will confine the trapped particles in two dimensions (x and y by convention), leaving the
third dimension (labeled z by convention) open which cannot be closed with an static
electric field as indicated by the Laplace equation [equation 1.1] and as stated above
under the general discussion for trapping. For trapping to occur, the z direction must be
closed by some external force. In the field of electrodynamics, once the notion of a static
electric field has been eliminated as an option, the next economical choice is a static
magnetic field (Wolfgang Paul took this one step further and successfully implemented a
time - dependant electric field in place of the static magnetic field) [Paul ( 1990), Rich
and Wesley (1972)].

The presence of both electric and magnetic field, results in a

spiraling motion on any charged particle that tries to extricate itself away from the center.

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram displaying the Penning trap with two pairs of endcaps with the
magnetic field directed top to bottom (typically produced by a pair of toroidal magnets) [Brown and
Gabrielse (1986)].
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Since the particles are moving with some finite (small) velocities they will precess within
the x - y plane at a cyclotron frequency given by:
Vc

qB

=-

(1.9)

m

and will oscillate in the z axis at the axial frequency:

vz

1/2

=
(

2qU0
2
mR0 )

(1.10)

'

where Uo is the applied voltage (i.e. <p = Uo). The center of the ion bunch rotates about
the trap axis at a magnetron frequency of:

vm

.!.2 -(.!.4 v

= vc

112

2

c _

_!. v z2 J
2

(1.11)

The magnetron motion 1s ultimately the trapping process, as it confines the charged
particles to the center of the trap oscillating indefinitely [Brown and Gabrielse (1986)].
Endcap
electrode
(upper)

Figure 1.4: A modern version of the Penning Trap with DC electric fields on the inner electrodes, an
axial magnetic field, and six spinning electrodes to provide a rotating electric field that influences the
trapped plasma [Hasegawa et.al. (2005)].

A more modem design of the Penning trap can be seen in figures 1.4 and 1.5, which
display the fields that are responsible for creating the 6radient toward the center. Figure
1.4 shows an example of the Penning trap used to confine a plasma cloud, whereby the

trapping fields remain as the static electric and magnetic field.

The addition of the

rotating electric field is to influence and help control the rotational rate of the plasma,
8

which will affect its shape and density [Hasegawa et.al. (2005)]. The presence of the laser
in the next figure (figure 1.5) has the purpose of 'cooling' the ionic cluster (which is the
process of reducing the kinetic energies of the individual particles, and hence lowering
the effective temperature of the ion cloud). The cluster is free to rotate about the z axis;
the rotational freedom that can lead to particle escape is controlled by the rotating electric
field [Bollinger et.al. (2000)].
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Figure 1.5: A representation of a modern Penning trap design, with static electric field, magnetic
field, rotating electric field, and laser cooling [Bollinger et.al. (2000)].

1.2.4 Linear Electrostatic Trap
The linear electrostatic trap developed by Zajfman's group [Pedersen et.al. (2001),
Zajfman et.al. (1997), and Zajfman et.al. (2004)] is a modern instrument to contain ions
dynamically within a desktop sized apparatus. Making use of electrostatic elements only,
ions are contained on a linear storage axis between two multi-element lenses. The lens
setup on the right (of figure 1.6) is held at fixed potentials; however they can be made to
vary in order to optimize the storage efficiency of the trap.

***
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The lens on the left in figure 1.6 will begin with grounded electrodes to allow for ion
injection. Following injection, an electric switch that is connected to the lens elements
changes the grounding to the elements to the applied voltages {Vs, Z1 } that are identical to
the right lens. Once the ions have entered through the left lens (grounded and field free)
they continue to the right and get decelerated by the right lens, stop and get repelled in the
opposite direction to which they entered. During the previous stage, the electric switch
has been activated to change the voltages on the left lens from ground, such that they are
set up equal to the lens on the right in order to slow, stop, and repel the ions back again on
a heading toward the right lens again. Iteratively, the ions therefore 'bounce' from the
right to the left, which essentially confines them in the region between the two lenses or
"mirrors". This setup is analogous to an optical resonator in laser optics, where the right
and left lenses simulate the function of the concave mirrors used in those applications.
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Figure 1.6: Diagram of the Zajfman ion trap. The ion beam is injected from the left, (the entrance
electrodes are pulsed to ground). The other electrodes are used for focusing, slowing, and repelling
the ions. Neutral particles are formed by electron capture of the ions, which escape the trap and are
monitored by a microchannel plate detector downstream [Zajfman et.al. (1997)].

The ion source (not shown in the diagram) is produced by ionizing a gas, which is then
accelerated and focused into a mass spectrometer, whereby an ion of a given charge to
mass ratio is selected and then further accelerated and collimated before entering the
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system. Following collimation, the ion beam is directed into the trap through the back of
the lens element (left, in the figure).

Each lens consists of five cylindrical elements that are labeled El to ES in the figure. In
addition, a grounded lens element, A 1, is placed at the end of the train and two electrodes
(labeled Zl and Z2) are placed at the entrance of the lens. The lens functions as both a
barrier and a focusing element. Therefore, the electrode ES is set to energy eVs greater
than that of the ion kinetic energy Ek. The elements E2 to E4 are voltage divided to set up
the appropriate voltage ratios in order to focus !he beam. The remaining elements (E 1,
22, and Al) are grounded. This serves as an Einzel lens setup (no net change in velocity)
and aids in preventing field penetration into the desired field free regions. Moreover, the
Zl and Z2 elements act as an asymmetric Einzel lens setup (additional focusing).

The apparatus can ultimately be used as a mass spectrometer with high resolution
[Zajfman et.al. (2004)]. The system can operate in a number of different modes. In one
such mode, the length of the ion pa~ket+ that oscillates between the two electrostatic
mirrors can be made constant depending on values of the voltages on the electrodes. At
the microscopic level, the individual particles interact with external or internal forces that
cause a stochastic behavior. In a different mode there exists synchronization of the ion
oscillation that is analogous to the classical coupled pendulum, where two pendula
oscillate with an equal phase [Pedersen et.al. (2001)]. A similar effect has been observed
in the instrument that is the focal point of this thesis. Several experiments have been done
on lifetime measurements of exotic metastable states using the linear electrostatic trap;
see for example [Wester et.al. (1999), Bhushan et.al. (2000), and Naaman et.al. (2000)].

1.2.5 The Neutral Particle Trap
Neutral particles encompass any sub-atomic particle, molecule, or conglomerate that has
no net charge, i.e. any particle where the Lorentz force is zero, in the presence of an
electromagnetic field. Confinement of neutral particles can be accomplished within a

*Full width at half maximum of the peak
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region, provided that they possess a dipole moment. Moreover, a particle can only be
trapped if they can be manipulated by electromagnetic fields. For example, an apparatus
that can confine neutrons is referred to as a "Magnetic Bottle," [Bennewitz and Paul
(1954), Bennewitz, Paul and Schlier (1955)] which will be the focus of this sub-section.
Suppose a particle with no net charge has a magnetic dipole moment of magnitudeµ, then
its energy will form a minimum in the presence of a magnetic field B, given as U = - µB,
where B

= IB I.

For an inhomogeneous B field, there will be a consequent force: F

= grad

(µB). A particle may therefore follow the gradient into a relatively small confined region,

making trapping possible. Since a neutron has two spin states (i.e. up and down), an
external magnetic field will cause the neutrons to be oriented either parallel or antiparallel to the B field. Whereby, the parallel or anti-parallel result will ultimately be the
determining condition to whether the neutron is repelled from the field or attracted into it.
The B field that will satisfy the force and energy equations and provide the necessary
gradient to trap neutrons is a sextupole field (A sextupole magnetic field is created by
setting up three magnetic north and three magnetic south poles which are alternately
arranged around an axis) [Paul (1990), and Suzuki et.al. (2003)].

The figure on the right of this paragraph (fig. 1.7)
displays an ideal sextupole field. In practice, an

z

t

experimenter will set up six current carrying wires
to act as the B field producers. Although the field
lines are not identical to an arrangement of six
hyperbolic magnetic elements than those of the
setup for six current carrying wires, it will act as a
sextupole lens for a good approximation; this is

Figure 1.7: Schematic of a sextupole
magnetic field produced by six
hyperbolic magnets

applied to experiments involving neutrons moving
along the focusing axis (axis coming in or out of the page) [Suzuki et.al. (2003)]. In this
application, neutrons that are aligned parallel to B will follow a gradient into the field (the
beam will be focused toward the central axis). Alternatively, the anti-parallel aligned
neutrons will diverge and leave the field as is displayed in figure 1.8 [Suzuki et.al.,
(2003)]. The concept of trapping must now be addressed. This is achieved by creating a
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closed loop (commonly spherical or toroidal) of the six current carrying wires. Moreover,
the particles are driven toward a central axis with a finite momentum (i.e. not zero)
component on that axis; hence, once the axis is closed on itself, the neutrons will travel
along the axis in a storage ring sense, i.e. the neutrons will move on a circular orbit about
sextupole magnet

a torus.

However, in the magnetic sphere, the

neutrons are confined within the center of the
sphere (after being laser cooled) while oscillating
(a) parallel case

about the center until they escape the stable
oscillating trajectory due to perturbations and
(b) antiparallel case

collisions with background gasses [Paul ( 1990)].

Figure 1.8: A simulation showing that
neutron trajectories converge or diverge
depending on their spin orientation.

1.3 POSITRON ACCUMULATOR
The process of trapping positrons is identical to trapping electrons; thus, electron trapping
techniques will be employed to accumulate or "trap" positrons. In particular, a Penning Malmberg trap discussed in deGrassie and Malmberg ( 1977) is the apparatus to trap
positrons, see figure 1.9. The apparatus is placed within a vacuum chamber at a base
pressure§ of - 10-7 torr. Cylindrical symmetry is incorporated into the trap design to
provide a radial barrier; an axial magnetic field B0 is applied along the trapping axis of

Figure 1.9: A diagram of the Penning - Malmberg Trap, this setup is divided into 3 cylinders A, B
(the storage region), and C [deGrassie and Malmberg (1977)]

§

lowest pressure attainable within the vacuum chamber by the vacuum pumps attached to the system
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the cylinder (an example of this would be that of an ideal solenoid in electromagnetism).
For example, working from the electron analog, an electron source injects electrons into
the entrance of the cylinder as in figure 1.9. The entire cylinder is divided into three
sections labeled A, B, and C that are pulsed in three stages to trap the electron (or
positron) plasma. Initially, cylinder C is set to a high negative potential in order to reflect
the electrons (toward the left in figure 1.9), and cylinder A is grounded. During this first
stage the electron plasma fills the region of the cylinders A and B. The next phase is to
pulse cylinder A negatively to repel the electrons from the source and simultaneously trap
the electron plasma within cylinder B. The electron plasma is confined by the electric and
magnetic fields during this "storing" stage.

Finally, cylinder C is pulsed to ground,

whereby the electron plasma is released and the electrons travel toward the right (in figure
1.9) along the B0 field lines, and get collimated and exit the system.

Positrons produced by a radioactive source are high in energy, which is in contrast to
most electron traps [Schultz and Lynn (1988)]. Several methods are used to collect and
slow the positron beam; buffer gas cooling, field ionization**, and laser cooling are some
of the popular approaches. The figure below (figure 1.10) displays the general idea of a
buffer gas used to capture and cool positrons as an addition to the electron Penning Malmberg trap explained above [Clarke et.al. (2006), Holzscheiter, Charlton and Nieto
(2004)].

Nal • detedcr
I

Poshrons
from source

Cryopump

Figure 1.10: An illustration of a modified Penning - Malmberg Trap utilizing buffer gas cooling to
slow the high energy plasma [Holzscheiter, Charlton and Nieto (2004)]

** A Rydberg positronium atom is formed, then field ionized, whereby either the electron or positron can be
collected depending on the electrode voltages
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1.4 STORAGE RINGS
A method to confine charged particles is presented in this section that allows for
continuous motion of the particles on a closed path, which is the topic most relevant to
this thesis. These closed structures use electric and magnetic fields (not necessarily both)
as well as field free regions (usually straight lengths) to guide a myriad of charged
particles on a trajectory that has the same beginning and ending. Thus, the charged
particles are "stored" within the ring and will execute many of these "orbits" until
vanishing within the ring due to unavoidable loss mechanisms. Ignoring perturbations, a
storage ring could permit an infinite number of orbits. It is found however, that certain
experimental circumstances will truncate the number of orbits to some finite value. Some
of the significant effects that limit the number of orbits include: space charge effects, nonuniform electromagnetic fields, gravitational fields, second and higher order aberrations,
radiation energy loss, mechanical misalignment, and collisions with residual gas.

1.4.1 The Ion Storage Ring (Paul Trap Design)
In principle, this takes a linear Paul trap and bends it into a closed loop form. The impetus
behind the closed loop is to increase the storage lifetime. The traditional Paul Trap was
based on charged hyperbolic electrodes, and the linear trap used straight rods as a
substitution without incurring any major loss mechanisms. This ring has been designed to
trap a charged particle beam using hollowed bent rods. Some loss effects from this style
of geometry include two main sources. The first, is a deviation from the ideal hyperbolic
geometry [Wuerker, Shelton and Langmuir (1959)], and second is due to the difficulty in
mechanically bending a straight section of pipe into a perfect rounded surface. An
electrode that changes its distance from the center of the optical axis will cause a
variation in the field that is proportional to rofr; thus, the greater the imperfections in the
curved sections will ultimately lead to greater losses (where ro is the average radius and r
is the distance from the optical axis to the electrode) [Church (1969)]. A schematic can
be seen in figure 1.11 of an ion storage ring.

***
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Figure 1.11: A schematic diagram of the Paul-Type Racetrack Storage Ring [Church (1969)].

Copper and molybdenum were used for most of the supports of the apparatus. Copper is
often used due to its innate malleability and low surface absorption (which is most
important for outgassingtt), and molybdenum is a very sturdy and durable metal. The
electrodes were constructed from 316 stainless steel (very low magnetic properties, i.e.
not a source of a magnetic field) that is coated in a thin layer of rhodium to act as a barrier
against gas diffusion. The electronics for the system were placed directly on the chamber
(on the air side). It is speculated that this mounting technique was done for the purpose of
eliminating aerial pick-up that would deposit noise on the electrodes (which can occur in
long cables extending from the electronics to the chamber). The DC inputs included low
pass filters that were contained in separate shielded boxes to block radio-frequency signal
from reaching the electrodes, causing interference with the stored charged particles.
Injection is brought about by a basic filament that is heated by a 60 Hz voltage supply.
The emission current of the filament was 5 - 10 mA, and was pulsed for a 5 to 10 second
duration by a gate relay that would interrupt the heating current supply [Church (1969)].

***
tt A process that slowly releases gases trapped within surfaces of materials within vacuum
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Detection of orbiting ions was performed by observing the induced voltages on the
electrodes, and then subtracting off the RF voltage. The decay of storage ions was
exponential and dependant on the pressure. The racetrack setup consisted of difficulties
in mechanical matching of the straight sections to the bent sections and imperfections
within the bent circular pipes that reduced the lifetime of the ion storage. The racetrack
setup was ultimately abandoned, and a circular ring design was used instead. The storage
ring design gave longer storage lifetimes than the racetrack design. The Paul storage ring
was used for isolation of ions of a specific polarization [Church (1969)].

1.4.2 Synchrotron Storage Ring
Today synchrotrons are used as high energy radiation sources (in particular photons lying
in the x-ray region of the electromagnetic spectrum). A source is made to bring an
electron beam tangentially into the ring where a radially varying magnetic field is applied
to drive the electrons around the synchrotron ring. Electrons (or positrons) are made to
circulate at relativistic speeds within a circular ring; the acceleration due to the circular
motion is responsible for the radiation. The beam is focused in the vertical direction
which results in a lessening of the radial focus. In order for the trajectory of the
circulating or "orbiting" electron beam to be stable, the strengths of both focii must be
compromised. Moreover, the following inequality must be upheld: 0 < n < l H. The
preceding inequality places restrictions on the aperture sizes of the lens elements within
the ring as well as the symmetry nature of the guiding and accelerating fields [Courant
and Snyder (1958), Duke (2000)].

A schematic of a synchrotron is shown in figure 1.12. The synchrotron is not perfectly
circular, but rather a polygonal geometry, whereby the electrons uniformly travel through
the straight sections, which then become accelerated at the bending sections. A linear
accelerator coupled with an electron gun provides the initial injected high energy
electrons.

H

n is the field gradient index of the synchrotron, which is the defining parameter for the ring
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1. Electron Gun
4. Storage Ring

2. Linac
5. Beamline

3. Booster Ring
6. End station

Figure 1.12: A representation of a synchrotron storage ring, showing the high energy electrons
formed by a linear accelerator which then enter the booster ring and finally enter the storage ring
along a tangential pathway; radiation comes from the acceleration of the electrons at the bending
sections adjacent to each end station [www .sync.monash.edu.au/assets/images/synchrotron.jpg]

1.4.3 Electrostatic Rings§§

In contrast to the high energy and particle physics field, these storage rings exclusively
encompass electric fields as the bending and focusing operator for charged particle beams
without the use of magnetic fields. Static electric fields permit electrons or ions to travel
on trajectories independent of their mass. These setups avoid magnetic hysteresis, high
power consumption, or water cooling that would arise with magnetic elements. This subsection will present a variety of apparatuses using static electric fields.

Time independent electric fields can be used to guide, focus, and bend charged particle
beams. In general, cylindrical or planar elements will guide and focus the beam through
the right combination of these elements. A charged particle beam can be deflected or
"bent" by passing the beam through an electrostatic device that is naturally angled; such

§~ This sub-section is of most relevance to this dissertation, which involves the development of an
electrostatic storage ring.
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as hemispherical, cylindrical, or toroidal energy analyzers [for toroid see for example Roy
and Carette (1971), for cylindrical see for example Hughes (1929), for hemisphere see
Chapter 2 of this thesis and Zouros and Benis (2002)]. An appropriate combination of
these electrostatic elements can form a closed path and allow for charged particle storage,
which takes advantage of the t~o dimensional focusing properties of the hemispherical
deflector analyzer, as an example.

Throughout most of charged particle ring history, electrostatic rings have not been
implemented due to the low energy limit of such &-ystems that conflicted with the aims of
the high energy and particle physics community. An exception to this is a pulsed alternate
gradient synchrotron (AGS) that was built in Brookhaven National Laboratory (see
below).

i. Brookhaven Storage Ring

An electrostatic circular ring measuring 141.4 feet in circumference was built in 1954
[Green and Courant (1959)]. A 1.0 MeV Van de Graaff generator supplies the injection
energy for the electrons emitted on a near tangent to the ring and brought on the azimuth
by a pulsed field. The electrons begin to fill the ring for the duration of the inflection
potential pulse. The electrons from the injected beam will begin the storage cycle and
continue to circulate around the ring. Storage could be achieved by weak pulsed magnetic
fields, however, their research group found a number of experimental difficulties with
achieving very precise pulsed B fields. Thus, electric fields were implemented through
the use of static electric potentials applied to stainless steel electrodes. The lens or
"focusing section" consists of unit cells which contain a combination of a half - focusing
lens and a half - defocusing lens. A total of f arty of these unit cells have been
incorporated into the synchrotron ring. The unit cells have been figured with lenses with
an aperture of 0.8 inch in diameter. Electrom circulate within the ring with a revolution
frequency of 7 .0 MHz (or orbit period of 0.14 µsec). The system has also incorporated
"kicker" elements to alter effective gradients, which will boost the electron beam after
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energy is lost to electromagnetic radiation. The AGS at Brookhaven was built to store
electrons, and used for diagnostic tests only [Andersen, Heber and Zajfman (2004)].

ii. ELISA

A racetrack style heavy ion storage ring that encompasses electrostatic elements only,
was built in Denmark in 1997 [Moller (1997), Moller and Pedersen (2001)]. The ELISA
system or electrostatic ion storage ring, Aarhus consists of two 160 degree electrostatic
deflectors, four 10 degree parallel plate deflectors, and four pairs of electrostatic
quadrupoles, as is shown in figure 1.13. The system measures approximately 6.28 meters
in circumference, with an injection energy of - 25 keV, and an orbit time of 2.9 µsec
[protons] and 77 µsec [C-60 ions]. Initially the 160 degree deflectors were 180 degrees,
which was found to give an over-focusing for their system. The 180° hemispherical
deflectors were then changed to the 160° style, which resulted in a well-defined beam.
The 160° (opposed to 180°) provides a clever setup that incorporates the 10° deflectors to
inject the ke V ion beam directly on the axis (see figure 1.13). In this setup there is no
need to pulse any high voltage storing elements, which is advantageous as AC potentials
will radiate and can induce small amplitude AC signals or "noise" on elements that can
act as perturbations on the storage conditions. However, the injection system (not shown
in diagram) does contain pulsing elements that, although separate from the main storage
ring, results in noise "pick - up" on the elements of the main ring, which has not been
discovered to be deleterious to the stored beam.

Figure 1.13: A schematic illustration of the ELISA storage ring. The system contains 160° spherical
electrostatic deflectors (SDEH), 10° parallel plate deflectors (DEV and DEH), horizontally and
vertically focusing quadrupoles (QEV and QEH), and RF frequency drift tube [Moller (1997)].
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The ELISA design has been experimentally copied in Japan with the same racetrack ring
style [Tanabea et.al. (2002)]. The group of Tanabea has created their ring with a larger
circumference of 8.136 meters, and corresponding higher energy. Instead of protons or
C-60 ions inside the ring, the Japanese experiment used o+ ions at 30 keV.
iii. FLAIR

At the Facility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion Research (FLAIR), Welsch's group
have designed an electrostatic ring to store anti protons [Welsch and Ullrich (2004 ),
Welsch et.al. (2005)]. The storage ring design can be seen in the schematic shown in
figure 1.14. The system can fit within a six meter square (an area of 36 m 2), and consists
of four 90° electrostatic cylindrical deflectors, and quadrupole doublets. The energy of
the anti protons that will enter the 90° deflectors is - 300 keV that is divided by two
concentric electrodes with - ± 19 ke V voltages. Quadrupole lenses are to be employed to
provide transverse bunching to overcome the deficiency of focusing on the perpendicular
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Figure 1.14: A schematic diagram of the FLAIR storage ring (see text for details) [Welsch et.al.
(2005)].
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direction from the 90° cylindrical deflectors. The system will implement a radiofrequency
tube (with voltages < 100 V) that will counteract the innate longitudinal debunching
effects (spreading of the beam width).
iv. DESIREE

The DESIREE apparatus is a double electrostatic storage ring that encompassed two
electrostatic rings of the same style as the ELISA or Tanabea rings (discussed above) that
was designed, and is under construction, at }he Manne Siegbahn Laboratory and
Stockholm University (see figure 1.15) [Rensfelt et.al. (2004)]. It consists of two 9.2 m
rings*** with one common straight section. The common straight section is present for
the purpose of ion - ion collision studies. The whole double ring instrument is placed in a
vacuum chamber and cryogenically cooled to - 10 K. This provides the necessary
environment to mimic ion interactions within interstellar plasma. The double ring layout

Figure 1.15: A diagram of DESIREE (Double ElectroStatic Ion Ring ExpEriment), two rings each
similar to the ELISA design share a common straight section for the purpose of co-linear beam
collision studies [Rensfelt et.al. (2004)].

*** A slightly larger circumference than the storage ring built by Tanabea's group in Japan
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offers merged beam tests for both positive and negative ions. The cold environment of
the system provides an ultrahigh vacuum that is ideal for longer lifetimes of the stored
beam.

1.5SUMMARY
Over the previous few decades research groups have addressed challenges in both design
and experiment to maximize the efficiency of their traps. A number of techniques of
trapping and storing of charged particles have been presented. The chapter introduced
apparatuses that confine particles at a single point, which although not identical to this
thesis, provides the concept of behaviors of charged particles within different
electromagnetic field combinations. The point trap concept imparts the notion that
trapping is related to both the type and magnitude of the fields that are present. Storage
rings were also presented showing some of the innovations and theoretical constraints
that will be addressed in detail in the next chapter for the Low Energy Electrostatic
Storage Ring that is the focus of this thesis.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRON OPTICS
This chapter presents electron optics background along with the theory relating to the
design and stability of the electron recycling system (ERS, see figure 2.1 for a general
schematic). The genera] principles of electrostatic lenses, ray tracing, and hemispherical
deflector analyzers (HDA), will be discussed first in this chapter, followed by stability
theory within a general closed storage ring setup. The chapter will finish with the
operation of the ERS ring, encompassing all the material discussed up to that point; i.e. a
transfer matrix for the whole ERS is created from the combination of lenses and HDAs,
and is related to stability theory. The ERS contains elements found in any electrostatic
spectrometer; thus, the general operation of a spectrometer will begin the discussion .

. ._-_-_-_-_-_----. bource Region Lens 1

Lens 4

Lens 2

Lens 3

Target Region

:Figure 2.1: Basic schematic of Electron Recycling System (ERS), displaying 2 Hemispherical
Deflector Analyzers (HDA), four lenses, and a source and target region.

An ideal electron source ejects electrons with the aim of forming a near parallel beam
based on the field gradients present. The source used here utilizes a hairpin shaped
filament to produce the electron beam that subsequently propagates through a series of
collimating and focusing lenses (a series of individual electrodes comprises a 'lens'). An
energy deflector analyzer is added in succession to the first lens to redirect and disperse
the beam in a manner like that of a prism in light optics (the deflection angles are
dependent on the geometry of the energy deflector that includes common values of 180°,
160°, 127°, or 90°). A second lens is added to the system in series to the energy deflector
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analyzer to further collimate and focus the beam. The lens focuses the beam onto a target;
for example, a gas target in order to perform ionization cross section studies. The
scattered particles are focused a third time and are collected in an energy or momentum
detector, see for example [Read et.al. (1974)].

2.1.1 Electrostatic Lenses and Focusing Conditions
The field of charged particle optics is analogous to light optics with respect to beam
propagation, focusing, and ray tracing. Space charge and external field perturbations are
some of the main differences between the two fields of study. An electrostatic lens is
simply a sequence of electrically charged metallic elements with a physical hole or
"aperture" drilled into it (such lenses are usually symmetric about the propagation axis
commonly labeled the optical axisf These lenses will assume no magnetic B fields and
only electrostatic with cylindrical symmetry; the reference Harting and Read (1976)
discusses other symmetries,+ but they are not relevant to our system. The optical axis is
usually a convenient reference within electron or ion optics, as it cuts the center of the
apertures and is thus the line of symmetry for the defining fields [see for example Harting
and Read (1976), Grivet (1965), Klemperer (1971), Paszkowski (1968), Szilagyi (1988)f

Consider two aperture elements separated by a length l, with apertures of radius r 1 and r2 ,
respectively. Referring to figure 2.2, the left element acts as the defining element for the
radius of the beam, and consequently the object size (which could, be the 'image' of a
previous lens). The first element can be considered an optical "window" for an incoming
beam of straight trajectories. Suppose a beam enters the first aperture at position rw (outer
edge of beam, same as r 1), and at an angle

~

(beam angle) to the beam axis. The right

element acts as a "pupil" as it defines the solid angle for all points in the object that will
be transported further through the optical system (for a field free region, see Figure 2.2). **
t for example an electron beam that travels through circular apertures will take on a cylindrical shape,
making it appropriate to use cylindrical symmetry, whereby the coordinates p, </J, and z would be employed.
Thus, the optical axis is coincident with the z axis
+ Other symmetries include planar or rectangular
§ These references were the main resource for this section
** See Paszkowski (1968) for details
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Figure 2.2: Straight line trajectories within a field free region containing 2 circular defining
apertures showing the process of collimation, and illustrating the difference with 9s and 0p.

The lens parameters are related by the following relations (equation 2.1):
(}P :::::: rp.

(2.1)

l '

The pencil angle (}p is the half - angle of the rays at a point in the object, and similarly,
the beam angle is the half - angle between pencil cones at opposite edges of the object.
Expanding on the ideas presented in figure 2.2, collimation will remove a number of the
electrons from the beam. A minimum of two apertures are required to collimate a beam:
defining the radial spread rw and pencil angle (}p of the object [Read et.al. (1974)].

Midp~.int of Lens
.. -~'

Optical Axis .... ...-

h

Figure 2.3: Showing a ray trace and refraction of trajectories of a lens, in this case a thin lens is
presented (see text for definition of parameters).
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Object

h2

Image

Optical Axis

p

Q

Figure 2.4: To properly describe the behaviour of trajectories within electrostatic cylindrical lenses, a
thick lens is used in place of a thin lens. The characteristic parameters and cardinal points/planes are
shown and mentioned in the text.

Similar to light optics, electron optical lenses are best defined by focal lengths and
principle planes (such lenses retain the 'thick' or 'thin' lens classifications). In figure 2.3
a thin lens is displayed with focal points F1 and F2, focal lengthsf1 andh, angles ~ 1 and
~2,

and object and image heights h 1 and h2 , respectively. The electron beam will bend or

"refract" according to an index of refraction given by the lens. Electrostatic lenses have
no distinct boundary surfaces, and thus have a continuously changing refractive index
[Paszkowski ( 1968)]. A thin lens introduces the topic of lenses within electron optics in
analogy to light optics. However, real electrostatic lenses correspond to a thick lens; see
figure 2.4 for the aspects of thick lenses (using the same notation as the thin lens case,
with additional principle planes H 1 and H2 , and geometrical lengths K1 and K2,).

The parameters for the ERS can be identified using the general thick lens dimensions
from figure 2.4. The defining lengths for the lens are K1

=P -

F1 and K2

=Q -

F2. The

distances P and Q are equivalent to the positions of the source and the entrance to the
HDA, respectively, and do not necessarily refer to the positions of a conjugate object and
image. Tables for the numerical values of P and Q, and aberration coefficients can be
found in [Harting and Read (1976)].
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***

The parameters of a beam traveling through a thin lens are given by (see figure 2.3):

J; + !2 =1
ll

l2

(2.2)

'

and similarly for a thick lens (see figure 2.4 for a visual description of the variables):

J;

P-Pi

+ !2

= 1.

(2.3)

Q-P2

In theory, electrostatic lenses differ from one type to another depending only on the shape
(or geometry) of the electrode. The term "lens" must now be further defined: a collection
of individual elements each at a given voltage, which can be viewed as a region enclosed
by a conducting medium of a given length that has varying electric potentials.
Consequently, a lens is really a group of elements that make up one lens that focuses and
collimates the beam. Generally, a lens can be classified according to the influence on the
charged particle velocity from the object side (v 1) to the velocity on the image side (v2 ),
which is best summed up in table 1 below:
accelerating

V2

> V1

neutral

V2

=

decelerating

V2

< V1

V1

Table 1

The cylindrical symmetry of the lens implies that electrons that travel near the optic axis
will in general experience fewer deflections than those nearer to the outside of the beam.
The near axis electrons, or "paraxial" electrons, are more likely to be conserved
throughout the storage ring, as they will not collide with apertures and inner walls.

Apertures were defined above (in figure 2.2), where a through hole exists in a single
plane metallic element and is separated by a distance to the next planar element. In that
sample the apertures were set up as a field free region, this can be extended to the use of
apertures as a lens. Another common type of electrostatic lens is the cylindrical lens, as
shown in figure 2.5, whereby each element is simply a metallic cylinder with a hole of
fixed diameter drilled through its center. Cylindrical lenses have been implemented
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within the ERS based on the 3 element design and will be explained in more detail in the
following paragraphs.

r
Figure 2.5: Triple Cylindrical Lens, consisting of 3 elements each at separate voltages.

Consider a lens that consists of two cylindrical lens elements with voltages Vi and V2 and
radii of R1 and R2. The condition that the radii of the two lenses are identical (R 1 = R2

=

R) will also be applied to this sample, and the key parameter to determine the effective

focusing of a beam is a = Vi/ Vi, which is the ratio of the electric potentials, regardless of
the number of elements and the individual values of Vi and V2 themselves. The energy of
the electrons through the first element and second element are eVi and eV2 , respectively,
which will lead to defining the refractive index of the lens (see below on Helmholtz Lagrange equation).

An electron or ion traveling through a lens can have its energy raised or lowered
depending on the value of

a (i.e. accelerated or decelerated when traversing a lens, see

table 1 above). Given that U (r, z) is the representation for the electron energy within the
cylindrical coordinate system, then the axial potential is defined as U (r = 0, z) at any
point within the lens, these potentials are not linearly dependent on the electron optical
variables and can take complicated forms. The field gradients determine the refraction of
the trajectories. The large number of trajectories within the presence of non - linear field
gradients causes the analysis and calculations of parameters to become complex. Thus,
for a three-element or greater lens, the expressions for the parameters (/1 and
example) are determined numerically rather then analytically.

***
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2.1.2 Helmholtz - Lagrange Relation
Following from the last section on lenses, the focal lengths and voltages can now be
related by introducing Liouville's theorem. The theorem states that the volume of phase
space occupied by the beam cannot be altered by any forces imposed on the beam by
electrostatic lenses or deflectors [Humphreys S. Jr. (1990), Paszkowski B. (1968),
Goldstein (2002)]. This enables the final parameters of the beam to be determined from
the original phase space parameters. Beginning with an important relationship in electron
optics that originates from Snell's law in light optics is:

n,. sin 81 = n2 sin 82 ,

(2.4)

that relates the product of index of refraction in one medium and incident angle to the
index of refraction in another medium with the angle of refraction, and that the
components orthogonal to the normal of the plane are equal. Therefore, conserving the
volume of phase space leads to the Helmholtz -Lagrange equation: the product of the
parameters of a beam {p, r, r"} will be a constant (where the values in the parenthesis are
momentum, radius, and tangent of the angle).

Charged particles will behave in an identical manner to photons in light optics, provided
the following conditions are met:
•

The medium is non - absorbing, 1.e. the number of particles remam constant
(conservation of current)

•

No space charge effects, electron rays can be considered as geometrical optics, i.e.
non-interacting particles

•

No aberrations

•

No dispersion, i.e. no velocity dependant forces (prism effects)

Defining the lens potential with respect to the zero of the electron energy, rather than real
ground or earth, gives the kinetic energy of the electrons to be equal to e V, where Vis the
voltage on a particular lens element. Media of a constant index of refraction is replaced
by regions of constant voltages of V1 and V2 for the object and the image, respectively.
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The Helmholtz - Lagrange equation can now be expressed mathematically for an electron
beam:

..Jev:'i tan /3 = J;v;.r tan /J
1

2

2 ,

(2.5)

where e V is the energy of the electrons (object or image), and note: ./&' oc p , r 1 and r2
are the distances of the object and image from the optical axis (see Figure 2.4 with r = h),
and the angles in equation 2.5 are in fact the pencil angles [Sturrock ( 1955), Pierce
( 1954), and Banford ( 1966)]. One should note however that the tangent of the angle that
appears in equation 2.5 is valid for Gaussian optics, in the more general case the sine of
the angle is used is accordance with Abbe's sine theorem [Paszkowski (1968)]; in the
small angle approximation sin/J:::::: tan/3::::::

/J.

The gradient of the electric potential V will

cause the charged particle to bend toward the optic axis (analogue: converging lens), or
diverge from the axis. Consequently, the Helmholtz - Lagrange equation is a constraint
placed upon a charged particle beam under the influence of electrostatic forces, which
relates the final energy to the initial energy by the angular spread of the beam [Klemperer
(1971)].

2.1.3 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer (HDA)
The energy spread of the electron beam can be narrowed by an energy filtering element.
In analogy to light optics, it can be interpreted as an electrostatic prism (i.e. a device that
breaks up the energy of the beam). An example of this is a velocity dependent field that
will only pass any charged particle of a definitive energy and reject all other energies. An
HDA consists of two hemispherical surfaces, a hemisphere is placed concentrically within
a larger hemisphere at separate potentials, Vi (I= inner, and is positive for electrons) and

Vo (0 = outer, and is negative for electrons), see figure 2.6. The HDA functions like a
prism in that it gives the image at the exit, whereby the electron beam disperses into
bands of energy, which gives the HDA the label of energy analyzer. A charged particle
beam is directed toward the midway point of the HDA entrance. The narrow band in the
center of the gap within the concentric hemispheres has an effective electric potential V0 ,
commonly referred to as the passing voltage, and eVo is the pass energy; this defines the

mean energy of the electrons that are focused at the exit. An HDA analyzer will focus in
two directions due to spherical symmetry. However, electrons with energy greater than
the pass energy will be focused in the same exit plane to a point closer to the outer
hemisphere. Electrons with energies less than the pass energy will be focused in the exit
plane closer to the inner hemisphere. Thus, there is an energy dispersed image in the exit
plane of the HDA. Through the placement of an aperture at the entrance and exit, the
hemisphere will behave like a prism with resolving power given by the energy resolution

--

:::.-:::a

Outer Hemisphere

Figure 2.6: Electron trajectories within a 180 degree electrostatic HOA

Progerties

Hemisgherical Analyzer

vo[2~
~v = v{ R, _B,_11

V(r )=

Potential Equation

Potential Difference

-1~

RI

t:,EFWHM

Energy Resolution

Eo

R2J

~ !.L + 0.25a 2
Ro

Electric Field

1
Eoc-

Energy- Dispersive refocusing

After a deflection of 1t

r2

Table 2: Summary of HOA properties as discussed in the text

of the analyzer, see Table 2 [for a good coverage on 180° analyzers see Purcell (1938),
Imhof, Adams and King (1976), and Zouros and Benis (2002)]. The list of properties
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found in table 2 give a summary of the relevant voltage and energy dispersion relations of
HDAs. The quantity Ro corresponds to the HDA mean radius, R 1 and R2 are the radii of
the inner and outer hemisphere, respectively, rs is the radius of the aperture at the entrance
and exit of the HDA, and a is the angle of the electron trajectory upon entering or exiting
the HDA.

Hemispherical deflector analyzers can be summed up as "monochromators" whose
resolving power is dependent on its geometrical size and transmits a workable current
(provided the input current is high enough), as long as certain practical concerns are taken
into effect: high precisely machined spherical contours, carefully controlled electric field
termination in the entrance and exit planes, equal aperture sizes at the entrance and exit,
precise voltage supplies that connect to the analyzer, and proper shielding of external
alternating current (AC) electromagnetic fields to minimize field termination effects
[Simpson (1964)].

Early applications in atomic and molecular physics that exploited the 180° HDA
[Simpson ( 1964)] are the measurement of differential cross sections of neon, argon,
krypton, and xenon for elastic scattering and optical transitions [Geiger (1964)]. HDAs
are still widely used in atomic and molecular physics and in surface science for material
characterization. These devices have a geometry that lend themselves to position sensitive
detectors [Zouros (2006)], which improves the overall detection efficiency. Furthermore,
advances in electron optics e.g. multi-element zoom lenses in software modeling allows
one to obtain the best performance from HDAs and even compensate for aberrations
[Dahl (2000), http://www.electronoptics.com/, Zouros, Benis and Chatzakis (2005)].

2.2 THE TRANSFER MATRIX
The electrons will travel on the total path within the ERS that is broken up into a number
of sections or "cells" that contain elements such as lenses, HDAs or field free regions.
Each cell will affect the propagating beam, and is best expressed mathematically by the
use of transfer matrices. Any element will have its own transfer matrix, whereby a
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collection of elements is expressed as a single transfer matrix that is a product of the
transfer matrices for the elements that are present. Through this process the entire ERS
will be represented as a single transfer matrix.

2.2.1 Background

Conventionally, the degrees of freedom of charged particles are given by its position
(which is denoted r for the case of a cylindrical symmetric coordinate system) and angle
relative to the optical axis (denoted by SB and r" = tan SB). The parameter r" is further
defined by the ratio of velocities of the beam at points within the transfer cell:

, dr

v,

r=-:::::-

(2.6)

dz - vz ·

The classification of an electron at the entrance and exit of an electrostatic optical element
which could be a lens or HDA is given by the vectors x0 and x 1, respectively:
Xo

= (ro,r'o)

(2.7)

X1

= ('i,r\).

(2.8)

Since the HDAs operate with static linear electric fields, the vector components can be
expressed as:
(2.9)

(2.10)
or in matrix form:

[r: J= A[ r~ooJ= [a11
a21
1

~o J.

a12 ][
a22 r o

(2.11)

The values amn are dependent on the forces present.

A transfer matrix was introduced in equation 2.11 as a mathematical expression used to
describe the beam dynamics over a region containing lenses or analyzers (or any element
that operates on a charged particle beam). Mathematically, a beam goes from an initial
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state {ro, ro "} to a different state {r1, r1 "} at a later time by means of the transfer matrix.
The operator A ( = [amnD in the above equation is the general form of the transfer matrix.

Provided the acceleration over the transfer region is zero, then the determinant of the
transfer matrix is equal to unity (see Section 1.2 on Helmholtz-Lagrange relation).
Similar to light optics, if the electron passes through any number of linear transfer
devices, there will be a single transfer matrix (which is a product of the transfer matrices
of each device) to describe the transformation. For a good background on transfer
matrices see, for example, [Humphreys (1990), Lawson (1977)].

A transfer matrix A can be assigned to an individual linear lens element, or a set of linear
lens elements. The formation of a transfer matrix in charged particle optics is similar to
the cases that are dealt within light optics. Suppose, for example, the electron beam
traverses a field free region (denoted by a given length K1), defined by the drift - length
matrix:

[~

(2.12)

where K1 is the difference between the positions ro and r 1, see figure 2.7. For the ERS, K1
and K 2 correspond to the geometry of the system, see figure 2.4 of Section 1.1.

Optic Axis

Figure 2. 7: Ray trace of the trajectory of a beam within a field free region

Geometrically, the image radius is: r1
remains the same:

ao

= ro

+ K1tana or r1

= ro

+ K1r"1 and the angle

= a 1 (see figure 2.7J. This simple example demonstrates the

operation of the transfer matrix that relates the initial and final parameters of the beam:

(2.13)
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A particle traversing a lens (a thick lens, for example see figure 2.4) has the following
transfer matrix (again notice the similarities to light optics):

[-\ ~].

(2.14)

In a zeroth order approximation, the HDA acts simply as a deflector and not as a prism.
From the general definition of an HDA, transfer matrix mh (equation 2.16) is a first order
approximation that ignores higher order effects such as spherical and chromatic
aberrations (which are addressed later in this chapter), whereby the position r will
increase by a 11r term [Wollnik (1987), Hammond et.al. (2008)]. Then the transfer matrix
for an HDA will "reflect" the beam, which is the image - inversion function of the
hemisphere, i.e. the HDA in this context will merely invert the beam angle and change its
direction of propagation by 180 degrees:

(2.15)
therefore,

(2.16)

2.2.2 The Electron Recycling System (ERS)
The electron recycling system of figure 2.1 consists of two 180° hemispherical deflector
analyzers separated by focusing lens stacks that will transport non-relativistic electrons.
The focusing lens stacks include a source side (being the lens stack that transports the
injected electron beam in addition to passing many recycled electron beams) and an
interaction or "target" side (this includes a gas source that will be the region for electron
gas collisions coupled with a detector that is non - disrupting to the storage beam). An
elaborative description of the ERS is given in Chapter 3.

***
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A full orbit begins at the source and returns back to the source. For an electron beam to
execute such a path, a series of transitions must occur. The whole orbit can be broken up
into separate pieces and studied individually. From the source to the entrance of the HDA,
the electron beam is focused onto the entrance of the HDA through the lens - 1 transfer
matrix m1, where the quantities arnn for m 1 are determined by the position of the source
and entrance of the HDA. Following m1, is the transfer matrix for the HDA mh. Exiting
the HDA, the beam will travel through lens - 2 or m2 leading to the interaction region (not
shown in figure 2.1). At this point the beam has traveled one half orbit, which is
described by the source to target transfer matrix Msr. To complete the full orbit the beam
will then pass through a third lens, m3 , another HDA and a final lens m4 defined by a
target to source transfer matrix Mrs, leading to a final source to source transfer matrix
Mss.

The lenses could be set up equivalently, which would provide an inherent symmetry in
the system (symmetric setup, i.e. geometries and voltages are the same); alternatively, the
system could be set up with lens 1 and 4 equal to each other and 2 and 3 equal to each
other (refer to this arrangement as asymmetric). Assuming the symmetric setup, the
electron beam will hence traverse m 2 with a time reversed transfer matrix of m1 (to be
further discussed in the cases given below).

For m 1, a transfer matrix is used for the case of a general focusing system with focif1 and

h

[Wollnik (1987)]. Thus, the path from the source to the entrance of the HDA is

described by:

-

J[

l

1 K2
01
fiK1
[0 1 -- - -

!2

!2

(2.17)
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The m2 transition will be equivalent to the above transition (m 1) with the evident swap of
foci and drift - length matrices: !1 ~ h andfi ~ f1, K1 ~ K2 and K2 ~ K1thus:
(2.18)
Accordingly, the total transfer matrix for the source to interaction region is given by the
following product (see Appendix 1-A for derivation):

M sr

=

= m2mhnli

_1_[fJ2 -2K1K2
fJ2

-2K2

2Kl Ui.12 - K1KJJ.
fJ2 -2K1K2

(2.19)

For the symmetric setup (see above), the path of the electron beam from the target to the
source is the same as from the source to the target:
(2.20)
The total transfer matrix for a beam starting from the source, traveling a full orbit, back to
the source is:

Mss =MrsMsr =MsrMsr

(2.21)
due to the simple form of mh.

2.3 STABILITY
This section will contain all the conditions on a system (an abstract view, yet directly
applicable to this thesis project) that will allow for a beam to remain in the stability region
(i.e. range of parameters). For the notion of a storage ring, these conditions can allow for
an eternal number of orbits, without considering any loss mechanisms (for example,
perturbations). In this application, the transfer matrix becomes an invaluable tool for
ascertaining the stable trajectories.
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2.3.1 Phase Space
In either a many body or single electron picture, the properties of electron behaviour
within the ERS can be understood by making use of phase space, which consists of six
dimensions {x, y ,

z, Vx,

Vy, Vz }.

Whereby, each electron has a position with a common

velocity at a given time t. Simply, a particle could be labeled in the x direction by {x, Vx}.
The beam cross section is formed by all the points that define the beam and the range of
angles of each electron trajectory [Humphreys ( 1990)]. A variety of cross section
geometries are possible, such as parallelogram, octagon, or ellipse; mathematically the
equations of motion are most easily decided from an elliptical cross section, thus, it will
be assumed that the phase space is elliptical. The beam enters a sequence of transfer
matrices referred to as a cell. The beam at the exit of the cell is described by a phase
space ellipse of area Ex classified by Twiss parameters (where a whole storage ring may
be classified by a number of unit cells) [Wollnik (1987)].

For a system with no net acceleration, the determinant of its transfer matrix, M, will be
unity. According to linear algebra this physically implies that the differences in position
and velocity between individual particles will be preserved from the entrance to exit of a
cell that contains linear transformation forces, which relates to the conservation of phase
space parameters within the Helmholtz - Lagrange relation. This is another constraint for
the stability.

The phase space ellipse takes on the recognizable mathematical form:

UJ +(~J

=1.

(2.22)

and is parameterized with the Twiss parameters Ar, Br, and Cr:
2

x 2 CT + 2xaAT + a By

= £x'

(2.23)

where Ex = lah (i.e. the area of the ellipse). Here the ellipse is defined in {x, a} tt space,
which merely describes the lateral position x and the longitudinal position a. A particle
tt There is a direct analogy using x and y axes labels, and it defines the position of each trajectory.
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that moves once around the ellipse has traveled the full length of a unit cell. A phase space mapping can be done: {x, a} ~ {u, v} to represent the ellipse as a circle (a result of
det M = 1). As a particle moves from one position at time t 1, to another position at a later
time ti, it will move an angle cr around the circle (which is referred to as a 'phase shift',
which measures the difference in the cell length to the actual travel length of a particle
along the optic axis, see figure 2.8). Suppose the phase space ellipse at the entrance of
the cell is equal to the ellipse at the exit of the cell, i.e. conservation of phase space, this
gives the transfer matrix of the following form:

!rli 2 ]
m22

= [cos er+ ~T sin er
-CT smcr

BT sin er
]
cos er-AT sin er '

(2.24)

which expresses cr in relation of the Twiss parameters, and is a common form within
storage rings [Courant and Snyder (1958), Wollnik (1987), and Tzenov (2004)]. Thus,
the trace of transfer matrix will express cr independent of the Twiss parameters that will
trivialize the expression for the phase shift, namely:

Tr(M) = fn:! 1 + m22 = 2cosCI

(2.25)

iv

a
u

Figure 2.8: A particle exists on two points of a phase space ellipse at two different times. The ellipse is
mapped into a circle, and the points that were on the ellipse become transformed to two new points
on the circumference at times t1 and t2 separated by the phase shift cr.

The form of a circle in (u, v) space is [for example see, Mathews and Howell (2001)]:
(2.26)
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(2.27)
To retain the circular geometry, the angle cr must be real.

Considering the possibility of a complex angle (meaning an angle with an imaginary
component:

<J

= a+ i /J), will result in more solutions than for a completely real angle:

exp[i(a + i/3)] = e-/J exp(ia).

(2.28)

Viewing equation 2.28 reveals that a complex angle will give an exponential deviation
from the trajectory (coming from the

e-/J term)

resulting in an unstable orbit (the phase

space portrait is now hyperbolic) [Jose (1998)]. Therefore, for a purly real cr the particles
will remain confined to the orbit trajectory (!cos crl :S 1). Therefore the condition for
stability comes from equations 2.25 and 2.28:
(2.29)
The condition of stability is ultimately related to the phase shift. For the result !cos crl = 1
the storage device will be stable for a perfect machine; however, a slight misalignment
within the physical system will lead to an unstable beam [Courant and Snyder (1958)]. A
physical interpretation of equation 2.29 (the stability relation) is that the overall radial and
angular magnifications must be less than unity for each pass; otherwise, the trajectories
would quickly diverge and the image size would expand indefinitely. For the case that
the magnifications equal unity, it is ideally stable; however, perturbations may induce an
escape from the orbit trajectory. For example see [Dennison and Berlin ( 1946), Courant
and Snyder (1958), Dahan et.al. (1998), and Hammond et.al. (2~08)].

2.3.2 Constraints Imposed on the Transfer Matrix
The physical degree of freedom that causes the system to operate in a given mode is the
voltage on each lens element, namely: Vi, V2 , and Vi of the three cylindrical elements,
making up each of the lenses. It has already been mentioned that the K term in the transfer
matrices correspond to geometric lengths, which are accordingly applied to cylindrical
lenses as well. A stable working system is dictated by equation 2.29 (the stability
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relation), thus, the transfer matrix will reveal the physical voltages capable of producing a
stable working system. The net effect of a beam transported within the ERS will also be
revealed through the analysis of the setup conditions.

i. Unity Matrix
A proposal for the transfer matrix Mss is:

(2.30)
Here, all final configurations are identical to the initial; i.e. trajectories are precisely
repeated on each orbit (positions and angles):

(2.31)
Note that equation 2.30 satisfies both the determinant and trace relations: det Mss = l, ITr

Mssl = 2 (recall, the system is unstable for Tr (Mss) > 2). Furthermore, because:
Mss =MsTMST,

2

12 =(-1) =l

(2.32)

then,

011 ' [-10 -10J

(2.33)

_J

are the possibilities for the source to target transfer matrix. MsT = I can be implemented
by setting K1 = K2 = 0 in equation 2.19 (causing the off diagonal elements of the MsT
matrix to vanish). See figure 2.4 for a geometrical interpretation of K1 and K2 • Here, the
position of the source is at the first principle focus, and the entrance of the HDA 1 is at
the second principle focus. Although a unity transfer matrix is only stable for a perfect
system, it is an acceptable solution.

For the second case, MsT = -I would once again require the off diagonal elements to
vanish. A more novel approach is to rewrite the matrix MsT (equation 2.19) in a diagonal
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form prior to equating it to the inverse matrix (i.e. -/). The conclusion is found to be
non-trivial (see Appendix I-B):
(2.34)

p

Q

Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram showing the positions of the principal planes PP1 and PP2and the
principal foci PF 1 and PF2 of a lens, together with the focal lengths/1 andfi, the mid-focal lengths F 1
and F 2 and the lengths K 1 and K2 defined in the text. The thick vertical line is the reference plane.
The distances P and Q refer here to the positions of the source and the entrance to HDA 1 and do not
refer to the positions of a conjugate object and image [Hammond et.al. (2008)]

This implies that the lengths will have to "match - up" at some point, implying that either
the object or the image length would be extended from their assumed positions. This
result does not satisfy the formation of an image from an object in terms of the cardinal
points and the principles of electron optics [Harting and Read (1976)]. As seen in figure
2.9 the two focal lengths will always extend beyond the lengths of K1 and K 2 ; thus, the
product of the two focal lengths will never match the product of the object and image
position from the principle foci. Hence MsT = - I is not considered a possible solution.

To achieve an overall transfer matrix of Mss = I, the source to target transfer matrix must
also be unity.

Following the same logic as above, consider a setup that has the trajectory return to the
original position after two orbits, and still obey the trace and determinant conditions. The
form of the source to source transfer matrix is:
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Mss

=[

-1
0

0
-1

]=-/

The image after one orbit is then 'inverted', i.e (r, r')

(2.35)

.

~ (- r, - r').

An investigation of

the relationship for MsT will determine its possible forms:

M SS == M STM ST ==-I.

(2.36)

Make an ansatz for the general form of MsT [Hammond et.al. (2008)]:

(2.37)
by comparing the right hand side of equation 2.37 to Msr (equation 2.19), u is found to
equal K1 (see Appendix 1-C), and imposing the constraint:
(2.38)
m order to cause the diagonal components of MsT to vanish. As explicitly seen m
Appendix 1-C is the solution for u in this setup:
(2.39)
This is a physical solution, and will be discussed in more detail below.

ii. Deviation from the unity Matrix
In real experiments, achieving the unity matrix is very difficult. Aberrations and
misalignments will cause a deviation from the unit matrix. Suppose the electron
trajectories are measured at a fixed point (for example the position of the source), then in
this operation they return to the initial phase space parameters every N full orbits;
whereby, a deviation from the ideal transfer matrices given above will occur. The
trajectories may retrace themselves with an inherent "shift" in the position. For example a
re-trace occurs every 4/3 n:, which requires three full orbits to have (r, r')
measured at the same position.

***
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~

(r, r')

The source to source transfer matrix can best be amended in a similar manner to section
(i) of this chapter employing the Twiss parameters [Courant and Snyder (1958),
Hammond et.al. (2008)]:

Mss

=cose[~

OJ1 +sinO[b

11

(2.40)

h21

1
where, cos()= -Tr(M
ss)
2

= -1 ((M ss )u + (M ss ) 22 )
2

(Mss = MTs MsT, and MsT comes from equation 2.19), and sin B= (1- cos 2 0) 112 • From the
above expression of the transfer matrix, Mss and MsT from section 2.1 are matched to
solve for the physical conditions. To achieve such a setup it is concluded that b 11 = 0 (see
appendix I-D). Thus, the transfer matrix is reduced to:

-[ cos(}
Mss b21 sin(}

b12 sin

BJ

cos(}

(2.41)

'

which is further simplified through the condition that the Helmholtz - Lagrange equation
demands conservation of phase space, i.e. the determinant of the transfer matrix must
equal unity. The transfer matrix is then trivialized to an expression dependent only on 8
and b 12 (see appendix I-D):

BJ

cos(}
b12 sin
M ss = -~s1nB
l .
cos(}
[

.

(2.42)

h12

Incidentally, this form of Mss is analogous to the rotation matrix, whereby the angle ()
corresponds to the phase shift in the phase space ellipse after traversing one orbit (or cell).
It should also be noted mathematically that if

IM ssl = 1 then Ms/ will always be unity,

thus satisfying the conservation of phase space for multiple orbits. In general, the transfer
matrix takes on the form (provided a unitary determinant):
M ss N = cos(NB)

(l

0

OJ + sin(NB)(bu
1

h21

J

h12 .
-bll

(2.43)

The system still has a stable mode of operation (provided () is real), however, the
constraints are more limiting [Courant and Snyder (1958), Brown (1981), Hammond

et.al. (2008)].
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iii. Generalized Expression

From the last section, the electron beam will re-trace++ itself over a number of orbits. The
proposals presented above for the source to source transfer matrix§§ can be re - written
and re - analyzed from the generalized formalism of equation 2.43 as given in the
following matrix:
cos(() I 2)

Msr= _sin~/2)
[

L sin(() I 2)J

cos(B/2)

'

(2.44)

where Lis an arbitrary length, Bis a parameter in phase space and is real, and corresponds
to the phase space shift after a complete orbit, then B/2 is the shift after a half orbit for the
symmetric condition. A comparison of the above general expression for MsT with that
given in equation 2.19, will provide the physical constraints for the system. Compare the
M 11 elements:
(2.45)
This relation implies that for cos B/2 to equal ± 1, then once again leads to the solution

MsT =±I. In addition, comparing the M21 elements (for example):

(M sT ) 21

= - 2 K 2 = __!_sin(B/2),
f,J2

L

(2.46)

and noting that both off diagonal elements must vanish when MsT = ± /, will lead to the
conclusion that L ~ oo or 0, or sin(0/2)

= 0. Since one can show Lis defined as:
(2.47)

for the case that Lis not finite leads to an unstable operation, and thus sin(0/2) = 0 (for
finite L) will provide a both physical and stable solution [Hammond et.al. (2008)].

Continuing with the general formalism, the electron trajectories require a number of
passes through the MsT matrix before returning to unity. Suppose the electrons require an

H (i.e. return to its original phase space parameters at the same measured point)
§§

namely Mss =±I
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H number of executions of the MsT matrix to retrace its path or invert its path (± [); then
in terms of "half passes" of the total ring, M 11 takes on the form:
cos(B I H) = l

2 1 2
K K = 1- 2sin 2 (812H),

(2.48)

fih

which leads to the condition:

(2.49)

where Bis set to mn, m is in the range O < m < H," which avoids the unstable resonance
conditions when m

= 0 (i.e. K1K2 = 0) and m =H, (i.e. K 1K 2 =f Jh).

There arise special solutions for the cases where m happens to be an exact integer:
1. An even integer will return to the unity matrix, i.e. H number of half orbits gives
MsT = I.
2. An odd integer of m will return MsT to the form of the inverse matrix, namely-/.
Consider the case that H = 2 and m = l, then the M 11 element becomes:

· 2(1lJ
f1h
4 =-2-.

K1K2=!1f2sm

(2.50)

Here the electron trajectories re-trace themselves after two full orbits, as MsT = - I after 2
half orbits, and the same condition is found from above, namely, 2K 1K = fi/2.
2

Now consider another case: H = 3; there are two possible integer m values (m = l, 2)
giving the following focusing conditions:
m=l

=>

· 2(1lJ
fd2
6 =-4-

K1K2=fJ2sm

m=2

(2.51)

(2.52)

Therefore, for m = 2 the electrons return to the original parameters for a travel length of
one and half orbits:
cos(21l I 3)

M sr == [ _ sin(~t 3)
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Lsin(21l

/3)J

cos(21l /3)

(2.53)

(2.54)
Therefore, for m = 1, the electrons will experience an inversion of their original
parameters for a travel length of 1Y2 orbits:
cos(tr / 3)
Msr = _ sin(23)
[

Lsin(tr /3)J
(2.55)

cos(tr I 3)

(2.56)
thus, requiring three complete orbits (or six half passes) to return to the original
trajectory. The odd solutions of m are theorized to be stable as long as L

-:t=

0 or

oo,

implying that the storage ring prefers a setup that has the electron beam invert rather than
a precise retrace over any number of orbits, i.e. a solution of + I is an unstable resonant
condition.

In figure 2.10 are two graphs experimentally obtained showing the resonant profiles of
the above generalized forms of the transfer matrix. Referring to figure 2.10 each
horizontal green line represents a peak orbit spectrum of 90° scattered electrons collected
within the target region (a sample spectrum that was recorded at the Vi value of 130 V is
shown in grey at the top of figure 2.10). For simplicity, the ERS was set up in a
symmetric fashion, referring to equal pass energies of the HDAs at a value of 18 eV. The
accelerating ratio of the lenses was held at 2.0 and 1.0 for the top and bottom graphs of
figure 2.10, respectively. The middle element voltages of the lenses (which is the V2
element) were varied in increments of two volts over the ranges indicated in the plots.
The magnitude of the trace of the source to source transfer matrix Mss must also be
addressed in explaining the stability at a given ERS setup (see equation 2.29 of Section
3.1). The constraint of the trace inequality (equation 2.29) must be compared to the
ratio K1K 2 I fih, as predicted by the above generalized form of the MsT matrix. Thus,
when Tr (Mss) is equal to "negative 2" and the ratio K 1K2 I fih is equal to 0.5, the [H =
2 and m = 1] mode is being executed. This precise t'match-up" occurs twice and is
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Figure 2.10: Stability graphs, displaying the resonant patterns of the unstable modes as a function of
the V3 I Vi lens voltage ratio. Each graph contains a series of spectra obtained over a broad range of
V 2 values in 2 V intervals (green horizontal lines). The graph shows logarithm of the electron yield in
a topographical colour contoured format: where white regions represent no storage, blue represents
the adequate storage, and the green region is the significant yield. (Note that the data has been lightly
"smoothed" to enhance the signal to noise ratio). Each graph includes the theoretical predicted
positions of the resonant modes as obtained by Harting and Read (1976).
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predicted to lie in the low voltage range of O to 6 V (not shown in figure, but
experimentally observed), and in the higher voltage range of 90 to 180 V, which is seen
experimentally in the figure above. Storage did not exist between the range of 10 to 90 V
and was omitted for brevity. Focusing in on the case of V3 I V1 = 1, the higher modes H >
2 are in theory possible, and were theoretically predicted and experimentally found to lie
at:
Mode

K1K2lfih

Theory (Volts)

(2,1)
(3,1)
(4,1)
(7,2)
(5,2)
(3,2)

0.5
0.25
0.147
0.188
0.345
0.75

92.2
80
74.3
76.8
84.3
103.8

Experimental
(Volts)
94
82
76
78
86
-

Table 3

The theoretical voltages were calculated from the lens tables taken from Harting and
Read (1976). The modes that contain an m-even solution (e.g. (7,2)) are interpreted as
"unstable resonances" lying in a broad region of stability [Hammond et.al. (2008)]. The
noise in the graphs corresponds to metastable helium atoms that also registered at the
channeltron detector.

For a more detailed description on deviations from the unity matrix see [Hammond et.al.
(2008)].

iv. Asymmetric Lens Setup
A pragmatic viewpoint leads to the notion that a complete symmetry*** may not be the
optimum arrangement to contain an electron storage beam; specifically, the source
voltage Vs does not equal the target Vt (ultimately referring to the energy of the electrons
within the source or target region, respectively). Thus, the m 2 transfer matrix is no longer
the time reversal of m1 . Assume that a left / right symmetry lies within the system
*** referring to figure 2.1, the asymmetric setup retains symmetry between lenses 1 and 4 and also between
Lenses 2 and 3
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(referring to figure 2.1 ), meaning that the lenses 1 and 4 are equal and lenses 2 and 3 are
equal. In this setup, the conditionf1h = 2K1K2 will still hold; lens 1 remains the same as in
the symmetric case, and lens 2 will change to accommodate this new asymmetric setup.
The lens transfer matrices m 1 and m2 will take on the form:
(2.57)

K' 1 K' 2 -f' 1
K'

f']

,

(2.58)

fih = 2K1K2 has been substituted in the

m 1 matrix. Figure 2.11

1

where the condition

2

displays the behavior of the ERS as a transfer cell rather then an object and image
electron optics system, which necessitates a transfer matrix.

An ansatz can be made for the form of the source to target transfer matrix in a similar
manner as was done for the symmetric setup (see above):

0

M sr == [

-u

_1

ru]

(2.59)

0 '

[Hammond et.al. (2008)], where r is the ratio of f 1 to

J; (see equation 2.65 below).

In

this scenario the acceleration for each half orbit is non - unity, and for a single lens is:

(2.60)
see [Szilagyi (1988)].

The constraints for this setup are found from the following relation:
m2mhlrli

=

-(~J(~JIl
f2

f

2

K2K'2+K', K'2.- f'1 f'2
K2 + K 1

-

K,K2K'2+K,(K\ K'2.- f', f'Jl, (2.61)
- K1K2 + K1K 1

J

where the following conditions (on the geometry and voltages) are required to cause the
diagonal elements of Msr to vanish:
(2.62)
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Figure 2.11: Showing the electron trajectories within the ERS. The electron trajectories pass through
the interaction region and do not form an image at that point.

(2.63)
From the first constraint (which is purely geometrical) the distance from the entrance of
the hemisphere to the second principle focus of lens one is equal to the distance of the
exit of the hemisphere to the first principle focus of lens two. The final constraint is non
- trivial and applies only to lens two (as the primes indicate). It is satisfied through
changing one of the lens potentials and a lens position, or by varying two lens potentials.
The physical arrangement of lenses of the system setup is specified by: K 2 = K 1' and K 2 ' =
K 1• The distance from the target to the second principle focus of lens two is equal to the

distance of the source to the first principle focus of lens one.

The individual lens potentials (Vi, V2 , Vi) and (Vi', Vi', Vi ') describe the fields in lens
one and lens two, respectively. It is more appropriate to consider the following ratios:

V2 V3 V' 2

V'_3
_

Yi ' Yi ' V\

, V'.

(2.64)

1

Moreover, the focal length f 1 and mid - focal lengths F1 and F2 are dependant on the
above ratios. The four potential ratios (from above) are free to vary, provided that: V2 I Vi
':I:-

Vi' I V1' and Vi I Vi ':I:- Vi ' I Vi'; therefore,f1 ':I:- h ':I:- !1' ':I:- h'. Henceforth, the form of Msr

(equation 2.19) is achieved by having
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(2.65)
(see appendix 1-E) where the relationship between focal length and voltage arises from
the index of refraction within electron optics [Harting and Read (1976)]. For the target to
the source the transfer matrix MTs can be obtained by making the following substitutions

h ~! 2
!2 ~ f'i
f'i ~ !2
1

f'2~1i.
The transfer matrix MTs will have the same form as above, with the exception that the
determinant will give a value rrs (physically it represents a deceleration). There is
geometrical symmetry in the system; thus, for MTs, the

K values remain unaltered

throughout the equations, and reappear identically as for MsT· Therefore, the transfer
matrix is:

0
Mrs= [

(2.66)

-1

-uts

From the above substitutions, the variables that define MTs are:

(£iJ =
2

u

ts

= f1f'i
r =
2 K , ts
2

+

r-1

(2.67)

J1

By imposing the condition of no overall acceleration, and if the first half of the orbit is
given by equation 2.59, which is accelerating the electrons by a factor r, then the second
half of the orbit must decelerate the electrons by 1/r, which imposes the second half of the
orbit to be the time reverse of the top, i.e. m 1 is time reverse of m2 with an acceleration of
r. Then

f 1 =f 1
I

and h

I

= h,

2;

and u = f 2 2K ~ ,

source transfer matrix is:

Mss

= [ o_1
-uts
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uts

= fi 2;2K2 •

Therefore, the source to

r- u,1
1

[ 0 -1

0

-uts

-

[

0
-u -1

- r -l utsu -l

0

0-1 ]

-uts ru

f'i !'2
lif2

0

fif2
f'i !'2

0

=

;J

[-01

~i].

(2.68)

The result leads to the inverse matrix in a corresponding style to the symmetric setup, and
implies that the asymmetric setup has a stable solution.

v. Aberrations
The higher order effects of the hemispherical deflector analyzer will add loss effects that
were not addressed in the above analysis. The zeroth order effect of the HDA was given
in the

mh

transfer matrix, which merely inverts the beam parameters (mirror effect). The

first and second order effects are the chromatic and angular aberrations, respectively, that
are a result of the dispersion of electron trajectories within the HDA. A third order effect
is the spherical aberration that arises from the fundamental spread in the beam trajectories
in the lenses [Lawson (1977), Harting and Read (1976)]. The details for aberration effects
within the ERS can be found in [Hammond et.al. (2008)], and the results will be
presented here.

Assume a mean energy of the electrons of E0 and a total energy of E =Eo + l1E, where l1E

<< E0 , the radial position at the exit of an HDA increases by ~r = 2rol1E0/E0 . Therefore,
one full orbit will have the effect of two ~r aberrations, and every succeeding orbit will
be an N - 1 multiple of the chromatic aberrations of one full pass (where N is the number
of full orbits). For Mss = - I, the energy resolution is determined by one full orbit (not
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cumulative for multiple orbits), and thus this mode is appropriate for energy analysis. For
the case of Mss = I, the position and angle of the beam at the Nth orbit transform as:
(2.69)

where, i andf subscripts stand for initial and final, respectively, and Ro is the mean radius
of the hemisphere (50.0 mm for the ERS). It is seen in the above equation that the
angular spread is proportional to N, which implies that the apertures will ultimately limit
the angular spread.

In theory, the energy resolution will improve upon each orbit.

However, it was stated in section (i) of this chapter on page 45 that this Mss = I mode is
inherently unstable for a real recycling system (due to lens aberrations and mechanical
alignment). Considering the special case of the generalized form of MsT, the case of (H =
2, m = l) have the same chromatic aberration effects as Mss
rf C
N)J
(

, (N )

=[- ~ _ 4K1ro
Ii

rf

Ml
E

=- I, namely:
(2.70)

- r'
t

= 3, m = l, or 2), it was found that (H = 3, m = l) gives the same
energy resolution as the (H = 2, m = l) or M ss = - I setups, which is equation 2. 70. For
the (H = 3, m = 2) mode there is no overall change in beam parameters, and the energy
For the other case of (H

resolution is not predicted to narrow in this operation. For the general m values in an
arbitrary H mode, the conclusions discussed above are very likely to repeat, namely that
these modes are stable under chromatic aberrations.

Spherical aberrations are third order effects from the lenses. Thus, the aberrations are
dominated by the second order effects of the HDAs, where the translation of the beam
trajectories is related to the initial angle:
(2.71)
Although, this aberration term is dependent on the square of the initial slope r"', it has a
similar form to the chromatic aberration above.

Under consideration of aberrations

within the HDAs, the parameters of the beam remain bounded and are not cumulative.
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2.3.3 Stability Modeling
The matrix analysis performed above gives a good indication that stable trajectories are
obtainable for our system. Thus, the software program Charged Particle Optics 3D
(CP03D) simulator [CPO Ltd.] was used to reveal the conditions for stability of the ERS
system in terms of lens voltages and pass energies specified for the ERS (i.e. parameters
that the experimenter can immediately address).

The CP03D program uses the surface charge method (or boundary element method) to
give numerical solutions to Laplace's equation. CP03D is capable of performing direct
ray tracing, whereby an electrode is viewed as a continuous potential (meaning that each
point "affects" the ray trace), which is more involved and thus slower to perform each
simulation. An alternate method is by employing a 'mesh' instead of a continuous
electrode. The 'mesh' method involves open spaces where the ray tracing integrals vanish
(i.e. fewer computations. Symmetry is incorporated into the program (such as cylindrical
or spherical) to allow for faster modeling. Accuracy can be sacrificed in such
circumstances of complex geometries, such as a hemispherical analyzer. Moreover, a
computer program will break a curved line down into a series of straight line segments,
and many straight line segments will be more involved for the programmer and may not
match correctly when rotated about a line of symmetry [Harvey (2000)]. Thus, care must
53
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Figure 2.12: A more detailed view of the beam, left displays the beam orbiting throughout the ERS
storage ring in the CPO program. Middle, possible trajectories the beam can undergo without
diverging and being lost from the storage region. Right, displays the beam cross section, noting that
any electron that lies outside the ellipse will diverge and be lost.
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be taken by the user to minimize these effects. The CPO program was used with Dr.
Hammond' s research group in Australia [Hammond website] to simulate the storage
conditions, matching the system in Windsor [Reddish website]. The diagram above shows
a sample simulation performed with CP03D. The trajectories are shown on the left and
center throughout the whole ERS ring. On the right is a view of the cross section of the
beam at the source (top) and target (bottom) region, showing that all electrons with
parameters that lie in that ellipse will be stored, and that losses do not occur in those
regions.

2.4SUMMARY
The general background of charged particle optics has been presented, including
electrostatic lenses and hemispherical deflector analyzers. The lenses and energy
analyzers were further defined and specified for the ERS ring. Although there is a
cylindrical symmetry for the straight lenses and spherical symmetry within the energy
analyzers, due to the two dimensional focusing of the HDAs, the two systems come
together in well matched form. The analogy to light optics continued through the
expression of transfer matrices for every element that acts on the electron beam within the
ERS. An overall transfer matrix was formed for a full orbit within the ERS, which by
applying general conditions for storage within a closed ring, provided the conditions of
stability for the ERS. Aberrations of second and third order do affect the transfer of the
electron beam for certain setups, but are not cumulative, and thus do not prevent long
term storage within the ERS. The physical construction and dimensions of the ERS are
presented in the next chapter.
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3.1 THE ELECTRON RECYCLING SYSTEM (ERS)
The previous two chapters introduced the background and theory for the instrument that
will be presented in this chapter. The system was introduced in Chapter 2 as being a
confinement ring for charged particles (electrons being the only tested species on this
apparatus). From the transfer matrices and conditions for stability that were presented in
the last chapter, it can be concluded that the "small" size of the ERS limits the energy of
/

the charged particles that can be stored. This chapter will cover the detailed parameters
and geometry of the ERS. The cylindrical lenses and hemispherical deflector analyzers
(HDAs) that were discussed in chapter 2 will be shown in proportion displaying all
dimensions. The electron gun is the source of the electron beam and will be presented in
this chapter as a prelude to chapter 4 that covers the styles of injection within the ERS.
Finally, a layout of all the voltage supplies will be given, including reference grounds.

3.1.1 Overview
The general schematic for the ERS storage ring is displayed in figure 3.1 (below). As
introduced in Chapter 2, the ERS consists of two hemispherical deflector analyzers, four
focusing and collimating lens trains (labeled 1 to 4 ), a source and target region, an
electron gun (see below), a Faraday cup, and five channel electron multipliers (C.E.M.,
only three are shown in figure 3.1). Referring to figure 3.1, the lens stack in line with the
electron gun contains the 'source region' and will henceforth be labeled as the source
stack, and similarly the lens stack that contains the gas source (not shown in figure 3.1 see

figure 3.3) will be labeled as the interaction stack (this labeling will reduce any confusion
that is independent of the orientation of the ERS storage ring). Due to the three
dimensional aspect of the ERS instrument, figures 3.2 and 3.3 (given below) are provided
to display the source and interaction stacks with a rotation of 90 degrees about the optic
axis to reveal the other two C.E.M. detectors that were not visible in figure 3.1.

***
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An ideal storage ring is made up of a pair of concentric spheres at electric potentials Vi
(inner sphere) and Vo (outer sphere), which are tuned to specific voltage values, such that
a charged particle beam traces out a trajectory on a circle defined by the middle radius of
the inner gap separating the spheres (mid - trajectory). Suppose the concentric spheres
are broken and separated into two concentric hemispheres and connected together by
straight sections that contain focusing and collimating lenses, then the beam will follow
the mid - trajectory around an HDA, continue through the straight section, and enter the
opposite HDA (with the same energy) onto the mid - trajectory and continue the cycle.
The ERS is thus conceivable as a stable storage device.

As stated above, the ERS storage ring consists of a source and interaction lens stack. The
source stack contains a cylindrical electrostatic central element that "connects" lens 1 and
lens 4, referred to as the source region. The labeling "source region" is done for
convention, as that point in the ring was set up as the beginning point of the electron
beam for a storage cycle, and was originally chosen as the location of the electron source.
The source region has been abandoned as the location of the electron source and an
electron gun has been placed at the base of a hemispherical deflector analyzer to inject
directly on axis (see Chapter 4). Although the source of the electron beam is not at the
source region, it does not alter the theoretical treatment presented in Chapters 1 and 2.

The target or "interaction" region in essence, consists of a single cylindrical element
identical to the source region (see photograph 1 in Appendix 2). In contrast to the source
setup, the interaction region contains an additional C.E.M. detector and a hypodermic
needle acting as a source for a gas target. The hypodermic needle is a crude method of a
gas source as compared to differential pumping and a supersonic jet gas source.
However, a hypodermic needle as a gas source is sufficient for collecting ionization and
metastable spectra for the purposes of initial diagnostic tests on the ERS.

The hypodermic needle is located in the interaction stack opposite detector C (see figure
3.3). Thus, an emerging gas jet will move at thermal energies with momentum directed
toward detector C (low energy ions - kT that will slowly drift toward the detector), which
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is designed to collect ions that are produced by each pass of the electron beam. The
needle is metallic copper that measures 0.51 mm in outer diameter and 0.17 mm in inner
diameter. The needle is cradled by a stainless steel plate measuring 30 by 40 mm, and is
connected by a 118th inch stainless steel pipe to allow for gas transfer from the 'air' side to
the 'vacuum' side of the chamber.

The ERS system includes five "Single Channel Electron Multipliers" (or Channel
/

Electron Multiplier: C.E.M. same as above, see Photonis Reference). These C.E.M.
detectors work on a similar idea to a photomultiplier tube. Electrons enter the front cone
and impact upon the inner surface, which liberates secondary electrons (typically 3 for
each incident electron) that get accelerated and collide with a surface at a point further
down the spiral and liberate more secondary electrons. The process continues until the
electrons reach the end of the C.E.M. detector. The electron current is applied through a
50 Q resistor, which results in a 500 µV to 500 mV pulse being generated (giving rise to a
time structure within the electron signal). The front cone is raised to a potential of - 50 V
(relative to real ground) to help give the impact electrons sufficient energy to liberate
secondary electrons from the surface, as the surface usually consists of a high work
function in order to reduce the number of thermal electrons that would result in electrical
noise (see figure 3.4 for details) [Moore (1989)].

Figure 3.4: Channeltron detector showing electron pulse cascade.
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***
Channeltron A is positioned off the optic axis at the back of the hemisphere behind an
exit through-hole. Ions are collected at detector - A from electron-atom collisions from
the gas that has dispersed throughout the first half of the interaction stack and the HDA.
Signal collected from the detector A can be compared to the ions collected from a higher
gas concentration in the interaction region at the center of the interaction stack, setting up
time-of-flight type system. Detector B is located at the interaction cylinder (centered at
the interaction region) 90° from the optic axis and 90° from the gas jet (hypodermic
needle), which is designed to collect electrons scattered 90° from the gas jet. Electrons
travel a short distance relative to the circumference of the ERS; therefore, detector B is
used to display each pass of the electron beam. Channeltron C is placed directly in the
path of the gas jet beam so as to take advantage of the inertia toward the detector, since
metastable atoms or molecules are neutral and are therefore not affected by DC
electromagnetic fields. Thus, detector C is used as a metastable detector. Channeltron Dis
placed behind the bottom HDA beneath the interaction stack, which could in principle be
utilized for "beam dump" tests to aid in determining the current density of the electron
beam (on the optic axis) as a function of beam orbit cycle (as a relative measurement).
Finally, channeltron Eis placed at the source region 90° from the optic axis. This detector
is designed for two purposes: (1) to analyze the initial injected beam profile, (2)
comparison between electrons scattered in the high gas concentrated interaction region to
the low gas concentration of the source region (scattering off apertures). A Faraday cup
is placed in line with the optic axis opposite the electron gun as a tool for initial beam
diagnostics from the electron gun operating in constantly working (CW) mode.

Suppose an electron beam starts a storage cycle at the source region and travels in the
counter-clockwise direction, with respect to figures 3.1 and 3.5. The path of the electron
beam from source to interaction region is governed by the transfer matrices of a specific
permutation of electrostatic elements: lens - one, a hemispherical deflector, and lens two (see Chapter 2). Physically, the lenses and HDAs are laid out according to the
detailed schematic of figure 3.5. Here the system is oriented vertically, which mimics the
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Figure 3.5: Electron Recycling System showing the break down of the lens m1 into each electrode,
HDAs, and the details of the lens geometries.
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real setup of the system at the University of Windsor, this alignment eliminates any losses
from gravitational effects.

Lens m1 consists of four individual cylindrical elements that are electrically broken by
ceramic seats (electrical insulators). From source to the HDA entrance (counter-clockwise
direction), the lens elements are denoted by their voltages: Vi, V2 , Vi, and V4 • Recall,
Chapter 2 introduced a "lens" as a three-element lens, which in essence, it is. However, it
was altered to a four-element design in practice. The electrical break of the central
electrode (previously "V2") into two separate elements (now re-defined V2 and V3 ) was
performed with the notion that the two central elements had similar voltages, i.e. V2 =V 3 .
The added electrode V3 provides a slight compensation on the beam to account for any
mechanical misalignments or perturbations that may occur in the lens. Henceforth, lenses
1, 2, 3 and 4 are focusing and collimating lenses that consist of four individual
electrostatic elements. Each of the four elements in a lens is capable of any voltage Vi
between O and 300 volts and has no physical contact to the neighboring elements (note
that all four elements are relative to the same floating ground, see section 3 of this
chapter).

The electron racetrack design is beneficial for electron collision studies. Recall the
different modes of operation; case one: the source to source transfer matrix was found to
be unity (type one mode), or equaled - I (negative unity or type two mode). Thus, an
electron collision experiment will require an impact energy that deviates from the injected
electron energy in the source region. This energy ramping can only occur in the lens
stacks and not the 180° hemisphere deflector analyzer (as an alteration in the pass energy
will inhibit deflection, see Chapter 2). Therefore, the addition of the straight sections into
the storage ring is essential for collision studies.

Following lens - one (denoted by its transfer matrix m1), the beam enters the HDA.
Three hoops have been inserted at the hemisphere entrance and exit; classified as inner,
middle, and outer, with potentials Vrn, V0 , and VoH, respectfully (eVo is the pass energy).
Inner and Outer hoops are inserted at the entrance and exit of the hemisphere to
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compensate for the edge effects of the electric field within the HDA. The hemispherical
deflector analyzer consists of an inner and outer hemisphere (see figure 3.6) at separate
potentials:

Vinn

and

Vout·

The hemisphere potentials are given in chapter 2. Typical values

for the voltages for a setup of 10 eV pass energy are:

Vinn

= 6.667 V,

Vout

= - 4.0 V, Vrn =

3.81 V, and VoH = - 2.76 V. The quantity Ro is the mean radius for the concentric
hemispheres. Suppose the radii of the inner and outer hemisphere are
respectively, then Ro= V2

(Rinn

Rinn

and

Rout,

+ Rout).

Rout=

62.5 mm

Figure 3.6: Dimensions of inner and outer hemisphere

At the exit of the HDA, the electron beam will see the hoop setup and then continue to
traverse the m 2 lens (equivalent in setup to the m1 lens, seen in figure 3.2). In order to
give freedom during tuning, the voltage supplies are separately connected to each
element. Following m 2 is the target region, which is a single cylindrical element that
supports detectors and a gas jet nozzle (see figure 3.3). Succeeding the target region is
the mirror image of the top half of the source stack as described above in figure 3.5. In
order to simplify the operation of the ERS the lens stacks have certain common elements.
In the source stack Vi and V' 1 are wired together, which is repeated in the interaction
stack. Finally, the top V2 elements are the "same" voltage, and the bottom V2 elements are
the same voltage. The V4 elements are set up in the same manner as the V2 elements, in
that they hold left and right symmetry in figure 3.5. The exception is the V3 elements (i.e.
each element is set at an individual voltage).

***
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3.1.2 Cylindrical lens
The source and interaction lens stacks contain cylindrical electrodes to focus and
collimate the electron beam. The lenses are positioned within the storage ring according
to the above figures (their properties were described in Chapter 2). Shown in photograph
2 in appendix 2 is an example of a lens stack used in experiment; photograph 3 shows all
of the electrodes that comprise a lens.
Hemisphere Plain

6.0 mm

31.5 mm

I
:

8.25mm

!

~

1.5 mm gap
Figure 3.7: Cylindrical lens train with dimensions, and showing individual electrodes.

L

Q

p

Figure 3.8: A cylindrical lens with parameters using notations from conventional electron optics.
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The cylindrical electrodes in the ERS system at the University of Windsor are made of
oxygen free copper and are gold plated to reduce patch fields and tarnishing that would
otherwise distort the electric fields. The characters within the transfer matrices of Chapter
2 can be further classified with figure 3.7 and 3.8 (shown above), K1 = P - F 1 and K2 = Q
- F2 • The quantity L corresponds to the length from the entrance of the HDA to the center
of the source, or interaction region, which is half the distance from the entrance of a
hemisphere to the exit of the other HDA.

The inner diameter D of the lenses is consistent throughout the system with a value of
15.0 mm. Table 4 lists all dimensions for the specifications of the electron recycling
system, where dimensions are defined in terms of the inner diameter D.
Dimension
L
G

Value
5.45 D
0.1 D
0.5D
3D
3D
1.9 D

A

p
Q

F1
Table 4

The parameter L corresponds to half of the length of the lens stack (L = 81.75 mm), which
is the length from the source center (or the target) to the end of the V4 lens (see figure
3.8). The label G is the length of the gap between the lenses. For a triple lens system 'A'
defines the distance from the mid point of the first gap to the mid point of the second gap
[Harting and Read (1976)].

Finally, P (position of the source) and Q (hemisphere

entrance) are lengths measured relative to the mid - focal length F1. Recall, the radii for
the inner hemisphere, outer hemisphere and mean trajectory are: Rin = 37 .5 mm,

Rout

=

62.5 mm and Ro= 50.0 mm, respectively. Therefore, the total length of the optic axis is S

= 4L + 21t Ro = 33.3 cm+ 31.4 cm~ 64.1

cm (ceramic spacers were also placed in the

source and interaction region that bring the total circumference to - 64.6 cm).

3.1.3 Vacuum Chamber
The vacuum chamber was manufactured by Torrovap Ind. Inc. and designed by Dr.
Reddish (University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada), which is of cylindrical
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geometry with a height of 28.011 inches or 711.48 mm, 14 inch diameter or 355.6 mm,
with wall thickness of 0.188 inch or - 0.5 mm. The chamber is fabricated of non magnetic 304 grade stainless steel, and has a base weight of 315.31 pounds. The interior
is lined with double layer coaxial Mu - metal magnetic shielding t to cancel or mitigate
external alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) magnetic fields. The chamber is
placed within the center of square Helmholtz coils (oriented along three directions: North
I South, East/ West, and Up/ Down or x, y, and z). Each element is wired by ultrahigh
.,

vacuum compatible Kaptain wire. Electrodes with voltages < 300 V are connected by
solid core silver coated copper cable, and elements with electric potentials > 1.0 kV are
connected by multi - core coaxial cable. All wires are transferred to the outside of the
vacuum chamber by multi way electric feedthroughs.

3.2 ELECTRON GUN
Introduced in Chapter 2, the source of an electron beam for the system at Windsor is a
simple electron gun. The function of the electron gun is to produce a well collimated
parallel electron beam. The aim is to produce an electron beam that will enter through the
back of the hemisphere and remain coincident with the optic axis at a low degree of
divergence (preventing electrons to be lost to collisions with the walls and apertures
within the spectrometer).

3.2.1 Gun Design
The electrons are boiled off a hot hairpin filament and the emerging electron beam,
although focused, will have a broad energy spread of M (of a Maxwell Distribution, with
a Full Width at Half Maximum or FWHM of - 2.45kT)+ [Klemperer (1971)]. The tip of
the filament protrudes through a truncated cone centered on the optic axis with walls at an
angle of 60 degrees to the optic axis, and a top radius of 1.0 mm and bottom radius of 5.0

t Mu metal shielding is a metal of high permeability that has a reduced skin depth that aids in canceling out
low frequency magnetic field, and certain static magnetic fields
23
t k being the Boltzmann constant: 1.38066 x 10- JK1, and T being the temperature of the filament.
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mm, which is biased negative with respect to the filament tip (electron energy) and
"pushes" the electrons toward the back of the HDA. This truncated cone provides the
"grid" within the gun. Next in line with the grid is an anode with a 1.0 mm aperture
biased positive with respect to the electron energy.

Following the anode are four

electrodes arranged in a square layout (figure 3.9 or 3.10), with two sets of two positioned
opposite from each other and are wired such that each set acts as a capacitor to produce
an electric field to deflect the beam in both an 'x' and 'y' direction (referred to as
deflectors in electron optics) [Klemperer (1971)], see figure 3.9:
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Figure 3.9: A diagram showing the deflector system, where an opposite pair of charged electrodes
creates an electric field to deflect the electron beam.

Supposing the distances between each set of parallel plates are 2ly and 2lx, then the
electric field strengths for an electron beam that travels along the z axis are:
V
VY
E =--L E = - x
l ' y
l '

(3.1)

y

X

where Vx and Vy are the voltages on the deflectors (see figure 3.9), and the equations of
motion are (f = ma):

d2y

m-=(-e)E
dt 2
y

(3.2)

d 2x
m-=(-e)E
dt2
X

(3.3)

(3.4)
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The deflection angle <j>y is obtained by solving the above equations for a single deflection
axis (and the beam axis), which can be applied in a similar fashion to the second
deflecting axis through symmetry.§ This leads to an equation for they position:

- z2

Vy

Y-V 41
e

y

'

(3.5)

where Ee is the energy of the electrons at the point prior to entering the deflecting field
region: Ee = eVe, Finally, the deflection of a given set of deflector plates is properly
defined by [Klemperer ( 1971)]:

tan</J = -dy

z V
= ___
Y •

dz

Ve 2ly

(3.6)

The deflector setup for the gun at Windsor has been extracted from figure 3.9 and is
shown below (figure 3.10), displaying the key dimensions:

Figure 3.10: Basic schematic of deflector elements with dimensions.

For an experiment that employs an electron gun with a deflector system, the user does not
rely on equation 3.6; alternatively, the voltages ± V x and ± Vy are chosen by the user to
optimize the beam current at a detector on the beam axis. Shown in figure 3 .11 1s a
demonstration of the function of a deflector system (ignoring the x - direction).

The electrons are produced by thermal emission, i.e. electrons are boiled off a filament in
an electric circuit that applies an electric current of - 2.2 amperes through the filament,
which acts as the negative electrode or 'cathode'. The filament heats up according to the
§ Integrating the equations of motion twice, and applying initial conditions y'lo = 0, Ylo = 0, z'lo = v2 and zlo =
0, will give the z and y (note: x could also apply) positions as a function of time t. Hence, they position can
be written as a function of the z position through eliminating t between the z and y position relations.
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Figure 3.11: An example of the function of the deflector system is to bend the beam trajectory on axis.

power equation: P = i2R from a tungsten hairpin style filament** (see figure 3.12 below).
A hairpin style filament was chosen for the electron gun as the electrons are produced
primarily from the tip, which produces electrons with an emission current in the µA range
with small local magnetic fields.

The filament tip has a small cross section with a

diameter of - 100 µm to produce a beam with current density - 105 Am- 2 . The location
of the tip of the filament relative to the grid is a crucial quantity in producing a well
defined beam without severe divergence. The key parameters for beam production are:
dimensions of the grid, the position of the filament tip to the grid, and the filament
temperature (or filament current) [Klemperer (1971)]. Shown below is a schematic of the
grid and filament portion of the electron gun at Windsor (figure 3.12).

Grid

Current
Source

60°

Figure 3.12: An illustration of the Grid and filament support showing the electric circuit for the
filament (where the filament cradle was not shown for clarity).

The remainder of the electron gun setup consists of apertures (see figure 3.13) and
deflectors to focus and collimate the outputting electron beam. The deflector system
given in figure 3.9 and 3.10 are placed in the space between the anode (labeled A in the

** Resistance of about 0.8 Q at room temperature
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~=8mm

GB
Figure 3.13: A transverse cross section of previous electron gun showing aperture sizes, dimensions,
and electrode labeling specific to the ERS.

figure) and the first focusing element (labeled F 1 in the figure) and are not shown in
figure 3.13. Each aperture element in figure 3.13 is given an additional label <I>, which is
the aperture size (i.e. the diameter of the aperture). These aperture sizes correspond to the
electron gun employed prior to the new injection system, but were more or less retained
with the new gun. A SIMION [Dahl (2000)] simulation of the beam trajectories within
the gun are:

2mm

-I

l-

=tt:t:1::nt1::nt1::nt1tttt:1::t:t::t:1::t:t::t:1::tl:Utttt:tttt:m:i:m:i:untittm

5

111111

_!
11 mm
Figure 3.14: The emission region of a filament tip, grid and anode (deflectors are omitted within
SIMION simulations) fNiu (2006)].

as shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15 [Niu (2006)]. The gun employs a focusing lens with
four elements F 1 through F 4 ; initially, each element was electrically separated, giving
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15mm

\

Gn1
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Gb

Figure 3.15: The accelerating region within the electron gun [Niu (2006)].

each its own voltage. However, the recent gun setup (injection directly on axis through
bottom hemisphere in figure 3.5) has made the following connection: F 1 = Anode and F 2
= F 3 (electrically shorted together), which is displayed in figure 3.16:
~

= 8 mm

~=6 mm

Grid
Electrical
Short
Figure 3.16: A schematic of the modified gun.

The gun was modified for the purpose of simplifying injection, as it was found through
experiment that the freedom of a grid, anode, four deflectors, a four element lens and a
final gun base voltage complicated the injection tuning.
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30mm

25mm

25mm

5mm
Figure 3.17: A diagram showing the dimensions of the filament cradle and grid.
9.5mm

60mm

Figure 3.18: A cross section of the modified electron gun showing all dimensions.

36mm

40mm
Figure 3.19: A diagram of the support base for each gun element (with dimensions).

Shown in figures 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 are detailed dimensions of the gun composites,
including the grid/ filament support, lens train, and an individual support for an aperture
element. Figure 3.17 shows the support for the filament, which is a well machined
stainless steel cylinder that must be located precisely to position the filament tip - 1 mm
protruding through the grid. An example of the

g elements in figure 3.18 are shown with

dimensions in figure 3.19, where a stainless steel block with a through hole of diameter
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25.0 mm lies in the center of the block surrounded by a 30.0 mm partial blind hole (30
mm diameter blind hole minus the 25 mm diameter inner through hole) that provides a
seat to support an aperture element.

3.2.2 Pulsing Circuit
This section introduces the pulsing voltage supply that is used on the electron gun and
HDA. The results presented the section were extracted from the pulsing unit set up in a
simulated mode, and do not reflect the actual setup parameters on the pulsing unit used in
practice, e.g. driving pulse length. The electron filament of figure 3.12 is continuously
boiling off electrons; however, not shown in that diagram is the electron energy power
supply that provides the emitting electron with a kinetic energy. This energy is tuned to a
specific value according to the voltages on the grid, anode, Fi elements, and gun base, to
allow for the electron beam to fly through the lens train and exit the gun base and enter
the system. Thus, a variation of 1 to 2 eV in the kinetic energy of the emission electrons
will prevent them from exiting the gun and entering the system. Recall, the ERS stores a
beam of electrons without further input of electrons tt ; therefore, a pulse of O V is placed
on the negative of the filament supply that lasts for a time To and then switches to
negative thirteen volts for the remainder of the storage cycle

'tH .

Moreover, the power

supply that defines the emission energy of the electrons is set to allow for continual
injection into the system, the pulsing unit will then 'shut the beam off' by adding this
additional - 13.6 volts to its energy, which lasts for a time of

't

-

T0 .

Figure 3.20

displays the schematic for the electron gun pulsing circuit. The circuit is designed with
the following specifications: C 1 = C2 = 47.0 µF, C3 = 1:0 µF, C4 = 370 pF, R1 = R2 = 680
Q,

R3 = 220 Q,

~

= RG = 330 Q. The Opto - Isolator 7721 chip is a High Speed CMOS

Optocoupler, and the AD811 is an inverting operational amplifier wired in the non inverting setup (no parity inversion). For this example, the incoming pulse is a 350
nanosecond TTL pulse, which drives the optocoupler that emits a pulse that floats on the
tt Meaning, that an electron enters the system for a time T0 , which implies that the electron injection is
completely off after time T0 until the storage cycle is complete.
H A storage cycle (labeled 1: and usually expressed in units of microseconds) is defined to be: the time one
pulse of electrons is allowed to enter the system whence detection commences, and the cycle is complete
when the user terminates the detection of orbits.
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0 volt line (the chassis or "real ground" in this case). The

Vout

sent to the operational amplifier (AD811), and the

that leaves the Operational

Vout

from the optocoupler is

amplifier is the potential across electron filament (filament tip).
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Figure 3.20: The generic pulsing circuit schematic, an incoming TTL pulse becomes amplified and
referenced to virtual ground.

The previous circuit did not include a capacitor at the output of the operational amplifier.
Consequently, the circuit was producing the pulse in figure 3.21. The pulse does not have
a sharp turn-off fall time, rather a forty nanosecond decline (see figure 3.22) followed by
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a one volt noise ripple. The noise ripple is damped and vanishes about 175 nanoseconds
after the forty nanosecond falloff.
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Figure 3.21: A linear plot displaying the driving Pulse for the electron filament.
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Figure 3.22: A graph showing fall - off time for the electron pulse (approximately 40 nsec). The fall off includes an after ripple which remains for (175 + 40 =) 215 nsec after the pulse turns off.
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The "ripple" or electric noise does not give any significant perturbations in the system.
However, electric noise can be a concern for future setups and even for high detailed
analysis of the behaviour of the beam. As stated above, the electrons cannot be injected
into the system with a variation in the filament voltage of approximately two volts or
greater. Thus, after about 5.7 nanoseconds the contact potential has dropped to 1 volt;
thus, an inadequate kinetic energy for injection into the system. An analysis of figure
3.22 shows that after the pulse 'turn - on' there is an underdamped ripple in the potential
of the injected electrons. The potential along the ripple is [Zill (2001)]:
/

(3.7)

where A is proportional to the damping coefficient, and ro = 2nf. Suppose there is a
potential

</J

applied across the filament, then the energy of an electron entering the source

region is:
(3.8)

It should be noted that the above equation is not the categorical answer, since the energy
of the electron lies in the thermal energy distribution of M (see Chapter 2). The above

6
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Figure 3.23: A graph depicting the pulse output with capacitor C4 - 100 pF resulting in a lessening of
ringing.
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aberration may be caused from an inductance within the circuit, as it is known that an
LRC circuit contains oscillations, which can be underdamped for a given set of L, R, and
C [Nilsson (2001)].

The capacitor C4 was added at the output in the pulsing circuit

(figure 3.20) to mitigate these oscillations on the peak of the outgoing pulse (see figure
3.23).

The fine tuning of the electrical setup for the pulsing circuit lies in minimizing both the
rise and fall times as well as noise or "ringing" of the signal. The electrical ringing if
/

large enough can cause an external interaction on the electrons within the beam.

3.3 VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY SCHEMATIC
The Electron Recycling System is a passive electrostatic instrument that uses constant
voltage (low current output) power supplies. The power supplies that electrically charge
each element are arranged according to the following schematic:
Inner
Hemisphere
Inner Hoop

Outer Hoop
Outer
Hemisphere

Electron Gun Lens (and
Deflectors) Elements

ERS

+
Electron Injection Energy
(Nominally VPass)

Figure 3.24: A schematic of the power supply circuit for the ERS storage ring, showing all floating
points.

The following are high precise programmable TTi (Thurlby Thandar Instruments) linear
power supplies [www.tti-test.com]: ERS, Electron Injection Energy,

Vpass

(both HDAs),

inner and outer hemisphere (HDA on the left of 3.24, i.e. non - pulsed). The V2 and V3
elements and the grid (within the electron gun) are wired to Acopian narrow profile
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switching power supplies [www.acopian.com]. All power supplies ultimately float on a
single power supply labeled the ERS supply. This ERS energy causes the energy around
the ring to be more like a "rollercoaster"; thus, the collision energy can be varied while
still maintaining storage. In a similar notion the electron gun lens elements, grid, and
deflectors all float on the electron energy, allowing for a change in the energy of the
electrons while maintaining beam injection. The electron injection energy floats atop the
pass energy of the pulsed hemisphere, that being the bottom hemisphere of figure 3 .5.
This power supply setup will facilitate electron injection by matching the electron energy
/

to the energy of the storage system (i.e. the ERS energy). The current setup of the storage
ring has the electron gun positioned at the bottom HDA of figure 3.5, meaning that the
electrons that leave the gun will enter through the bottom hemisphere and travel through
the column and through the gap between the inner and outer hemisphere to reach the V4
cylindrical element, while maintaining near parallel beam trajectory. Thus, the energy of
the electrons must be properly specified to prevent beam divergence.

3.4SUMMARY
The system has now been presented in both theory and design. Following the limitations
given by the constraints on the transfer matrix of Chapter 2 and the physical constraints
given by the construction, design of the ERS itself leads to the following three chapters.
Chapter 4 will address the trials and final solution to experimentally achieve a stable
working electron recycling system. Early results will be presented for a preceding
injection scheme, followed by the final two chapters dealing with results and discussion
and anomalous behaviour of the stored beam.
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4.1 FIRST ATTEMPTS AT ELECTRON INJECTION AND
STORAGE
4.1.1 Introduction
A stored beam requires confining voltages around the entire closed path within the ERS
ring. Therefore, to bring an electron beam into the ERS requires a method to temporarily
interrupt a fixed voltage at some point within the storage ring. In addition to a "fast"
break in a voltage, the phase space parameters of the initial electron beam {p, r, r"} with
regard to a common optical axis must be adequately matched to the acceptable phase
space parameters of the ERS. Therefore, creating a stored beam in practice requires two
crncial stages: injection and stable confinement in the ring. Consequently, the defining
parameters {p, r, r"} of the electrons from the injection stage to the storing stage must
match up with each other to enable a stored beam. Since the two stages are inherently
independent, it is realistic to assume that the two sets of parameters will only overlap,
forming a union of parameters, referred to as overlap stability region in figure 4.1.
Evidently, the better the "overlap" of the phase space parameters the more efficient the
storage (a higher range of accepted trajectories within the ERS ring). The phase space
parameters are determined by the electric potentials and geometry of the ERS elements,
as well as the kinetic energy of the electrons at a given point within the ring.

The

difference in size of the stability regions in figure 4.1 originate from the small range of
"accepted" trajectories and beam angles (with respect to the optic axis), as well as voltage
ratios of the ERS lens elements (see Chapter 2).
Stability within
Ring

Well defined beam
injection

stability
----Overlap
reg10n

Figure 4.1: Venn diagram of the set of phase space parameters for the injection and storage processes
within the ERS ring
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***
In this chapter, three different forms of injection will be presented. The electron source
must be transferred into a storage ring that is designed for electron beam storage at
recycling voltages. Two methods will be presented over the next two sections:
•

Argon Gas Scattering

•

Tungsten Ring Scattering

The two methods are related by the location of the electron gun and the use of scattering
an electron beam directed orthogonal to the optic axis.

In the first scheme a hypodermic needle was placed in the source region as a source of

argon gas. A high gas concentration was built up in that region creating a gas cloud. An
electron beam was directed at a Faraday cup opposite the gun that injected electrons on a
straight path through the argon gas cloud. Prior to introduction of argon gas in the source
region, the electron gun performance was optimized by maximizing the current in the
Faraday cup. Argon gas was then introduced into the source region, and electrons with
energy E0 traveled through the gas cloud on a path to the Faraday cup. A number of
electrons would not interact with the gas and would instead register at the Faraday cup.*
Electrons that were interrupted by the gas would interact by elastic or inelastic collisions
over a range of angles. The ERS ring was then tuned to focus on the 90° elastically
scattered electrons that were directed onto the optical axis.

In the second method the electron beam was impacted onto a tungsten ring (of diameter 4

mm) that was centered about the optic axis (to allow for the beam to pass through during
the subsequent storage cycle). This caused low energy electrons to be liberated from the
surface of the ring. The liberated electrons were then brought onto the optic axis through
extraction electric fields within the source region. This method is the first to produce
successful storage within the ERS ring.

The first method is presented briefly, despite the fact that it was later abandoned. The
argon gas scattering method outlined a more general problem with the ERS; namely,
* Typical £ 0 values were - 90 to 100 e V.
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scattering of electrons off background targets in the chamber. This, in addition to low axis
currents, made difficult tuning conditions.

4.1.2 Scattering off Argon Gas
In this setup, the source region (center of the right lens stack in figure 3.5 or 4.18) is the
location of the electron gun, a Faraday cup, and a hypodermic needle. The electron gun is
a standard design that includes a hairpin filament and a focusing lens (see Chapter 3).
The Faraday cup is placed opposite to the gun exit and acts as a tool to optimize gun
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Figure 4.2: Differential Cross Section for electron - argon scattering for a variety of incident electron
energies showing the excellent agreement between the data of various experimental groups; see
Cvejanovic and Crowe (1997) for details.
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emission (by maximizing beam collection). The hypodermic needle is placed at 90° from
the gun and acts as a crude gas jet nozzle, (see for example [King and Head (1978)]).
Argon gas was chosen for the scattering target due to its high differential cross section for
90° elastic scattering at low incident electron energies (as compared to helium for
example). Figure 4.2 [from Cvejanovic and Crowe (1997)] shows the differential cross
sections versus scattering angle, for a variety of incident electron energies. The "double
dip" feature of the graphs in figure 4.2 is entirely due to dominance in the d-partial wave,
which gets overshadowed at low incident energies by the s and p waves [Fon et.al.
(1983), McEachran and Stauffer (1983)].

The presence of argon gas raises the base pressure of the chamber, which acts as an
attenuator for a later recycling beam. Assume the electrons within the beam are traveling
on parallel trajectories with No number of electrons per unit area of the cross section.
While traversing an attenuator, some of the electrons will get scattered through a mean
angle of 8 (that exist within an elementary solid angle dQ). The effective cross section is
given by equation 4.1 (for example [Grivet (1965)]):

a(E B) = _1 dN .
'

(4.1)

N 0 dQ

The total cross section is expressed as a function of the energy of the electrons, which can
be found from equation 4.1 by the usual definition CTtota1(E)=21t

r

O'(E,8)sin(k[()

[Goldstein (2002)]. Then the lifetime of the electron beam can be defined as the number
of particles (in this case electrons) that exist within the beam as a function of time: N ( t),
in relation to the initial particle density N0 (injection being t = 0). As the beam traverses a
medium it loses a certain number of its constituent electrons to scattering; thus, the beam
density will dissipate to half its initial value over a given length L, or time of travel, and
results in a simple exponential decay:

N(L) = N exp[-O'(E)nL].
0

(4.2)

The quantity n stands for the number density of the gas atoms and molecules within the
chamber (for this application argon would dominate) and is proportional to the pressure.
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The lifetime 't of the electron beam can be defined as the time required for the beam
density to drop by a factor of e, and is expressed as a function of time (see equation 4.3).

(4.3)
For equation 4.3 the following is defined: cr0 is the total cross section at the storage

-

-

energy, and the length L has been substituted with v t, where v is the mean velocity of the
electrons defined by:
-

1

v=

~

00

N fvN(v)dv.

(4.4)

0

For example see [Andersen, Heber and Zajfman (2004), Tanabe et.al. (2002)].

Suppose an electron travels through a medium of scatterers of total cross section cr(E),
then from collision theory the mean free path is given by:

A,=-1

(4.5)

na
The number density can be expressed from the ideal gas law:

PV =NkT,
or can alternatively be expressed as: n = -

p

kT

·

energy. Assume

G'total ;::::;

18.9 xlff

W

, where, n

(4.6)
~

NI V, and kT is the thermal

2

m [Ferch et.al. (1985)] for an electron - argon

collision for impact energy 10 e V, within a base pressure of 1 x 10-9 torr, then the mean
free path is:

1=

1

(4.7)

(P/kT)a
P

= 1.33x10-7 Pa,

J~

kT

= 4.14x10-21 J

(4.8)

1
20 2
~.212 xJ0 13 m- 3 X18.9 xJ0- m )

=164726.2

m =165 km

(4.9)
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The mean free path is inversely proportional to the pressure of the system, therefore the
addition of argon increases the background gas pressure and number of residual gas
collisions causing a considerable drop in the mean free path.
In order to achieve a sufficient current from scattering on injection, the argon level must
be raised to a pressure of around 1 x 10- 5 torr. Provided the electron beam travels once
around, it must pass through the argon gas jet before continuing onto the second orbit,
and thus become greatly attenuated during each pass. To elaborate, the mean free path of
the electron beam within the presence of argon at a pressure of 1 x 10-5 Torr is~ 16.4 m
(ignoring interaction with the high density gas jet). In addition to attenuation, argon gas
will disperse throughout the system and mix with any sample gases within the interaction
region during electron collision studies, causing a distortion in the results. The mean free
path gives an approximation to the exponential decay in equations 3.2 and 3.3. The local
gas pressure surrounding the hypodermic needle (causing the interaction region to be at a
higher pressure than the background pressure of the chamber) was not factored into the
above analysis, which would further reduce the mean free path.

This method of injection produced no successful results. No electron orbits were observed
for this method, which is most likely due to the low current density scattered onto the
optic axis. This method seems plausible in theory, however, to create a high flux of 90°
scattered electrons requires a high number density of argon; this is counterproductive as it
will cause attenuation of the stored electron beam. The only way to circumvent this
setback is to create an electron source that does not depend on a gas target. Ideally, an
electron injection scheme would consist of a high numb.er density of electrons and low
"gas" pressure. This can be achieved in practice by causing an electron beam to collide
with a metal surface, whereby low energy electrons are liberated about the optic axis.

4.2 STORAGE ACHIEVED
Storage was first achieved with the electron source placed at the source region. A
tungsten ring was placed at the center of the source region. Electrons can be brought onto
the optic axis by:
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•

Elastic scattering

•

Inelastic scattering,

with large number densities, which can enter the system and begin the storage cycle (with
a low gas pressure). The next injection scheme was to have the gun positioned on the
optic axis, by locating it on the back of the bottom HDA in figure 3.5. The need for a
"fast" break of the HDA voltage must be addressed prior to implementing an injection
technique. The pulsing circuit that drives the HDA was altered to produce pulses with fall
/ rise times of about forty nanoseconds.

The gun positioned at the back of the bottom HDA, gave a highly reliable injection setup.
Several pulsing arrangements were tested to shorten the length of the pulses in the time
and energy domain, and give an overall optimization of the injection. Moreover, the
pulse of the HDA and filament contact potential has a significant impact on the phase
space parameters: {p, r, r"'}. It was found that the storage efficiency was optimized in
shortening of the HDA pulse (- 40 ns) while maintaining a longer contact potential width
(- 100 ns).

4.2.1 Scattering off Tungsten Ring
The physical bombardment of electrons on metal surfaces is used to introduce an electron
beam onto the storage axis without introducing gas or pulsing of the HDAs. A primary
electron beam of energy E 0 collides with a metal surface and produces secondary
electrons by two processes. The incoming electrons collide with the conduction and
valance band electrons bound to the metal.

These electrons can be raised from the

valance band and exit the metallic surface (secondary electrons of high energy).

A

second possibility is that the secondary electrons undergo a number of collisions with
internal electrons, whereby the incident beam sacrifices some of its energy as new
electrons are released. These electrons can reach the surface and exit with low kinetic
energies. A generic example of the two metal scattering processes described above is an
electron beam incident upon a copper surface [Koshikawa and Shimizu ( 1974)]. The low
energy electrons form a wide distribution (typically 7 - 10 e V) and peak around 1.5 to 3.0
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eV. For example, in figure 4.3 displaying both the low energy secondary peak and the
elastic scattered peak in copper (E primary is 58 eV), and in figure 4.4 the low energy
distribution of inelastically scattered electrons for E0 = l.O keV.
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Figure 4.3: Energy distribution of electrons excited by electrons of copper (primary energy of 58 eV,
[Koshikawa and Shimizu (1974)]).
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Figure 4.4: Low energy secondary electron distribution for inelastic scattered electrons (primary
energy of 1 keV, [Koshikawa and Shimizu (1974)]).

Ninety degree scattering in the source region was well presented in the previous section
of this chapter, where the hindrances lied in the presence of argon gas. Using the source
region as the electron beam source will greatly improve the target to noise ratio (without
adding extensive amounts of metal shielding around source and detectors). t An electron
beam of energy E 0 is directed toward a fixed tungsten wire ring with the notion that a
number of electrons will impact upon the ring and produce low energy secondary

t Here the target refers to the electrons that are collected after a number of orbits.
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electrons in the manner described above and shown in figures 4.3, and 4.4. Figure 4.5
gives a diagram of the wire ring injection method, displaying the ring centered about the
optic axis to allow for an open path for recycled electrons.

LJ

<=1 -----

--Q
Low Energy
Electron

Low Energy
Electron

e
Figure 4.5: Injection schematic for wire ring setup.

It was found through the tuning trials that storage was most easily obtained by focusing
on the low energy secondary electrons. In order to achieve an on axis propagating beam
the source region was split - up into three elements (see figure 4.5). Explicitly, the three
elements that compose this injection method (after the gun) are: target wire, source
cylinder, and Vi apertures. Once the impacting electron beam liberates the secondary
electrons from the ring, a cloud of electrons is formed around the ring. In order to
accelerate the electrons from the cloud to bring them out of the source region, electric
potentials were placed on the three source elements (listed above). These voltages will
influence the stored beam and thus must be "turned off' by the time the first stored pulse
returned to the source region; therefore, the target wire, source cylinder, and Vi apertures
were driven by pulsing circuits similar to that of figure 3.20 (consisting of an operational
amplifier and driving TTL pulse). Specifically, the target wire and source cylinder were
set to a negative electric potential to force the electrons away from the ring and toward
the optic axis, respectively, and the Vi apertures were set positive to extract the electron
cloud toward the apertures.
The energy of the electrons that exit the filament tip is about 100 eV with respect to
ground. However, a 1 to 2 volt variation in the electric potential at the filament tip with
respect to the neighboring grid electrode will cause a mismatch in electron kinetic energy
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preventing electrons from leaving the gun, (technically the grid region itself). Efficient
injection requires a specific pulsing sequence for the filament tip and the source region,
which can be seen in figure 4.6 below, while maintaining a narrower pulse width of 150
ns. The 60 ns delay that exists between the filament pulse and the source region driving
pulse is a critical quantity for energy matching of injection and ring confinement. The
source pulsing unit is referenced to the vacuum chamber (or "real ground") so that the
recycling electron bunch will experience a zero volt field-free region upon returning to
the source region, which provides a more symgietric setup as the interaction region is also
set to real ground. The label <!>WR of figure 4.7 is a variable voltage given to the source
elements that ranges between 6 to 12 volts, and the filament pulse is produced by the
pulsing unit with amplitude determined by the gain of the operation amplifier, - 13.6 V in
this case due to its ± 15 V voltage supplies.
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-

-
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--Electron Energy
. . . - . 1 1 - - - - Chassis or OV

lllll

Source Region
Pulse

~WR

60 ns
Figure 4.6: An illustration of the pulsing sequence for filament tip and source region.

Following injection, the electrons must orbit the ERS including both HDAs, lenses,
interaction region, and the source region containing the· tungsten wire loop. Suppose a
100 e V electron beam propagated through the source region to collide with a tungsten
wire loop, those that were scattered by - 90° enter the

m1

lens and continue through the

system. The tungsten wire loop target (diameter of 4.0 mm) is placed at a tilt of about 5°,
the effect of the tilt is to increase the collision surface area for the incident beam; see the
computer rendered diagram in figure 4.7). The storing electrons were approximated to
have energy of - 13.1 eV while it propagated through the source region. The effect of the
target wire loop on a 13.1 eV parallel beam (radius== 2.0 mm) is demonstrated in figure
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4.8*. Injection is then brought about by directing a 100 eV electron beam toward the
tungsten ring to liberate low energy electrons. Modeling of the recycling beam gave a
very good concept of the behavior of beam in the modified source region. It was found
that the electron beam will indeed thread itself through the wire loop.

Figure 4.7: Source region modeling with wire ring at center, showing the separate components:
center cylinder, top and bottom Vi, and wire ring .
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Figure 4.8: Effect of the Target wire on a parallel beam of electrons.

***
*This modeling was performed by Dr. P. Hammond [Hammond P, website] using CP03D simulator (see
Chapter 2)
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Injection of this type provides two separate propagating beams in opposite directions.
Although two beams were produced from a single source, they did not have an equal
current density due to the location of the wire ring and incoming primary electron beam.
As it happens, the system favored a counter-clockwise directed beam.

A significant drawback to this method of injection lies in the off - axis production of
electrons. Recall that the electrons that are to be stored will originate from the metal
scattered electrons off the tungsten ring which is of diameter 4 mm; implying that the
initial parameters of the stored beam have an r of - 2 mm. The difficulty is the matching
of all of the phase space parameters {p, r, r"} for production in the source region to the
storage conditions of the ERS ring. There were inherent fluctuations in the system that
caused drift in the electron beam stability into a region of instability similar to figure 4.1.
Pulsing three elements within the source region is a high source of electrical noise deposit
on the elements of the ERS (especially the neighboring elements, in particular the V2
cylinders), which greatly limits the energy resolution of the beam and further reduces the
stability overlap region of figure 4.1 (these reductions are due to interactions with these
time dependant electromagnetic fields). The variety of field strengths§ within the source
region gives a non - trivial setup for injection. Nevertheless, this method produced
several stored orbits, which demonstrates that the ERS ring can store low energy
electrons. Although this injection method was successful in producing storage [Tessier

et.al. (2006)], an alternative injection method can be implemented that is an overall more
efficient and reliable approach.

Mounting the electron gun at the source region forces 90° redirection onto the optic axis,
this requires the implementation of a second element to provide this redirecting effect. A
possible solution is implementing a bending magnet to divert the beam on axis, similar to
those in linear electron accelerators [Kahn (2003)]. However, a bending magnet would
require a major mechanical alteration, as the magnetic fields cannot be allowed to
interfere with the stored electron beam. Moreover, the addition of a magnetic field will

§ Being Ewire, Ecylinder, and Ev 1 as well as the energy of the primary electron beam and the ring defining
energy, or 'ERS energy' see figure 3.24.
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cause perturbations to the charged particle dynamics that will impede the stored beam. A
solution to all of these issues is positioning of the gun directly on the optic axis, which
will be better suited for the matching of the phase space parameters for the injection and
storage within the ERS.

4.2.2 Results: Tungsten Ring Injection
The data recorded for the wire ring setup are presented in this section. These data sets
(shown below) were recorded on detector B located at the interaction region (see figure
3.3). The data of the first graph (figure 4.9) was recorded with an Ortec MCS - PCI data
acquisition card [Ortec (1998)], with specification of data acquisition of 100 ns / channel.
In each of the graphs, the first peak on the left (at the zero marker) indicates the initial

pass of the beam by detector B, which is a half orbit travel of the clockwise and counterclockwise beam. The first peak will reach the half-way point (interaction region) without
perfect matching of the phase space parameters. In order for the electron beam to reach
the interaction region it must consist of trajectories that will thread their way through the
apertures and HDAs. Stored electrons will not be detected when there are not many
electrons with {p, r, r"} to adequately match to the ERS conditions. The second peak
(reading left to right) corresponds to one full orbit. Similarly, each subsequent orbit is n
number of orbits that have passed through the interaction region, with the losses of the
beam measured at the detector (electrons that are lost from the recycling beam by
scattering will enter the detector).

Figure 4.9 provides the first results for long-time electron storage within the ERS ring on
a logarithmic plot for storage cycle period of 5 µs. Here, the Initial driving TTL pulse has
been shortened down to - 150 ns. The data in figure 4.9 was obtained for the condition of
- 10.5 eV pass energy (both top and bottom HDAs); also, the bottom hemisphere
assembly (including inner and outer hemisphere and both hoops) was set to a slightly
alternative voltaoe
from its theoretical values for the inner and outer hemisphere. The lens
b
and HDA potentials were tuned experimentally to maximize stored orbits.
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Figure 4.9: Data is plotted on a Logarithmic scale (y - axis) over a 5 µs period. The peak that lies
between 1 and 1.5 µs time window is the initial injected peak, which has traveled half way around the
ring, i.e. source to interaction region. Also shown are 10 subsequent storage peaks, each being a
derived from the previous peak.

i. Preliminary Data
The data presented in this subsection corresponds to the first set of tuning parameters of
the ERS ring for this injection mode (wire loop scattering). The 'electron yield versus
time' plots (given below, and for the remainder of the thesis) are an accumulation of a
multiple set of runs with electron injection every 30 µs (in the case of figure 4.13). The
data presented in this section and throughout the remainder of this thesis was obtained
with an Ortec Maestro-32 Package [Ortec (2001)], utilizing a MCA (multichannel
analyzer) emulator that divides the storage cycle time by 2048 channels, i.e. a storage
cycle of 10 µs will result in 5 ns / channel, which is a considerable improvement over the
data acquisition tool of the previous section. The electron gun injects a beam of electrons
at time zero, which marks the beginning of the acquisition time window, as dictated by
the TTL pulsing unit. From time zero to the next injection pulse the channeltron signal
enters the time to amplitude converter (TAC), see figure 4.10. Thus, the frequency of the
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TAC is the inverse of the storage cycle time, typically 20 to 50 µs. With frequencies of
about 33.3 kHz for a storage cycle of 30 µs and an average counts per second of 1000
gives the number of counts per channel at - 3 %, which is within the range before pile-up
occurs in the TAC that will cause distortion effects due to the detection of multiple events
(see for example van Meurs and van der Werf (1976)).
Amplifier
Channeltron Signal

Discriminator

In

TAC

Out
Out

t---~

Start

In

Stop

TTL-NlM
Converter

Out

Input Com puter

TTL Pulse
Generator
Electron
Gun

HDA

Figure 4.10: Data acquisition setup of NIM electronics driven by TTL generator (see text for details).

Figure 4.11 displays a spectrum of electron scattering from the gas jet and defining
apertures in the interaction region as a function of elapsed time from the injection pulse,
which demonstrates the achievement of passive electron storage. Subsequent peaks are
separated by one full orbit that extends out to greater than 18 µs flight time,
corresponding to - 38 m flight distance and - 52 orbits. Analysis of the spectrum in
figure 4.11 reveals that between the interval 6 to 12 µs the electron peak heights have an
exponential decay of - 11.6 µs (with an uncertainty of - 0.1 µs). The analysis reveals an
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Figure 4.11: Logarithmic plot for a storage cycle period of 20 µs.
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Figure 4.12: The three graphs shown above are linear plots of the data given in figure 4.11. As seen
in the top graph the initial pass of the electron beam contains a very high yield peak (at time zero)
that greatly dominates over the following storage peaks. Thus, the second and third graphs omit the
first few "high yield" peaks with an appropriate scaling.

orbit time of - 340 ns over a 0.65 m length (paraxial total circumference of the ERS ring).
The peak height variation does not have a simple exponential decay; therefore, the system
was retuned. Experimenting in this mode involved changes in voltage ratios, hemisphere
potentials, and pulsing sequences.

ii. Optimized Wire Ring Data
Tuning the spectrometer into storage is a complex and challenging process that involves
precise matching of the actual pass energies of the two HDAs (rather than the matching of
the applied voltages of the HDAs), as well as, the lens voltage ratios that were presented
in Chapter 2. The system was then retuned (including the gun voltages) and storage was
recovered after a period of experimenting. This process requires the use of many C.E.M.
monitors shown in figure 3.1 with various combinations of the two HDAs being set to
passing or not - deflecting modes.

It was found that the 60 ns delay presented in figure 4.6 has been re - optimized to a
much lower value of 16 ns to give optimal storage. Figure 4.13 shows the data on a
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logarithmic plot. The spectrum is a sum of both propagating beams at an HDA pass
energy of - 10 eV.
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Figure 4.13: Displaying the first 30 µsofa 40 µs storage cycle on a Logarithmic plot, for setup 10 eV
pass energy and ERS energy.

Analysis of the spectrum in figure 4.13 reveals that between the interval 9 µs to 30 µs the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of - 9.9 µs. The analysis reveals a mean
orbit time cf 326 ± 3 ns over a 0.65 m length and electron energy of - 11.1 eV throughout
the storage ring, where the kinetic energy reported here was calculated from basic
kinematic equations for a single electron traveling a distance of the mean circumference
over a time span equivalent to the mean orbit time. Thus, the uncertainty in the mean
energy is proportional to the uncertainty in the orbit time.
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Figure 4.14: Displaying three Linear plots of the data given in figure 4.13.
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In this later mode of wire ring storage, a dispersion in the peak widths is observed. The
solid line in figure 4.16 corresponds to a fit to a non-linear equation in orbit number that
will be covered in more detail in the next chapter. Finally, the peak height and area
variation are displayed in figure 4.16 displaying an exponential decay.
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Figure 4.15: Time width of the stored electron bunches as a function of orbit number n for the peaks
in figure 4.13. The solid line corresponds to a least square fit to describe the bunch width evolution.
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Figure 4.16: Logarithmic plots of the peak height and area (counts within the peak) variation;
displaying the yield as a function of orbit number n.

4.3 GUN POSITIONED ON HDA
The following points will help to overcome the energy mismatching difficulties from the
previous injection method:
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•

On axis beam injection, i.e. better matched phase space parameters

•

High frequency pulsing circuit for the HDA

•

Entire source region is now grounded, eliminating the non-trivial setup

The gun was re-positioned behind the HDA (see figure 4.18). In this setup the optic axis
passes through the tip of the filament (a first order approximation). The electron energy
and the storage energy of the ERS ring are directly matched, thus, simplifying injection
tuning for the total storage cycle (see figure 4.10). However, Helmholtz - Lagrange and
space charge effects place impediments to lo~ energy electrons beams (10 to 20 eV);
therefore, going from 100 eV gun setup to 18 eV is not trivial. Once the current has been
maximized at the Faraday Cup, the electron gun potentials have been optimized (as well
as the voltages on the source stack) and will only require fine tuning to optimize storage.

The pulsing circuit that drives the hemisphere potentials must be capable of narrow width
pulses and steep fall and rise times. Due to the magnitude of the orbital period T of the
stored beam (in the range of 250 to 350 ns), the electronics must be "fast" enough to
switch from non - deflecting mode to deflecting mode in a time less than 0.71T.** The
fall and rise times within such a circuit are related to the values of the gain and feedback
resisters connected to the operational amplifier, see figure 4.17. These resistor values,
floating power supply, wiring, and other circuit components were slightly altered to
produce an output pulse with a much steeper slope (rise and fall times of - 40 ns, see for
RFeedback

Yout

Floating
Ground
Figure 4.17: General Schematic of an Operational amplifier within the pulsing circuits presented in
this Chapter, where the VIN is a TTL pulse, and Vout is an inverted amplified pulse. Re = 680 Q and
RFeedback is a variable resistor for a range 1 to 2 kQ.

** This value was taken as the length for the electrons to exit the hemisphere on injection, pass through the
length of the remainder of the storage ring back to the bottom hemisphere entrance for the average energy
of the electron beam.
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Figure 4.18: Schematic of updated ERS storage ring, displaying the electron gun positioned on the
bottom hemisphere.

more detail Appendix 3 and 4). The pulsing circuit given in figure 3.20 remains as the
model for the hemisphere pulsing circuit. Lower resistor values will pull a higher current
from the power supplies, which have been replaced to accommodate a higher power
output. The circuit has been optimized to produce an analogue variable output voltage
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with minimal ringing after pulse shut - off, which has been positioned close to the
chamber feedthroughs to allow for short cables (coaxial) that reduce aerial pickup (i.e.
antenna effects). Proper termination and ground positioning were altered on all pulse
carrying cables to minimize the electric noise pickup on the elements themselves.
The electric schematic for the gun in this "new" position is gjven in figure 4.19.
Operating in this injection mode, the gun is made to float on the bottom HDA pass energy
in order to "match" the electron injection to the bottom HDA and V4 element (bottom
pass energy). This style of floating enables precise tuning of the gun, since the mean
"axial" energy is defined by the pass energy. Setting a single reference energy (bottom
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Figure 4.19: Displaying the electrical schematic for the gun elements
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Figure 4.20: Describing the energy of the electrons according to the effects of all the floating points
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pass energy) will create a uniformity in the energy of the electrons from injection to
storage (crucial for injecting low energy electrons through the long length of the
hemispherical analyzer / bottom V4 and continuing to the Faraday cup, distance of - 30
cm).
Figure 4.20 shows the effect of all the different reference points that were imposed in
figure 4.21. The energy of the electrons rise and fall in a similar manner to a
"rollercoaster" kinematics problem, where, the energy of the electrons while traversing
the HDA to the bottom of the source lens stack is negative with respect to real ground.

4.4 PULSING SCHEMES
Injecting with the electron gun behind the bottom HDA will be presented in this section
with a variety of pulsing schemes between the filament contact potential and bottom
HDA. The standard approach involves setting up a driving TTL pulse that would trigger
both the filament and the bottom HDA 'on' and 'off', respectively, allowing passage of
an electron beam. Energy mismatch will inject a beam of a shorter width than the duration
of the TTL pulse; for example, a 100 ns TTL pulse produced a - 50 ns FWHM wide
electron peak.

The electrons are collected at detector B (see figure 3.1) for each orbit; thus, producing a
series of peaks separated by a time corresponding to the orbit time (measured peak to
peak). Each peak will have a time - width associated with it; this width is proportional to
both the inherent time spreading of the ERS ring and the energy resolution M of the
beam (faster electrons are the most energetic and will reach the detector at a different
time than the slow electrons). The energy spread MFWHM is given in table 2 (p. 35):
MFWHM

EP

~!:L+o.25a2
R0

(4.10)

which is dictated by the hemispherical analyzer at a pass energy Ep. The aperture radius
for the ERS ring is 1.5 mm and Ro is 50.0 mm (see Chapter 3), where rs is equal to 1.5
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mm; therefore, by setting a equal to zero (assuming small angle of entrance of the
electron beam, which becomes vanishingly small upon squaring) gives:
~EFWHM

Ep

~ 3%

(4.11)

which is the FWHM of the electron beam that will be passed by the HDA. Therefore, if
the electron beam has an energy resolution of MGuN > MHDA (where MHnA is identical
to MFWHM), the effect of the HDA will narrow the energy resolution of the beam, causing
MGuN ~ MHDA, and similarly, if MGuN < MHDA then the energy resolution remains

the same after passing through the HDA.

The peak width in the time domain is correlated to the energy width tt; thus, the measured
time spread of the electron beam gives an upper limit to the energy resolution of the
beam. Observed narrowing due to energy mismatch inspired re-evaluation of the pulsing
setup that would focus on the "properly matched" electrons and eliminate the "waste"
electron at the point of injection. The efficiency of the storage may be compromised by
the presence of waste electrons in the beam by hindering the properly matched electrons
during the first few orbits (clean - up stage of the ERS ring). By considering the energy
spread of a directly heated cathode being a Maxwellian distribution of a few hundred
milli-electron volts, will cause great difficulties for producing a narrow pulse [Klemperer
(1971)]. Therefore, exploiting the selectivity of the electron gun injection onto the optic
axis, the electric potential at the tip of the filament can be matched to a point on the pulse
of the HDA; thus, producing a very narrow time spread of properly matched electrons.

Recall that the energy of the system that will properly store an electron beam must be
matched to the injection energy of the electron beam for long term storage. The standard
pulsing scheme for a system was shown in figure 4.6, where a TTL pulse of width 80 to
120 ns drives the filament contact potential and bottom HDA (see figure 4.19 for location
of pulsing unit). The two driving pulses are separated by a 20 to 50 ns delay to allow for
flight times and energy selection (the driving pulses are not perfectly square and will
tt Electrons of different energies will have different flight times; thus, producing a time distribution due to

the velocity spread of the beam.
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Figure 4.21: An analogue of the pulse ramp as a series of narrow - energy steps.
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Figure 4.22: Power supply layout for the first trial of optimizing injection.
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Figure 4.23: Selection points on the filament driving pulse for the energy of the stored electrons,
where Eproper is the electron energy for adequate injection into the system.

provide a range of energies that are innately chosen by the storage ring). Thus, if a range
of energetic electrons enter the system, only the electrons with the proper energy will
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continue to propagate throughout the system. The rising edge or falling edge provides a
large range of energies with a very small time spread (see figure 4.21). The circuit that
defines the electron energy consists of a constant voltage power supply, pulsing circuit,
and a current supply. Therefore, this new method of injection is experimentally reached
by re - defining the energy between the pu]sing circuit and the constant voltage supply;
hence, the electron energy is interrupted by a second constant voltage power supply*+ (see
figure 4.22). This first trial will inject electrons with narrow pulses (- 17 ns) in the
manner shown in figure 4.23 below and conceptually shown in figure 4.21.
Filament Pulse

Hemisphere Pulse

\

J
--------- -------+-- Stored Electrons

Eproper

----- Electron Energy

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +-- Floating Ground
Figure 4.24: Point matching of filament and hemisphere pulse, second trial of optimizing injection.

A second approach was implemented that would match a point on the ramp of the
filament pulse to a point on the ramp of the bottom HDA pulse. The aim is to narrow
down the range of selection of accepted electrons (thus reducing the width of the effective
peak, see figure 4.24)§§. This matching approach will cause a summing effect between
both points, such that the electron energy will be raised to the proper value for adequate
injection into the system. The stored peaks were found not to be narrower than - 17 ns.

The injection system is most efficient and reliable for injecting in the previous setup.
Although both trial 1 and 2 were successful in producing a stored beam, the particular
energy selection in choosing the electron energy creates a very small range of phase space
parameters that must be matched to the ERS parameters for efficient storage. Thus,
H
§§

This new power supply is referred to as the ramp energy
In this second trial, the ramp energy power supply of figure 4.22 was removed
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reducing the injection stability region of figure 4.1 creates a less manageable setup for
efficient storage.

The HDA selects certain electron energies (and rejects the remainders), and will perform
that operation within the system to narrow the energy spread of the beam. The bottom
HDA allows the electron beam to enter the ERS ring by an "off' pulse. The width of this
pulse will have a defining factor on the width of the injected beam. The electrical
schematic for the ERS ring was returned to that of figure 3.24. It was determined through
diagnostic tests at detectors B and E (figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively), that the minimum
width of the driving TTL pulse for the hemisphere pulsing unit, that would allow for a
stable recycling beam, was 40 nanoseconds.

4.SSUMMARY
The difficulty of setting up an injection scheme to properly bring an electron beam into
the ERS was addressed by impacting the beam onto a tungsten wire ring. Secondary
electrons were produced off the metal surface. A more efficient method was implemented
that placed the electron gun directly on axis. A number of injection schemes were
conceived and tried in practice to reduce the time spread of the stored electron beam.
Although no pulsed was detected that was narrower than 17 ns, the energy distribution is
this setup is unknown and needs to be further explored. A number of setup conditions will
be addressed along with results in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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5.1 SYMMETRIC SETUP
5.1.1 Introduction
The data presented in this section was gathered with the ERS set up with the electron gun
positioned on the bottom hemispherical deflector analyzer (HDA), injecting an electron
beam directly on axis (see Chapter 4). All storage peak spectra (raw data) are due to an
electron signal collected on detector B of figure 3.1 of Chapter 3. The electron beam
propagates throughout the system on or near the optic axis with the exception of the travel
path within the HDA due to dispersion. As the beam traverses the interaction region, two
main effects will cause electron losses from the stored beam:
•

Collisions with the gas jet

•

Metal scattering at the apertures of the Vi elements.

Lost electrons in the storing beam account for the signal collected at detector B. Detection
being a crucial component of this experiment requires losses in the beam in order to
achieve the 90 degree scattering and collection within the detector; however, optimizing
storage involves minimizing beam losses. Therefore, a target gas in the interaction region
will scatter electrons into the detector according to the differential cross section, and will
however attenuate the stored beam in proportion to the total cross section. The metal
scattered electrons originate from an elastic and inelastic scattering process for Eo - 30
eV (see Chapter 4), the elastic peak, being very sharp in reference to the inelastic peak,
will not contribute as much particle yield as the wider inelastic peak. Due to the low
energy of the inelastic electrons in comparison to the elastic scattered electrons (both gas
and metal), a repeller plate was inserted between the interaction region and the detector to
discriminate these "noise" electrons.

Recall, the ERS consists of four lenses each consisting of four elements, labeled V1
through V4 and two 180° HDAs. The system is positioned vertically to prevent any
gravitational effects on the beam. Therefore, the two HDAs may be best classified by
their vertical position, i.e. top and bottom (or upper and lower; the lower HDA being the
mounting point of the electron gun). Electrons of kinetic energy of Eu will pass through
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the upper HDA, and similarly those with energy EL will pass through the lower HDA
(which is also the pass energy or eVo of each HDA, mid- point voltage between the inner
and outer hemisphere of each HDA: Vu or

Faraday Cup

D

VL of the HDA, see figure 5.1). The Vi
elements lie closest to the central cylinder

Eu

(source or interaction region) and the V4
element lies adjacent to the hemisphere
entrance or exit. In order to well define the
phase space parameters {p, r, r'} near the

Interaction
Region

apertures within the ERS, the Vi element
has been set to the voltage of the center
cylinder

VERS

(typically - 30 V), and V4

has been set to the HDA pass energy
voltage Vo.

Electron Gun
Figure 5.1: Basic Schematic of ERS, showing the
pass energy for the upper and lower HDA, Eu
and EL, respectively.

There are two possible modes of operation:
•

Eu = EL(Symmetric)

•

Eu

:;t EL(Asymmetric)

Both the symmetric and asymmetric modes allow for an efficient storage within the ring.
From an experimental standpoint the symmetric mode is easier to operate, since the two
HDAs are closely matched in energy (trajectories and phase space parameters are shared
equally between each HDA and each pass of the beam through an HDA). The stability
modes achieved are also predicted to be different for the symmetric case than the
asymmetric case; the principles have been established, but the detailed voltages need to
be found.
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5.1.2 Data of (15 I 15) Pass Energy Setup
The following figure was recorded at the symmetric nominal pass energy setup of Eu =
EL= 15.0 eV and ERS energy of 15.0 eV (which is the defining potential for the voltages
within the system see figure 3.24). The zero marker in the figure is defined by the first
three quarter pass of the initial injected beam (registering at detector B, 90° to the beam
axis given in figure 3.1). Each subsequent peak defines a whole orbit or travel distance of
- 0.65 m.
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Figure 5.2: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 15.0
e V pass energy and 15.0 eV ERS energy, storage-cycle period of 20 µs. Helium background pressure
of 6.0 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 5.3: Displaying four linear plots of the data given in figure 5.2. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 10 and 18 µs) with a factor of a 60000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 60 and x 60000 has been expanded by a factor of 6000 to make the peaks
between 3 and 18 µs more visible; beneath lies a linear plot expanded by a factor of 60 which is
followed by the unaltered plot (x 1).
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Analysis of the spectrum in figure 5.2 reveals that between the interval 5 to 18 µs the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of 5.8 µs, and the area within each peak
(a better comparative measure) in that same interval has a decay of 8.1 µs (see figure 5.4).
The analysis reveals an orbit time of 271 ± 2 ns over a 0.65 m length (paraxial total
circumference of the ERS ring), corresponding to a mean energy of - 16 e V.
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Figure 5.4: Showing the variation in peak height (left) and peak area (right) as a function of orbit
numbern.

The observed peak width variation is due to the beam dynamics within the ERS. This
behavior has also been discovered in the electrostatic trap developed by Zajfman' s group
[Pedersen et.al. (2001), Pedersen et.al. (2002), Zajfman et.al. (2004)], see Chapter 1; also
its physical origin will be discussed in the next section (1.3).

5.1.3 Bunch Analysis
Using the linear electrostatic trap presented in Chapter 1 section 2.4 [Pedersen et.al.
(2002)], Zajfman's group evaluated the beam dynamics and beam width evolution for ion
beams of Ar+ and Xe + (energies of a few ke V). The time width evolution of an ion beam
is a function of the initial temporal width Wo and the beam dynamics of the storing
system. The beam width spreading of the beam is shown for the linear electrostatic trap
for the experimental results (dots) and theoretical fit (solid* and dashed line) in figure 5.5.

* Ignoring external perturbations, such as scattering off residual gas and noise on the electrodes
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Figure 5.5: Beam width variation as a function of orbit number for the linear electrostatic trap by
Zajfman's group [Pedersen et.al. (2002)].

As a comparison to the linear electrostatic trap to the beam dynamics of the ERS, a
number of factors that cause the width of the beam to increase on each orbit are:
1. Energy distribution of electrons in the source
2. Range of acceptable trajectories within the storage ring
3. External perturbations
4. Internal perturbations
5. Initial time spread of injection pulse
First, there is an initial energy spread of the beam given by a thermal distribution that will
give an inherent time spread of the beam (giving rise to a velocity spread). Second, the
ERS allows for a number of stable trajectories that would produce a time spread of a
beam of electrons that include a collection of positions and angles {r, r'} for a given
energy. Third and fourth considerations are interactions with external and internal
perturbations. Two common examples of external effects could be electrical noise on the
electrostatic elements, or collisions with background gas. Internal effects may be the
Coulomb interaction between the electrons within the beam (commonly referred to as
space charge effects). In both the linear electrostatic trap and the ERS, space charge

effects are assumed to be negligible when operating with low current densities in the
stored beam (electron beam currents in the pA range will result in energy spreading
[Gopalan et.al. (2003)]). Fifth, injection is not a delta function in time, rather it has a
finite width; therefore, there is a finite time spread of the beam by the TTL driving pulse
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(typically - 50 ns). The linear electrostatic trap [Pedersen et.al. (2002)] observed very
similar behaviors despite differences in the setup: physical geometry, a factor of -1000 in
time scale (orbit time), and mass difference between electrons and ions. They show the
recycling pulse width, Wn, increases with orbit number n by:

Wn

= ~Wo2 + n2!1T2

.

(5.1)

This equation assumes no coupling between the processes from internal mechanisms
within the beam, such as Coulomb interactions (space charge effects), or from external
perturbers, such as residual gas scattering and electrical noise on the electrodes.

The time spread per orbit, 11T, consists of two components: (i) bt.TERs, the time spread
within the ERS for an electron of given energy due to the possible ranges of positions and
angles, {r, r.,}, giving rise to a range of orbit times. These different trajectories depend on
the geometrical configuration and operating potentials of the ERS; (ii) bt.Ts is due to the
inherent spread in the electron energies at t = 0 and is usually a sole property of the
source. In the present experiment, where Ms > MERS, it is sensible to define this
"initial" time spread as that after the post-injection "clean up" of the first - few orbits.
After the first few orbits, the bunch width increases with orbit number n. Taking bt.TERS
and bt.Ts to be independent, the total time for each orbit bunch in the ERS is given by:

11T

2

= liTiRs + !iT}.

(5.2)

Ignoring external perturbations and internal coupling effects will cause bt.T to remain
constant for all orbits as each electron moves independently of the others, preserving its
initial orbital period.

Another behaviour of the beam spreading is a 'non - coherent' width evolution, whereby
the electrons within the beam are treated in a stochastic sense. Here the width per orbit is
re - defined by:
(5.3)

Assuming that the external and internal interactions cannot be ignored, a de - phase of the
electrons within the beam will occur, implying that the electrons within the beam behave
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stochastically (individual motion of the particles) [Pedersen et.al. (2002), Pedersen et.al.
(2001)]. According to the central limit theorem (approximation for a large number of
independent quantities), the distribution function for the electron beam will take on a
Gaussian shape under these conditions [Khinchin (1949), Reif (1965)].
The spectra of this chapter (for example (15 I 15) symmetric pass energy) will display the
bunch width as a decreasing trend in the first few orbits because Ms >MERS, and
consequently the HDA's and apertures eliminate trajectories with inappropriate energy,
radial distance and angle for sustained recycling (source energy spread is greater than that
accepted by the ERS causing a "cleaning- up" of the beam).
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Figure 5.6: Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number for the first 73 peaks of the data
in figure 5.2. The results from the analysis (dot) are fit to coherent (solid) and non - coherent (dashed)
formulas: Equations 5.1 and 5.3 (above).

In figure 5.6 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number. It is seen that
the widths increase consistently over the whole range of analysis. Omitting the first 2
peaks, the analysis was performed over the range of peak 3 (- 1 µs) out to peak 73 (- 18
µs); for widths beginning at - 32 ns to a value of - 98 ns. The solid line in figure 5.6
corresponds to a least square fit to equation 5.1; the fit reveals Wo = 33.36 ± 0.05 ns and
fl.T

= 1.5 ± 0.1

ns, and the dashed line is a fit to equation 5.3 with parameters W0 = 33.36

± 0.05 ns and fl.T = 12.1 ± 0.1 ns. The points conform closely to the solid line fit; the

peaks near the end (orbit number - 48) seem to deviate and scatter about both the solid
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and dashed line, which may be due to a separation of the beam into two components (i.e.
coherent and non - coherent or stochastic bunches).

Measurements were analyzed through fitting a Gaussian curve to each peak (each orbit).
The peaks nearer the initial injected beam contained the best statistics of the peaks on the
whole spectrum. Peak fitting analysis is most accurate for peaks that contain many points
which naturally form a pattern similar to Gaussian curve. Although, the smaller peaks are
better defined (i.e. more points per number of ~ounts), the peaks with more counts will fit
better than the smaller peaks near the end of the tail end that contained a lot of noise. Due
to the lower statistics of orbits that lie on the latter half of the spectrum will not fit well to
a Gaussian curve and may not accurately predict the increase in beam width (examples of
this are seen in the spectra above, where the points for the beam widths become very
scattered near the end of the storage cycle, i.e. higher n values). New physics has also
emerged under the symmetric setup (for example Eu = EL = 18.0 eV), which will be
presented in the next Chapter.

5.2 ASYMMETRIC SETUP
5.2.1 Introduction
A reduction in the energy spread of the electron beam within the ERS is made possible by
lowering the pass energy of the HDA. The bottom HDA has a lower limit on its pass
energy value in comparison to the upper HDA, due to the difficulties of initial injection of
the electron beam. Therefore, "good" resolution of the ERS ring requires breaking the

symmetry of the top and bottom HDAs (i.e. the top HDA pass energy will be lowered
from the bottom HDA pass energy, dissimilar from the prevjous section).

The pass energy setups given below are identified by (Vu

I VL).

To simplify injection

optimization, the bottom HDA was set up for only three incremental values of 12, 15, and
18 eV.

***
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5.2.2 Metastable Background
Another process that takes place during electron storage is production of metastable
atoms. Electrons traverse the interaction region with energy E, which, due to the presence
of gas in the interaction region, leads to electron - atom collisions resulting in elastic
collisions together with excitation and ionization of the target. For these measurements
the gas will be either argon or helium having ionization thresholds of 15.76 and 24.5 eV,
respectively [Brunt, King, and Read (1976)]. In general, a metastable state is formed
when an atom is in a long - lived excited state as shown schematically in figure 5.7. Such
states can be excited directly via electron collisions or indirectly by inelastic collisions
that result in higher states that decay, for example, via fluorescence to the metastable
state.

Incident Energy

E2

_ _,..L.'--..---

Metastable Level
De-excitation

E 1 L - - - - - - - - -w- Figure 5.7: Example, production of a metastable state.

The metastable states present are the (3/,4s) 3P2 and 3P0 (argon) and (ls,2s) 3S 1 and 1S0
(helium), whereby, the metastables will not decays down to the ground state 1S0 via
electric dipole radiation. The lifetime for the (ls,2s) 1S0 to the ground state transition is 19 ms [Baldwin (2005)], for the doubly forbidden transition 3S 1 to 1S0 is predicted to be 8000 seconds [Drake (1971)] and experimentally found to be - 5000 s within an
experimental factor of three [Moos and Woodworth (1973)]. The argon metastable
lifetimes are on a similar time scale of milliseconds (see for example [Phelps and Molnar
(1953)]). The helium metastable travel time from the target region to the detector is - 6
µs, which is well within the time span prior to decay [Tessier et.al. (2007)].

Metastables are therefore neutral particles that move at thermal velocities (for the ERS
experiment), much slower than the "fast" moving electrons. The slow moving metastable
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atoms will still register at the C.E.M. detector. The electrons within the neutral metastable
atom will undergo an electron - electron collision with the electrons in the surface and
liberate an electron, by de-exciting the metastable back to the ground state. The
metastable peak formed by a passing electron beam will be very broad (thermal energy
spread of heavy particles will result in a wide distribution in the time domain) and will
have an onset at a later time (-6 µs in the case of helium) than that of the electron beam
that caused the formation of the metastable state. The figure below (5.8) shows a single
electron peak followed by a metastable peak for the ERS operating in non - recycling
mode at the pass energy setup of (7

I 15).

Since these metastable particles are neutral

their temporal widths are independent of the potentials and only depend on the
geometrical dimensions of the target region.
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Figure 5.8: Logarithmic Plot of an electron beam that has traveled three quarters around the ring
followed by a broad metastable helium peak.

5.2.3 (4 I 18) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot recorded at the asymmetric pass energy setup;
Eu = 4 eV and EL= 18 eV, and ERS energy of 40.0 eV. Analysis of the spectrum in
figure 5.9 reveals that between the interval 12 to 48 µs the eiectron peak heights have an
exponential decay of 13.6 µs, and the area within each peak in that interval has a decay of
19.4 µs [Tessier et.al. (2007)]. The analysis reveals an orbit time of 329.8 ± 2 ns over a
0.65 m length corresponding to a mean energy throughout the ring of - 10.8 eV.
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Figure 5.9: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 4 eV
Top HDA and 18 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 40.0 eV, storage-cycle period of
50 µs. Helium background pressure of 7.0 x 10-7 torr [Tessier et.al. (2007)].
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Figure 5.10 Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 5.9. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 20 and 48 µs) with a factor of a 3000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 3000 has been expanded by a factor of 100 to make the peaks between 3
and 48 µs more visible.

In figure 5 .11 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number. From the

insert, it is seen that there is an oscillation in the peak widths, whereby each oscillation
peak is comprised of 4 points (orbits), it is speculated that the beam oscillates about the
optic axis over a number of orbits (in this case 4 orbits). The widths begin at a value 46.5 ns and increase to a value of - 120 ns. The solid line in figure 5.11 corresponds to a
least square fit to equation 5.1; the fit reveals W0

=46.5 ± 0.1 ns and fl.T = 0.74 ± 0.05 ns.

There are no signs of a non - coherent beam width spreading.

***
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Figure 5.11: Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number

5.2.4 (4 I 15) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot recorded at the asymmetric pass energy setup;
Eu = 4 eV and EL= 15 eV, and ERS energy of 22.0 eV. In a similar pass energy setup to
section 2.3, storage and beam width dynamics will be shown to behave in an identical
manner to the above spectra for a Vi to V1 ratio of nearly double.
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Figure 5.12: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 4 e V
Top HOA and 15.0 eV bottom HOA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 22.0 eV, storage-cycle period
of 30 µs displayed on a 20 µs window. Helium background pressure of 6.2 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 5.13: Displaying four linear plots of the data given in figure 5.12. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 13 and 28 µs) with a factor of a 10000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 100 and x 10000 has been expanded by a factor of 1000 to make the peaks
between 6 and 28 µs more visible, beneath lies a linear plot expanded by a factor of 50 which is
followed by the unaltered plot (x 1).

Analysis of the spectrum in figure 5.12 reveals that between the interval 7 to 19 µs the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of 3.9 µs. The analysis reveals an orbit
time of 349.6 ± 2 ns corresponding to a mean electron energy throughout the entire ring
of- 9.0 eV.
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Figure 5.14: Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number for the first 60 peaks

In figure 5 .14 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number. It is seen that

the widths increase consistently over the range of Oto the 50th orbit, with a scatter of peak
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widths near the end, which may be due to peak fitting difficulties. The widths begin at a
value - 37 ns and increase to a value of - 100 ns (50th orbit). The solid line in figure 5.14
corresponds to a least square fit to equation 5.1; the fit reveals Wo = 37.23 ± 0.04 ns and
l!,.T = 1.65 ± 0.08 ns.

5.2.5 (7 I 15) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot recorded at the asymmetric pass energy setup;
Eu = 7 eV and EL= 15 eV, and ERS energy of 25.0 eV.
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Figure 5.15 : Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 7 eV
Top HDA and 15.0 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 25.0 eV, storage-cycle period
of 50 µs. Helium background pressure of 6.0 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 5.16: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 5.15. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 20 and 48 µs) with a factor of a 2000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 2000 has been expanded by a factor of 100 to make the peaks between 2
and 48 µs more visible.
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Analysis of the spectrum in figure 5.15 reveals that between the interval 5 to 48 µs the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of 10.08 µs, and the area within each
peak in that same interval has a decay of 14.4 µs. The analysis reveals an orbit time of
300.9 ± 2 ns for a mean electron energy of - 13.0 eV. The merging of the peaks
dominates the metastable signal, making the underlying continuum seem negligible.
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Figure 5.17 Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number for the first 171 peaks. The
results from the analysis (dot) are fit to the coherent (solid) and non - coherent (dashed) formulas:
Equations 5.1 and 5.3 (above)

In figure 5.17 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number. It is seen that
the widths increase consistently over the range of O to the 48 µs. The widths begin at a
value of - 36 ns and increase to a value of - 186 ns. The solid line in figure 5 .17
corresponds to a least square fit to equation 5.1; the fit reveals Wo = 35.95 ± 0.07 ns and
fl.T = 1.07 ± 0.04 ns. The scatter in the points near the end of the plot may be an artifact in

the fitting or it corresponds to the stochastic fit (equation 5.3 in the above section on
bunch analysis), which despite the low current density may be due to the fast electrons
from one peak catching up with the slow electrons of the next peak, creating an internal
effect that switches the beam dynamics from coherent to non-coherent. The dashed line in
the figure is a fit to the points to the stochastic beam dynamic equation (Equation 5.3),
with fl.T = 11.41 ± 0.24 ns. The peaks that are fitted to the equation 5 .3 contain the lowest
signal to noise ratio ( as well as beam merging effects) that results in large error bars,
which may account for the deviation in points about the dashed line.
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5.2.6 (9 I 18) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot recorded at the asymmetric pass energy setup;
Eu

= 9 eV and EL = 18 eV, and ERS energy of 50.0 eV.

This setup will display the best

example of a switch in modes from coherent to non - coherent in the beam width
analysis.
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Figure 5.18: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 9 eV
Top HDA and 18.0 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 50.0 eV, storage-cycle period
of 30 µs. Argon background pressure of 7.0 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 5.19: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 5.18. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 15 and 28 µs) with a factor of a 6000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 6000 has been expanded by a factor of 1000 to make the peaks between 6
and 28 µs more visible

Analysis of the spectrum in figure 5.18 reveals that between the interval 6 µs to 28 µs the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of 7 .0 µs, and the area within each peak
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has a decay of 9.0 µs. The analysis reveals an orbit time of 260.0 ns ± 3 ns and mean
electron energy of - 17 .5 eV.
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Figure 5.20: Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number. The results from the analysis
(dot) are fit to the coherent (solid) and non - coherent (dashed) formulas: Equations 5.1 and 5.3.

In figure 5 .20 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number. It is seen that

the widths increase consistently over the whole range of analysis. The peak widths of the
first 40 orbits fit to equation 5.1 very closely; the fit reveals Wo = 32.12 ± 0.08 ns and 11T

= 2.66 ± 0.06 ns. The deviation from the coherent fit (equation 5.1) seems to imply an
inherent switch in modes to a non - coherent evolution in the bunch dynamics, as the
points follow the fit to the stochastic formula (equation 5.3) very closely. This switch in
modes may be due to the fast electrons from one peak catching up with the slow electrons
of the next peak, creating an internal effect that switches the beam dynamics from
coherent to non-coherent. Other possibilities, such as collisions with background gas or
electrical noise on electrodes would explain such a stochastic behaviour; however, such
external effects need to be further explored. Due to the higher ERS energy in this setup
may cause more collisions with background gas that would provide such an external
interaction discussed above (this is only a speculation at this point in the analysis). The
dashed line in the figure is a fit to the points to the stochastic beam dynamic equation
(equation 5.3), with 11T = 15.33 ± 0.07 ns.
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5.2.7 Comparison: Asymmetric Pass Energies
The following table lists the conditions and analysis results of each asymmetric pass
energy setup. The left column lists the pass energy values for each setup. The top row
gives the key parameters for the experiment setup. The first and second columns give the
lifetime of the spectrum and orbit time as found from the analysis (the lifetimes come
from the change in area under each peak, which is the more accurate measurement of the
exponential decay). The last four columns give the voltage ratios for the top and bottom
lens stacks, respectively, where the primes have been omitted on the voltage ratios since
the V2 and V3 voltages have left and right symmetry within figure 3.5.

4 /15
5/15
7/15
9/15
4/18
5/18
6/18
7/18
9/18

Lifetime
(µs)
4.1
5.58
14.5
7.2
19.4
6.15
12.05
10.7
9.0

Orbit Time
(ns)
350.6
320.0
300.9
290.0
329.8
321.1
323.4
301.0
260.0

V2 I Vi(T)

V2 I Vi(B)

V3 / Vi(T)

V3 / Vi(B)

9.25
8.75
8.7
6.67
9.45
9.15
9.04
9.05
9.25

5.76
5.59
6.45
5.37
5.03
6.61
6.53
6.41
8.0

5.5
3.9
3.57
2.44
10.19
6.0
5.0
4.28
5.55

1.43
1.27
1.65
1.44
2.22
1.65
1.65
1.65
2.77

Table 5

The V3

/

Vi and V2 I Vi ratios are a critical factor in storage (see Chapter 2). For

simplicity, the V3 / Vi ratio (ERS energy/ Pass energy) is fixed for a give setup. The V2
elements are tuned to bring the ERS ring into a stability region for that given Vi I Vi
arrangement. The asymmetric setup is further complicated by having four V ratios.
Assuming the whole system has discrete stability regions, and then the overall efficiency
of the ring may be determined by which stability region each V ratio lies in. For example,
the top V3 / V1 may lie in a higher region of stability than the bottom V3 / Vi ratio, which
may lead to a less overall efficiency of the ring, and thus the reason why there is no trend
in the table.

***
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5.3 HELIUM IONIZATION STUDIES
As already discussed, electrons that traverse the interaction region have an opportunity to
interact with the gas target. These electronic interactions can produce excited metastable
states or ionization. Due to the similarities in mass for the ions and metastables, the ions
have similar time distributions to the metastable atoms. Long term storage within the
ERS has been investigated by measuring helium ion time-of-flight (TOF) distributions
with detector C (see figure 3.3), situated opposite the hypodermic needle (in the path of
the gas beam). Ions detected at any given time must have originated from an electronic
interaction. Therefore, detected ions at late times must have been produced by an electron
beam still present in the ERS. The precise time spread for a single ionization peak is
found by detecting ions for a single pass of the electron beam. A typical spectrum of the
He+ yield as a function of time after the electron injection pulse over a 300 µs time
window is shown in figure 5.21 for a chamber gas pressure of 5 x 10-7 torr. The ion
distribution in the non - recycling mode was also recorded for the same data acquisition
time and is also displayed in figure 5.21. For these spectra, the HDA pass energies (top
and bottom HDA) were arranged in the symmetric setup for a value of 18 eV and the
orbit time was - 240 ns (measured at detector B, see figure 3.1). The non - recycling
mode is achieved by pulsing the electron gun in an identical manner to the recycling
mode, but with the HDA voltages not being switched after electron injection making it

/
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Figure 5.21: Logarithmic plot of helium ionization spectra taken within the ERS, for the symmetric
pass energy setup of 18 eV.
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physically impossible to recycle. In this mode, the observed signal corresponds to the
inherent time of flight for helium ions created with a - 50 ns pulse of electrons (width Wo
from equation 5.1 of the initial injected electron beam).

The peak in the ion distribution occurs at - 1 3 µs after the electron pulse reaches the
detector, and the distribution has a characteristic decay time of 'tNR

::::

10 µs (NR

= non -

recycling mode). The ion distribution in the recycling mode has a longer decay time

'tR ::::

55 µs, and there is still measurable ion yield at - 7 times that value, see figure 5.22 (the
ion yield reduces by a factor of e every 55 µs and are still observed at 300 µs following
the initial injected peak). Very few ions are detected after 60 and 340 µs (extrapolated
limit) in the non - recycling and recycling modes, respectively. Consequently, ions
detected at t

= 340 µs originate from stored electrons in the ERS ring between t = 280 and

327 µs (Ions require 13 µs to reach the detector; thus, ions detected at 340 µs would have
been formed by an electron beam 13 µs earlier, and the ions from the initial beam were
formed 60 µs after the initial electron beam reached detector B. Therefore, each electron
beam will form an ion bunch that may have a width of - 60 µs and traveled through the
interaction region 13 µs prior to ion detection). We conclude that at this operating
pressure some electrons in the injected bunch were stored for - 5 ion lifetimes (and may

105
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a. e-t/10 , b . e-t/25 an d c. e-t/55
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Figure 5.22: Helium ion time-of-flight distributions for non-recycling mode (a) and recycling mode
(b) and (c). Exponential decay rates are 'tNR:::: 10 µs (a), and 'CR:::: 25 µs (b) and 55 µs (c).
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be as high as 6 lifetimes), equivalent to - 1000 orbits, corresponding to an electron of
mean energy - 20 eV traveling over 650 m.

More insight can be given for the ERS efficiency by analyzing the exponential decays as
a function of pressure. In Chapter 4 section 1.2, it was shown that an electron beam that
travels through a gaseous medium will experience an exponential decay in current
density. This loss mechanism is unavoidable and will always be seen within the analysis;
therefore, the exponential decay will be a function of pressure, provided no other loss
/

mechanisms are present. Helium ion TOF spectra were measured as a function of gas
pressure, P, for identical ERS tuning and pulsing conditions. The analysis assumes that
the gas pressure of the target region scales linearly with the background pressure of the
chamber, which is acceptable provided there are no secondary collisions and where the
pressure presented in figure 5.23 is the background pressure of the chamber [Johnson,
Stair Jr. and Pritchard (1966)]. The HDA pass energies (top and bottom) were arranged
in the symmetric setup for a value of 15 eV and ERS energy of 40 eV. The characteristic
decay time,

'!R,

determined at each pressure are displayed in Figure 5.23, plotted against

p- 1 and show a clear linear relationship. This demonstrates that the dominant loss
mechanism is due to collisions with the target gas (as well as diffused background gas).
These loss mechanisms are unavoidable in this experimental setup as mean free path "A ex:

p- l, and '!R

ex:

"A.

75

Lifetime
50
(µs)

25
6

I ·l 0

6
2 · 10

6

3 -10

{Pressure)-1
Figure 5.23: Decay lifetimes, 'tR, obtained from the asymptotic linear decay rates for 8 helium ion
distributions each at a separate chamber gas pressures, P, spanning from 3.6 x 10-7 to 8.0 x 10--6 Torr.
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5.4SUMMARY
Following the theory on hemispherical deflector analyzers (HDAs) from Chapter 2, the
pass energy e Vo for the two HDAs can be identical or unequal while maintaining storage
within the ERS. A data set is first presented for the identical or "symmetric" setup of top
and bottom HDAs of 15 and 15 eV, respectively. The raw data is presented over a 30 µs
storage cycle on logarithmic and linear graphs; also, peak width analysis, peak height and
area variation as a function of orbit number n are presented. Following, is a discussion on
the bunch analysis and beam dynamics within the ERS that are modeled after the linear
electrostatic trap by Zajfman's group.

Two spectra were recorded at a (4

I 18)

and (4

I 15)

asymmetric pass energy setup

showing electron signal detected from 90° elastic and inelastic scattering at the interaction
region. The first data set presented show a low exponential decay over a 50 µs storage
cycle indicating optimum tuning conditions. Following, is a data set at a near double

Vi

to Vi ratio where storage has been maintained, albeit a less efficient operation. A
spectrum was recorded at the pass energy setup of top and bottom HDA of 7 and 15 eV,
respectively. The beam width evolution conforms to the coherent fit given by equation
5 .1 for a portion of the peak spectrum, a deviation from equation 5 .1 is then observed in a
scatter of points about a fit to equation 5.3. The scatter in the points may be an artifact in
the fitting or it corresponds to the stochastic fit (non-coherent), which despite the low
current density, may be due to internal interactions between the electrons themselves that
switches the beam dynamics from coherent to non-coherent behaviour. Another spectrum
was recorded at the pass energy setup of top and bottom HDA of 9 and 18 eV,
respectively. This spectrum showed a switch in the beam dynamics from a coherent to a
non - coherent mode, whereby the stochastic evolution described by equation 5.3
conformed to the peak width evolution following a deviation from the fit to equation 5 .1
as a result of internal and external effects (coherent evolution).

He+ ions were collected at detector C of figure 3.3 to provide a representation of long
term storage, giving an approximation of the total number of orbits executed by the
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electron beam. Detection of ions at a given time indicates a propagating electron beam
about the optic axis in the ERS at a time no greater than 60 µs prior to the ion signal.
Thus, ions measured at the far right of the spectrum provide proof of electrons within the
target region at long times after injection of the initial pulse without re-supplying
electrons to the beam or use of active feedback components.

The ordinary performance of the ERS has been presented including beam width evolution
as predicted in Section 1.3, and smooth exponential decay of the particle yield. The next
Chapter will present more exotic features within the detected signal that involve a more
complex beam dynamic and operation of the ERS.

Spectrum analysis
All of the analyses were performed on Mathcad 2001i through a Gaussian fitting method.
The general function in the fit is:
(5.4)

where, b is average background or "noise" surrounding the given peak, A is the amplitude
of the peak, E 0 is the peak position, and w is the width, given by the following relation:

FWHM == 2~1n(2)w.

(5.5)

The Gaussian is fitted using a complex algorithm developed by our collaborator Dr.
Hammond (University of Western Australia) with the arguably dubious assumption that
the electron signal does not lie on a background, which implies there are no metastables
contributing to the observed yield. In principle, the observed merging of the sharp
electron peaks may be a result of an underlining metastable continuum as shown in Fig
5.9; however, looking at figures 5.15 and 5.9 provides a comparison of the possible
metastable contribution and the merging of the peaks. It is clear that the metastable is not
the primary reason for why the peaks are merging in Fig 5.15, since there is no sign of
metastable signal at - 12µs. An important caveat with this zero background assumption is
that the analysis of the peak width variation and mode changes needs to be taken with
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caution. Thus, the points of the peak can be used to calculate the FWHM as if they were
not sitting above a background signal. Each spectrum contains an analysis section that
contains the lifetimes, and orbit times. The magnitude of the lifetimes give an estimation
of the efficiency of the system for the given pass energy setup. Whereby, the system may
have been operating in a more stable mode for one set of pass energy values and (H, m)
mode, which is not dependent on the pass energy setup. Electron storage rings are apt to
respond more efficiently at certain resonances or modes, that depend on the external
fields driving the beam [Dennison and Berlin (1946)].
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6.1 NON - COHERENT EVALUATION
In the linear electrostatic trap by Zajfman's group [Pedersen et.al. (2001), Pedersen et.al.
(2002), and Zajfman et.al. (2004)] presented in Chapters 1 and 5, they have observed
anomalies in the peak width evolution that have arisen in the ERS, which is the focal
point of the Chapter. Equations 5.1 and 5.3 of Chapter 5 Section 1.3, describe the beam
dynamics within the linear electrostatic trap and the ERS. Data was obtained with the
linear electrostatic trap that was described by the conditions given in equation 5.1 (see
figure 6.1 a) for "ordinary" behavior" within the trap. A separate data set (figure 6.1 b)
revealed a deviation from the equation 5.1 fit (given as the solid line in the figures). In
this case the beam width evolution takes on a different behaviour than that of figure 6.1
(a), whereby the beam width does not depend on time (or orbit number), and secondly has
saturated to the most narrow value of figure 6.1 (a). The shift of modes of operation
(figure 6.1 (a) to (b)) was theorized to be caused by internal interactions among the ions
via the repulsive Coulomb force. Under these conditions the ion oscillations* become
synchronized, which effectively "freezes" the peak width spreading, whereby the width
evolution is no longer defined by either equation 5.1 or 5.3. Ultimately the
synchronization must dominate over the diffusion that leads to beam width spreading
described by equation 5.1 for the spectrum to take on the form of that in figure 6.1 (b).
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Figure 6.1: Peak width spectra [Pedersen et.al. (2001)] a) diffusion of the ions within the ERS and b)
synchronization of the ion oscillation, note: x - axis expanded by a factor of a 1000.
*

Oscillation of the ion between the electrostatic "mirrors"
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Shown below in figure 6.2 is the total width evolution for the linear electrostatic trap. It is
seen that a number of orbits must be executed for the synchronization to come into effect,
i.e. the mass density of the ions must expand to a large enough value for the Coulomb
collisions to be effective. Furthermore, the decrease in the peak widths between the 200th and - 300 orbits, indicate a transition between the two modes of operation. The
Coulomb force provides the non-linear coupling force that results in the synchronization
of each electron oscillation (similar to a classical coupled pendulum).

025----------------0.2

..-..
~0.15
.._..
~

C

•

0.1

0.05

o---------0
200
400
600
n
Figure 6.2: Peak width saturation within [Pedersen et.al. (2002)]; the solid line corresponds to a fit to
equation 5.1.

6.1.1 Preliminary Results within the ERS
The following figure was recorded at the symmetric nominal pass energy setup of 12 eV
and ERS energy of 30.0 e V.

Storage was discovered within the ERS as shown in the above data, which was recorded
within the ERS at an early stage in its operation, using imprecise power supplies, basic
shielding on cables, and rudimentary tuning techniques. This data set provides evidence
of storage on a scale of 48 µs that exceeded the lifetime of the previous setup using a
tungsten wire ring as the target for injection that gave motivation to pursue this injection
method. Although the setup conditions are somewhat primitive, an anomalous behavior
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Figure 6.3: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 12.0
eV pass energy and 30.0 eV ERS energy, storage-cycle period of 50 µs. Helium background pressure
of 8.2 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 6.4: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 6.3. The top graph is a cut-away
section (between 10 and 48 µs) with a factor of a 1000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 1000 has been expanded by a factor of 100 to make the peaks between 2
and 48 µs more visible.

was observed. As best seen in figure 6.4 there is a beating within the peak heights over a
variable number of orbits (a thorough physical reasoning will be given in section 2 of this
Chapter along with more data sets).

In line with the theory presented in the above introduction; similar behavior has been
observed within the ERS, showing a "synchronization" effect of the peak width evolution.
The following sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 display the beam widths obtained from the ERS
that have very similar trends to those seen in the linear electrostatic trap of figures 6.1 and
6.2.

***
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6.1.2 Peak Width Saturation for Symmetric Pass Energy
The following figure was recorded at the symmetric nominal pass energy setup of 18 e V
and ERS energy of 30.0 eV. The same data is plotted on a linear graph in figure 6.6,
showing an abrupt narrowing in the peak width on the right end of the spectrum.
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Figure 6.5: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 18.0
eV pass energy (symmetric) and 30.0 eV ERS energy, storage cycle period of 30 µs. Argon
background pressure of 9.5 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 6.6: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 6.5. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 12 and 28 µs) with a factor of a 75000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 75000 has been expanded by a factor of 10000 to make the peaks
between 4 and 28 µs more visible.

Analysis of the spectrum in figure 6.5 reveals that between the interval 6 to 24 µs (the
range of peaks for the analysis has been truncated from 28 µs to 24 µs due to poor defined
peaks in the last 4 µs of the spectrum) the electron peak heights have an exponential
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decay of - 5.3 µs, and the area within each peak in that interval has a decay of - 5.7 µs.
The analysis reveals an orbit time of - 224.6 ns.
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Figure 6. 7: Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number for the first 132 peaks, the insert
shows the region of saturation.

In figure 6.7 the peak widths are presented as a function of orbit number. A saturation in
the peak widths is observed beginning around orbit number 104. A least square fit was
preformed on the saturated data and by suppressing the data between orbit 1 to 103, a
near horizontal line was found with a mean width of 26.34 ± 2.16 ns. A noticeable
similarity in the ERS data versus the data given by the linear electrostatic trap is that the
electron beam within the ERS must circulate for a number of orbits before "switching"
into this alternate mode of operation. A possible effect for the delay may be due to
electron - electron collisions about a given peak with the fast electrons from the previous
orbit and slow electrons from the succeeding orbit. Although the current density is not
predicted to be large for the electron beam, the low energy nature of the beam will allow
for longer interaction times, giving opportunities for internal interactions. In a similar
fashion to the electrostatic trap, the switching of modes has occurred for a lower value of
V2 I Vi ratio (typically - 9 for the previous modes, and - 6 for this "synchronization"

mode), which reinforces the possibility of longer interaction times between peaks. The
precise nature for the switching modes within the ERS is not fully understood, and is
under investigation.
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6.1.3 Peak Width Saturation Asymmetric Pass Energy
The following figure was recorded at the asymmetric pass energy setup; top HDA pass
energy 9 eV, bottom HDA pass energy of 15 eV, and ERS energy of 22.0 eV.
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Figure 6.8 : Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 9 eV
Top HDA and 15.0 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 22.0 eV, storage-cycle period
of 30 ~· Helium background pressure of 1.5 x 10-6 torr
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Figure 6.9: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 6.8. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 18 and 28 ~) with a factor of a 10000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 10000 has been expanded by a factor of 300 to make the peaks between 3
and 28 µs more visible.

Analysis of the spectrum in figure 6.8 reveals that between the interval 8 µs to 28 µs, the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of - 6.37 µs, and the area within each
peak in that interval has a decay of - 7.2 µs. The analysis reveals an orbit time of - 290.8
ns.
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Figure 6.10 Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number n, the insert shows the region of
saturation

In figure 6.10 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number n. Over the
range of O to - 18 µs, the widths of each peak increase according to equation 5 .1 of
Chapter 5 Section 1.3. The solid line in figure 6.10 corresponds to a least square fit to
equation 5.1; the fit reveals W0

= 33.50 ±

0.04 ns and 11T

= 2.78

± 0.04 ns. The peak

widths then settle to a near constant value of - 75 ns over a period of - 20 µs. A least
square fit was performed on the saturated data and by suppressing the data before orbit 65
and excluding data after orbit 87, it was found that the line was nearly horizontal with a
mean width of 78.46 ± 2.45 ns.

6.1.4 Peak Width Saturation at Slightly Asymmetric Pass Energy
The following figure (6.11) was recorded at the slight asymmetric pass energy setup of
top HDA pass energy 12 eV, bottom HDA pass energy of 15 eV; with an ERS energy of
15.0 eV.
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Figure 6.11: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 12 eV
Top HOA and 15 eV bottom HOA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 30.0 eV, storage-cycle period of
50 µs. Argon background pressure of 8.0 x 10-7 torr.
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Figure 6.12: Displaying the peak width as a function of orbit number n.

In figure 6.12 the peak widths are presented as a function of peak number. It is seen that

the widths increase consistently over the range of Oto -18 µs. In this mode of operation,
the peak widths have saturated; however, some intermittent values lie far outside the
constant value range. These anomalous data points may be an artifact of the fitting
technique or may be sporadic shifting of the beam dynamics of the ERS. The conclusion
for these skewed data points cannot be reached at this point as the theory and analysis is
in progress. A least square fit of the saturated data was performed with suppressing the
first 60 orbits; the fit was nearly horizontal with a y-intercept of 89.90 ± 17 .85 ns. A
second fit was performed that ignored the skewed data points, i.e. those lying far above
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the horizontal data points; the fit was again very nearly horizontal with a mean width of
35.36 ± 2.88 ns.

6.1.5 Summary
The saturation in peak widths that was observed by the group of Zajfman in the linear
electrostatic trap was observed in the ERS. This saturation or "synchronization" was
measured at three different setups of HDA pass energies: (18 I 18), (9 I 15), and (12 I 15).
The y-intercepts and lens ratios are shown in the table below:

BottomHDA

TopHDA

Pass Energy

Mean Width (ns)

V2!Vi

Vi/Vi

V2!Vi

ViVi

(18 I 18)

26.3

NIA

1.67

NIA

1.67

(12 I 15)

35.4

5.2

0.98

6.44

1.25

(9 I 15)

78.5

5.37

1.44

6.67

2.44

Table 6

A preliminary inference is that the saturation mean peak width value increases with the
degree of asymmetry, as no other trend is observed in the lens ratios.

6.2 OSCILLATIONS ABOUT THE OPTIC AXIS
An extension to the behavior of the cases in Chapter 5 and those given above, where the
observed beam heights decayed in succession with an overall exponential loss in beam
density is a case where the peak heights display a "wavy" pattern. It is assumed that the
cause of the "beating pattern" of the yield (or orbit amplltude) is due to an oscillation of
the electron beam about the optic axis. Similar behavior exists within synchrotron rings,
whereby the charged particle beam will propagate the ring in a stable fashion while
oscillating. The modes of oscillation within the synchrotron are compared to those of a
classical coupled pendulum t [Twiss and Frank (1949)].

t As well as the parameters: period and phase
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6.2.1 Symmetric Pass Energy
The following figure was recorded at the symmetric pass energy setup; top HDA pass
energy 15 eV, bottom HDA pass energy of 15 eV, and ERS energy of 15.0 eV.
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Figure 6.13: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 15 eV
Top HDA and 15 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 15.0 eV, storage-cycle period of
20 µs.

Shown in figure 6.14 is the peak height variation as a function of orbit number. It is seen
that the electron trajectories oscillate about the optic axis with a period of - 6 orbits (or 1.62 µs), in this case.
Peak Height Variation
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Figure 6.14: Displaying the variation in the peak height as a function of orbit number.
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Figure 6.15: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 6.13. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 5 and 18 µs) with a factor of a 15000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 15000 has been expanded by a factor of 500 to make the peaks between
1.5 and 18 µs more visible.

6.2.2 Asymmetric Pass Energy
The following figure was recorded at the asymmetric pass energy setup; top HDA pass
energy 8 eV, bottom HDA pass energy of 15 eV, and ERS energy of 30.0 eV.
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Figure 6.16: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 8 eV
Top HDA and 15 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 30.0 eV, storage-cycle period of
20 µs. Helium background pressure of 7.0 x 10-7 torr.

Analysis of the spectrum in figure 6.16 reveals that between the interval 4 to 18 µs the
electron peak heights have an exponential decay of 3.39 µs , and the area within each peak
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in that interval has a decay of 2.95 µs. The analysis reveals an orbit time of - 275.8 ns
over a 0.65 m length (paraxial total circumference of the ERS ring).
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Figure 6.17: Displaying three linear plots of the data given in figure 6.16. The top plot is a cut-away
section (between 8 and 18 µs) with a factor of a 20000 to bring out the peak features. Similarly, the
graph between the x 1 and x 20000 has been expanded by a factor of 400 to make the peaks between 2
and 18 µs more visible.

Figure 6.17 displays the data from figure 6.16 on a linear plot. There is an evident
oscillation in the beam axis with a period 'V - 1.61 µs, over a 6 orbit cycle (see figure
6.18).
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Figure 6.18: Displaying peak height variation as a function of orbit number.
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6.2.3 Small Oscillations
The following figure was recorded at the symmetric pass energy setup; top HDA pass
energy 18 eV, bottom HDA pass energy of 18 eV, and ERS energy of 36.0 eV.

Figure 6.19 and 6.20 display the data of small oscillations a logarithmic and linear plot,
respectively. There is a clear variation in peak height that repeats each three peaks (or 690 ns). The mean position of the electron beam trajectory will lie at a given distance r
from the optic axis; three more full orbits will bring the trajectory to return to the distance

r from the optic axis. The three orbit bunch is further seen in the peak height and area
variations given in figures 6.21 and 6.22.
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Figure 6.19: Logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction region for a setup of 18 eV
Top HDA and 18.0 eV bottom HDA pass energy, for an ERS energy of 36.0 eV, storage-cycle period
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Figure 6.20: Displaying linear plot of the data given in figure 6.19. The Plot is a cutaway section
between 3 and 9 ~-
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Peak Height Variation
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Figure 6.21: Displaying the variation in the peak height as a function of orbit number.
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Figure 6.22: Displaying the variation in the peak area as a function of orbit number.

6.3SUMMARY
There are modes of operation within the ERS nng that although stable behave m
anomalous trends:
•

Peak width saturation

•

Oscillations about the optic axis
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Analyzing the behavior of a!ly many-body systems, one would expect a simple behavior
when microscopic (or individual particle) dynamics are ignored. Moreover, substantial
intra-particle interactions will cause unexpected results at the macroscopic level, where a
large number of mechanisms must be accounted for. The future work for these
unorthodox patterns will require further evaluation, and possibly collaboration with
theoreticians or accelerator physicists at large scale facilities. The canonical relations will
undoubtedly result from the interactions with internal and / or external effects, which will
be discovered through long term storage tests and phase space diagram comparisons.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
An instrument was conceived and constructed to store electrons within a desktop sized
system consisting of two cylindrical lens straight sections and two hemispherical
deflector analyzers (HDA). Low energy electrons were made to orbit the ERS about the
optic axis from two separate injection techniques. Firstly, the electron beam was injected
at 90° to the optic axis to impact on a tungsten wire ring; scattered electrons off the wire
were directed along the optic axis by electric fields. A more efficient injection method
was implemented whereby electrons were sent directly on axis through a pulsed electron
gun in coincidence with a hemispherical deflector analyzer. The latter injection method
was completely adopted and utilized for all storage and beam dynamic tests. Electrons of
a few lO's eV of energy traveled through a 0.65 m length containing eight 3 mm diameter
apertures over a thousand times, corresponding to a group of electrons traveling nearly a
kilometer.

Transfer matrices were employed to represent elements within the ring and electron beam
propagation. A transfer matrix was generated for the source to the target portion of the
ERS, namely Msr. This matrix incorporates one 180° HDA and two focusing and
collimating lenses. The second half of the ERS is geometrically symmetric to the top,
therefore the target to source transfer matrix Mrs possesses many similarities in it's
components to that of the source to target transfer matrix. Thus, the transfer matrix for the
whole ERS is the matrix product of Msr and Mrs, tracing out the path from the source
back to the source represented by Mss. The constraints for stability within a closed ring
can be evaluated using the Mss transfer matrix. One of the determining parameters for
stability is the lens ratios, in particular the ratio of V2 I Vi. A scan of the V2 I Vi ratio over
the range negative 10 to positive 180 V has displayed a resonance type pattern of the
stability within the ERS. The system is most stable when it takes on the inverse matrix ([) oppose to a unity Mss. In this mode each trajectory will experience a full inversion of
its parameters upon each full orbit. Therefore, the ERS prefers an electron beam that
inverts its parameters upon each orbit, rather then an exact retrace on every orbit.

***
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Several electron orbit specJra were recorded for at a variety of setup conditions: pass
energy values of HDAs (both equal and unequal), and lens voltage ratios. Initially
presented was an equal arrangement of HDA pass energies at the value of 15 eV for an
accelerating factor within the lenses of 1.0 (i.e. Vi/ Vi= 1), giving an orbit time of - 271
ns and mean energy 16 eV. The HDA pass energy values were then set to unequal values
with the notation: (Vu I VL) corresponding to the voltage of the mean path of the gap of the
upper HDA and that of the lower HDA, respectively. The first setup was (4 I 18) for an
accelerating factor within the upper lenses ,,of 10.0 and lower lenses of 2.2, with an
average orbit time of - 330 ns and mean energy throughout the ring of - 10.8 eV. The
next setup was (4 I 15) for an accelerating factor within the upper lenses of 5 .5 and lower
lenses of 1.2, with an average orbit time of - 350 ns and mean energy throughout the ring
of - 9 eV. The next setup was (7 I 15) for an accelerating factor within the upper lenses of
3.57 and lower lenses of 1.67, with an average orbit time of - 301 ns. The next setup was
(9 I 18) for an accelerating factor within the upper lenses of 5.56 and lower lenses of 2.8,
with an average orbit time of - 260 ns.

Bunch dynamics were analyzed for the evolution of the beam width of the electron beam.
The width of the electron peak in the time domain fits sufficiently well to a Gaussian
curve. In the ordinary mode of operation the width of the Gaussian peak increases as a
function of orbit according to a non - linear fit, which is primarily due to a velocity
spread and a range of trajectories within the ERS. Deviations from the ordinary behavior
were observed for different setups of the ERS parameters. The electrons within the beam
can be randomized or coupled which destroys the simplistic behavior of the beam. In
general, internal and external interactions will cause this ·"switch" from the ordinary mode
to a more exotic mode of dispersion of the peak widths. Peak width saturation and less
rapid dispersion are two of the anomalous forms of behavior observed within the ERS. A
direct comparison was drawn between the ERS and the linear electrostatic trap produced
by Zajfman's group.

In the nominal operation of the ERS, the electron beam will travel paraxial. However, it
was discovered that the electron beam can orbit the ERS about the optic axis and remain
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stable. The beam will oscillate about the axis with a given frequency. This anomaly has
also been found in other closed path storage rings, such as synchrotrons and betatrons;
thus, is not unique to the ERS.

Future Prospective

A more efficient detection system is in progress in the laboratory that will involve
differential pumping and a supersonic gas jet as the scatterer. In this setup the target gas
within the interaction region will be a more collimated and focused beam. Thus, lowering
the overall background pressure, and enabling gas phase studies for rotationally cool
molecules.

An alternate source is being conceived that will inject an electron beam of high energy
resolution. According to bunch analysis, the initial temporal width of the beam is crucial
in defining the time width of the beam at a later point in the storage cycle, which is
related to the energy resolution. A simple solution is to replace the simple electron gun
with a stripped down spectrometer including an electron gun and a HDA with focusing
and collimating lenses. A more sophisticated solution is a laser photoelectron source.

The precise energy of the orbiting electron beam can be ascertained by placing an energy
analyzer at 90° to the interaction region. The accuracy of the detector is directly
proportional to the type and style of detector. An optimal solution lies in attaching a
separate chamber housing a 180° hemispherical energy analyzer of large dimensions and
low pass energy (- 0.1 to 0.25 eV).

Altering the lenses would improve the beam density and increase the efficiency of the
stability of the system. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the pass energies of the top and
bottom HDAs can be set asymmetric, however a lower limit of - 4 eV exists for either
pass energy. Extending the lenses nearest the HDA of lower pass energy should give a
more parallel beam at the entrance of the HDA, as the small range of accectable angles
given by the HDA combined with the range of angles of the beam for low energies as
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dictated by the Helmholtz-Lagrange equation give a lower limit of the HDA pass energy.
A five element lens of overall longer geometry will have a softer focus and allow for a
paraxial beam of higher density.

An electron orbit spectrum has been obtained in the absence of a target gas within the
interaction region. It must be concluded that in the absence of a gas that acts as a
scatterer, that the apertures adjacent to both the source and interaction region are the
cause of scattered electrons viewed in the channeltron detectors. Thus, the presence of 3
mm apertures is a loss mechanism of the beam. Expanding the aperture size in these
regions will allow a larger percentage of the beam density to thread through these regions.

The peak width saturation mode needs further analysis. Specifically, this mode produces
characteristics of the beam that cannot be obtained within a simple single pass
spectrometer, such as ultra-high energy resolution. The stochastic mode (equation 5.3 of
Chapter 5) may also contain "exotic" behaviours with the energy spread or momentum
spread of beam.

The ERS could be redesigned to accommodate any type of charged particle beam. Such
species of consideration are polarized electrons, positrons, or ions.

In the case of

polarized electrons and positrons that involve low currents for low energy beams, the
ERS can best be utilized as a storage device that will enable the use of a greater fraction
of the particles within the beam during collision experiments. Alternatively, the ERS can
simply be used as an accumulator for these species. Electronic - atom collision studies
can also be performed in areas of research that are limited by beam currents.

APPENDIX 1-A
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Matrix for Symmetric Setup
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APPENDIX 1-B
Eigenvalues of Mst

The form of Mst given as equation 2.19 above is:

Letf=f1h

And solve for the eigenvalues
Then
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f = K1K2, f =0
Note: thatf = 0 is not an physically acceptable solution.
Now, by setting 'A2= -1 and solving, gives the identical result.
Now putf ~ f1h gives

/if2 == K 1K 2 •
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APPENDIX 1-C
Solving MsT for Mss = - I
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APPENDIX 1-D
Components of Mss (non- unity case)

Mss =MsTMsT

2K1(fJ2 -K1K2)]
fif2 -2K1K2
Mss =[-4K1Kz{-K1K2 + fJ2)+(-2K1K2 + JJi)

2

-4K2(-2K1K2+ JiJ;)

4K1(-K1K2 + f,J2)(-2K1K2+ f.JJ
]
-4K1K2(- K1K2+ f.J2)+ (-2K1K2 + fif2)2

Matrix 1
Now,

[01 OJ1 + sine[b

11

M SS= case

h21

= [cos e+ ~11 sine

bl2 sin e.

b21 sme

]

cose-b11 sme
Matrix 2

From Matrix 1 above, let x = -4K1K2(-K 1K2 + f 1h) + (-2K1K2 +f 1h) 2 the diagonal
component. Comparing with Matrix 2 gives:

=> b11

x

= cos B + b11 sin B

x

= cos B -

b11 sin B

= (sin Bt1(x-cosB) = -(sin Bt1(x-cosB)
:. bll

=0

Now reduce the two variable expression to a single variable form and recall "Helmholtz Lagrange equation demands conservation of phase space, i.e. the determinant of the
transfer matrix must equal unity":
2

detM SS = 1 = cos B-bl2b21 sin
Impose the constraint:
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2

e

So that

= cos 2 () + sin 2 () = l
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APPENDIX 1-E
Solving Mst (Asymmetric Setup)
Compare the right and left sides of (Msthi
-u - 1
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APPEND1X2
Photographs

Source or
Interaction
Cylinder

Vi Element

Photograph 1: Source or Interaction element

Source
Region

Photograph 2: Lens Stack
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Inner
hemisphere

hemisphere

Three hoops of
the hemisphere
Cylindrical
electrodes

Photograph 3: Assortment of hoops, inner hemispheres, cylindrical lenses, and outer hemisphere

Inner Hoop
Aperture Enrance I
Exit of hemisphere

Photograph 4: Inner hemisphere and hoop base
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Inner Hemisphere

Interaction Stack

holes extended
to the back of the
hemisphere for
electron transfer
to detectors or
from an electron

Inner surface of
outer hemisphere
(gold plated)

Photograph 6: Inner surface of outer hemisphere
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Photograph 7: Outer hemisphere assembly

Electron Gun in trial
position to inject on
optic axis through the
top hemisphere

Top hemisphere assembly
Support cube at the
source region

Bottom hemisphere
assembly

Support "T-Plate"
for channeltron

Photograph 8: ERS storage ring displaying full ring, electron gun, and hemisphere assemblies.
Background contains additional vacuum chamber and oil diffusion pump for supersonic gas jet as an
accessory to the ERS system.
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APPEND1X3
Gun Pulse Shapes
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Figure A.1 : Displaying the driving pulse for the filament contact potential with and with a load
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APPEND1X4
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Figure A.3: The above figure give the output pulse that defines the inner and outer hemisphere, and
filament. The input (or driving pulse for the circuit) is a TTL pulse
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APPEND1X5
Typical Voltages

Given below is a sample of the potentials for the electron gun elements; all values are
given in volts. The Faraday Cup collected 1.2 nA of electric current on the optic axis (in
this setup, all of the electrodes of the ERS storage ring operate in CW mode).

ERS

e-ENG

TPE

BPE

15.00

-15.950

15.000

15.000

Grid

Anode

Dx

Dy

-15.550

28.650

0.660

-2.600

F1

F2

GB

132.100

41.100

31.700

The following acronyms were used in tables: ERS defines the virtual ground for the
whole system, e- ENG is the kinetic energy of the electrons coming off the filament, TPE
is the pass energy of the top hemisphere, BPE defines the pass energy of the bottom
hemisphere (see Chapter 2 for definition of the pass energy), Grid and Anode are the
voltages of the negative and positive electrodes of the gun presented in Chapter 3, Ox and
Dy are the deflector potentials for the x and y directions, F 1 and F2 are the voltages of

the focusing aperture lenses, and GB is the voltage on the base of the gun (end of the gun,
opposite the filament).

The table below give the gun potentials, where 1 nA of the current is detected at the top
of the interaction stack after being deflected by the top hemisphere.

ERS

e-ENG

TPE

BPE

15.00

-15.580

15.000

15.000

Grid

Anode

Dx

Dy

-14.490

31.100

0.750

-1.250

F1

F2

GB

136.000

39.200

32.400
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APPEND1X6
Additional Spectra

(5 ! 18) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction
region for a setup of Eu = 5 eV and EL= 18.0 eV, for an ERS energy of 30.0 eV, storagecycle period of 30 µs. Helium background pressure of 7.0

x

10-7 torr. The widths begin at

a value - 41 ns and increase to a value of - 120 ns. The solid line in the below figure
corresponds to a least square fit to equation 5.1; the fit reveals W0 = 40.98 ± 0.07 ns and

11T = 1.24 ± 0.07 ns.
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(6 ! 18) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction
region for a setup of Eu = 6 eV and EL= 18.0 eV, for an ERS energy of 30.0 eV, storagecycle period of 50 µs. Helium background pressure of 7 .0 x 10-7 torr. The widths begin at
a value - 41 ns and increase to a value of - 120 ns.
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Figure 5.Error! No text of specified style in document..16: Displaying the peak width as a function of
orbit number.

(7 ! 18) Pass Energy
The following figure is a logarithmic plot of electron signal collected at the interaction
region for a setup of Eu = 7 eV and EL= 18.0 eV, for an ERS energy of 30.0 eV, storagecycle period of 50 µs. Helium background pressure of 7 .0 x 10-7 torr.
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It is seen that the widths increase consistently over the whole range of analysis (here the
range of analysis is from the initial orbit to peak 100). Following peak 100 the peak
widths level off (or saturate) - 140 ns. The widths begin at a value of - 47 ns and
increase to a value of - 140 ns. The solid line corresponds to a least square fit to equation
5.1; the fit reveals W0

= 46.97 ± 0.05 ns and tJ.T = 1.38 ± 0.05 ns. The scatter in the points

may be an artifact in the fitting or it corresponds to the stochastic fit or non-coherent fit
from Zajfman modeling (equation 3 in the above section on bunch analysis), which may
be due to the fast electrons from one peak catching up with the slow electrons of the next
peak, creating an internal effect that switches the beam dynamics from coherent to noncoherent. The dashed line in the figure is a fit to the points to the stochastic beam
dynamic equation (equation 3), with tJ.T = 12.16 ± 0.12 ns.
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Abstract
The progress in the development of a completely new type of electron spectrometer, an Electron Recycling System
(ERS) is described, in which low energy electrons are passively stored in a desktop sized ring. The design of the
system is likely to enable the storage of any type of charged particles, including positrons, polarized electrons, and
positive & negative ions. Preliminary results will be presented which demonstrate electron storage with lifetimes 9.3 µs corresponding to - 30 orbits. The orbital path for the electrons is 0.65 m long and defined through the
application of design voltages to two series of cylindrical lenses inserted between two identical hemispherical
deflector analysers. The ERS design concept exploits the very low scattering cross sections in electron-molecule
collisions, where the majority of electrons do not interact with the target. Unscattered electrons are collected and
passed back through the ERS for another collision opportunity in the interaction region - i.e. they are "recycled" so
that each electron generated in the electron source may undertake multiple passes through the interaction region.
Keywords: storage ring, electrostatic trap, spectrometer, electron, positron, ions

Introduction
The trapping of charged particles in laboratory scale instruments has been primarily achieved in recirculating
systems defined through magnetic fields, such as the fine beam tube now used in teaching laboratories for the
measurement of elm for electrons, through to cyclotron-type storage rings introduced by Lawrence in the late
1920's (Lawrence 1939). Storage rings based on electrostatic trapping have been far less explored. A recent
development of such a ring is the ion storage ring ELISA (M0ller 1997). Linear electrostatic traps, in which
charged particles oscillate back and forth along the same path, have also been successfully introduced (Paul 1990,
Dahan et al 1998).
The present system was originally intended as an electron storage ring of desktop size based on passive
electrostatic orbit definition, but the design is applicable to any type of charged particle. The Electron Recycling
System (ERS) was conceived as a high energy resolution electron source/spectrometer that was meant to overcome
the delicate nature and low current yield of previous high energy resolution electron sources (Gopalan 2003). In
typical scattering experiments, each electron in the source beam has a very low probability of scattering from the
target of interest, meaning that a very small fraction of the low current in such sources has an opportunity to excite
the process of interest. In the ERS, unscattered electrons are collected, passed around the ERS ring, and re-routed
through the interaction region for more collision opportunities - they are literally recycled so that each electron
stored in the ERS may pass through the interaction region many times and have many opportunities to scatter from
the target.
For example, a single electron in a recycling orbit with an orbit time of -300 ns and retained in the system for 1 s,
would be equivalent to a "beam current" in the interaction region of -0.5 pA. Hence 1OOO recycling electrons
stored in the ERS would be equivalent to -0.5 nA - a typical cun-ent in a single pass electron spectrometer passing
3xl09 electrons s- 1• The ratio of source strengths required for a recycling system in comparison to a single pass
system is proportional to the number of recycling orbits that can be achieved, and hence the achievement of long
storage times is crucial.
The first successfully stored beam in the prototype Electron Recycling System is reported in this article with a
preliminary analysis of its performance.

Materials and Methods
The passive electrostatic orbit recycling system for electrons is shown schematically in figure 1. Consider
electrons leaving the source towards the right in the figure. They are accelerated and focused by an electrostatic
lens onto the entrance of a hemispherical deflector analyser. Here the electric field between the hemispheres bends
Paper No. WC0328

the trajectories of electrons with kinetic energy similar to the pass energy of the analyser around to the exit plane.
Electrons leaving the analyser pass through a second electrostatic lens and are focused into the interaction region.
For the initial tests no gas jet is present in the interaction region, and electrons pass through a third lens which
focuses onto the entrance of the second hemispherical deflector analyser where again electron trajectories are bent
onto the exit plane. A fourth lens refocuses the electrons back into the source region, from where the whole
orbiting process is repeated. Although the geometrical configuration is "race-track" in shape, the potentials around
the ERS vary such that it is better described as a "rollercoaster" from the perspective of electron energy. The
apparatus is housed in an UHV vacuum system currently operating at a base pressure of 10-7 mbar. Magnetic fields
are minimised using mu-metal shielding and Helmholtz coils to < 2 mGauss.

Electron
Monitor

Electron
Monitor

Recycling
Electron
Beam
Electron
Monitor

Electron
Monitor
Interaction Region

Figure 1. Schematic of the charged particle recycling system for electrons.
At present, electrons are injected into the ERS by scattering a high current, pulsed electron gun of temporal width
-150 ns from a 4 mm diameter wire loop in the source region as shown in figure 2. Low energy secondary
electrons are produced on the wire loop and extracted by pulsing the voltage applied to both the wire loop and the
surrounding cylinder synchronously with the pulsing of the incident electron beam. Following this pulse, all
electrode elements in the source return to their normal voltages, producing a nominally field-free region in the
source. If the source region was not modified in this way during the flight-time of the initial electron pulse,
electrons on re-entrant trajectories would be forced to impact the ring on their return.
Scattered electron signal from the interaction region is detected using a particle counting channel electron
multiplier (CEM). Timing spectra are recorded using a Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC) with start and stop
signals provided by the CEM and the electron gun driving pulse.

p --Low Energy
Electron

Low Energy
Electron

100 eV

Figure 2. The pulsed, low-energy secondary electron source produced from -100 eV
electron impact on the tungsten wire loop.
The design of the charged particle optics has been achieved through the combined use of formal matrix
representations of electron beam transport through the optical system and a three dimensional model of the ERS in
the CP03D simulation program (CP03D). This software solves Laplace's equation using a charge density
representation for electrodes from which trajectory integrations are performed. A number of advantages are
achieved through this process. The matrix representation of the optics is rather "ideal" and for trajectories that may
explore the voltage space many thousands of times this may not necessarily model "reality", due to the existence of
higher order aberrations. Predictions from this matrix model were tested in the numerical model, which intrinsically
includes aberrations in the optical performance of lenses and hemispherical deflector analysers. However the
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tracing of many orbits in a numerical model is very time consuming and may also suffer from the build up of
numerical calculation inaccuracies. It was for these reasons that both the matrix and numerical approaches were
used in an interlinked manner, with the expectation that consistency between the approaches would accurately
describe the prototype "real" ERS constructed to excellent mechanical tolerances.

Results and Discussion
The matrix approach to the design of the charged particle optics suggests passive stability can be achieved with a
number of different voltage sets applied to the lenses. A simple example of this is shown in figure 3 where a
voltage set for the optics to produce a particular charged particle storage mode are used in the CP0-3D numerical
model to trace the trajectories for an orbit. In this example, 4 trajectories are launched from the source and tracked
around the ERS. After one orbit, the returning trajectories produce an inverted image of the object in the source
region. If the trajectories were tracked for a second orbit, the resulting image in the source region would map back
onto the original object - a good representation of a stable orbit. Extensive simulations show that electrons with
well specified ranges of initial momentum at the source can undergo stable recycling for an arbitrary length of time.
Four initial trajectories
Trajectories
entering
hemisphere 1

Four
trajectories
exiting
hemisphere 2
after one orbit
of the ERS

Source

Figure 3. The focusing properties of the ERS for 4 paraxial trajectories in the source lens
stack tracked over 1.3 orbits and showing an inverted image of the initial object after one
orbit. The scale is magnified in the vertical direction.
The design optics for storage have been implemented in the prototype ERS. Tuning the spectrometer into storage
is a complex and challenging process which primarily iterates the system into the matching of the actual pass
energies of the two hemispherical analysers (rather than the matching of the applied voltages). This process
requires the use of the 4 electron monitors shown in figure 1 with various combinations of the two hemispherical
deflector analysers being set to passing or not-passing electrons.
A measurement of the electron scattering rate from the background gas and defining apertures in the interaction
region as a function of elapsed time from the injection pulse is presented in figure 4 and demonstrates the
achievement of passive electron storage. The peak at -0.3µs represents the electron pulse from the wire loop
traversing half an orbit. Subsequent peaks in yield are separated by one orbit and the recycling passage of the
electron pulse can be tracked out to greater than 18 µs flight time, corresponding to -3 8m flight distance.
Preliminary analysis of the signal profile shown in figure 4 indicates an orbit time of -310 ns around the orbit of
length 0.65 m. The source and interaction region voltages are -10 V and the nominal pass energy of the two
hemispherical deflection analysers was 10 eV. Two lifetime components can be discerned in the decrease of the
peak amplitude as a function storage time. In approximate]y the first 5 orbits the storage lifetime is -190 ns
whereas longer term storage has a lifetime of -9 .3 µs. The experimental results also show a distinct variation in the
full width at half maximum of the peaks as a function of orbit time as shown in figure 5. There is a decrease in the
width of the peaks over approximately the first five orbits with the minimum width reached being -37 ns.
Following this the peak widths increase in an approximately linear manner.
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Figure 4. The scattered electron signal from the background gas and defining apertures in the
interaction region. The peak at -0.3 µs represents one half of an orbit. Subsequent peaks in yield are
separated by one orbit.
Further numerical modeling of the ERS is being undertaken to explore the experimental observations. Preliminary
results from this modeling suggest that the observed amplitude decrease in the first 5 orbits is much more rapid
than expected and that the experimental widths are considerably narrower, and more slowly increasing in width
with storage time than expected.
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Figure 5. The widths (FWHM) of the stored electron signal as a function of storage time.

Conclusion
The storage of electrons in a passive electrostatic desk top sized ring has been demonstrated with a storage lifetime
of-9.3 µs.
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A passive electrostatic recycling spectrometer for charged particles is described and demonstrated to
store electrons with typical kinetic energies of tens of eV. The design of the charged particle optics and the
basic operating characteristics of the storage ring are discussed. The storage lifetime achieved is -50 µs,
which is target gas pressure limited and corresponds to -200 orbits of the 0.65 m orbital circumference.
The storage ring also has controllable energy dispersive elements enabling it to operate as a spectroscopic
device.
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There has been sustained interest in the manipulation
and control of electrons, and other charged particles since
the pioneering days of J. J. Thomson. New areas of physics
have emerged over the last century that rely on such
knowledge, resulting in a myriad of applications from
semiconductor devices to particle accelerators. Particle
trapping techniques, for example, whether for atoms,
ions, or polarized molecules continue to revolutionize
certain classes of experiments and enable studies hitherto
impossible. In the relativistic regime, synchrotrons, betatrons and other cyclic accelerators confine charged particles using magnetic fields and rf electric fields.
A typical "crossed beam" experiment in atomic and
molecular physics consists of a controlled beam of electrons, positrons, or ions that collides orthogonally with a
gas beam. In general, a substantial amount of effort is put
into optimizing the current, energy variability, energy
resolution and spatial definition of the projectile beam. In
such beams particles are given only one opportunity of
interacting with the gaseous target and are then discarded.
This is inefficient because the vast majority of the charged
particles do not interact with the target gas due to the small
collisional cross sections. In some applications this is
severely limiting, as the particle source flux can be inherently low (e.g., [1-3]) or challenging to generate.
Here we introduce an innovative electrostatic apparatus
for the storage of low energy charged particles (< 150 e V)
orbiting in a desktop sized ring with a view to enabling a
new class of high precision measurements. For the present
apparatus, called an electron recycling spectrometer (ERS)
and shown schematically in Fig. 1, the experiments described here explore only the storage capability and characteristics of the racetrack shaped ring coupled with a
simple external pulsed electron source. Imagine a spherical
capacitor; electrons of appropriate energies and suitable (r,
<p) values undergo Kepler orbits indefinitely in the 1/r2
electric field between the two spherical electrodes. The
ERS makes this "thought experiment" practicable by

e,

0031-9007 /07 /99(25)/253201(4)

splitting the capacitor in half, separating the two hemispheres, and filling the intervening space with electrostatic
lenses. Electrons unscattered in the target gas beam are
collected and returned for multiple crossings through the
gas beam. This "recycling" concept is analogous to a trap;
albeit the charged particles here are confined in stable
spatial orbits where the underlying stability conditions of
storage rings are still applicable [4]. Unlike most storage
rings, the ERS is "passive"; it has no active feedback
components. The ERS has a circumference of 0.65 m,
typical orbit times of ~300 ns, and can operate up to~ 1 X
10- 5 Torr while still recycling spatially and temporally
well-defined electron bunches of controllable energy.
The system can be adapted in a variety of ways for use
with positrons, polarized electrons and ions. For example,
a pulse of positrons from an external accumulator could be
recycled around the ring during the next period of charge
buildup in the accumulator. An alternate configuration
lnteraction
Region: T

FIG. 1. Schematic of the electrostatic charged particle recycling system for electrons. Particle detection is achieved via
channel electron multiplier's located in key positions around the
spectrometer.
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would place the charged particle source, such as a laser
photoionization electron source, internal to the ring to
allow accumulation of photoelectrons of well-defined kinetic energy. If on average each photoelectron makes N
orbits of the ring, then a photoelectron source generating a
flux a factor N less than a single pass apparatus would yield
the same overall photoelectron flux, but with an improved
energy resolution, due to the reduced source photoion
space charge of a less intense source [2].
Over the last decade electrostatic storage rings for nonrelativistic ion beams have been developed for use in
atomic and molecular physics [5-l O]. These devices typically have circumferences of 7-35 m, operating energies
of ~20-50 keV with vacuum base pressures of 10- 11 10-13 Torr. They are complimented by the compact
"fast" ion trap developed by Zajfman and co-workers
[ 11, 12]. The ERS has features analogous to both electrostatic ion storage rings and Zajfman's linear ion beam
"resonator." The change of mass scale from ions to electrons is very significant because of the much shorter orbital
time scales. The ERS allows, for the first time, the orbital
confinement of low energy electrons.
In the ERS (Fig. I), electrons emitted from a hot tungsten filament are collimated into a beam in a short electron
gun. This beam is injected in a pulse ~50 ns wide through
an aperture in the outer hemisphere of a hemispherical
deflector analyzer (HDA) in which, for the duration of
the pulse, the inner and outer hemisphere voltages are
temporarily set to the voltage equivalent of the pass energy,
EL, of the deflector. Following the electron injection pulse
the hemisphere voltages are set to normal operating voltages, a process which takes tens of nanoseconds to reach
stable, quiescent voltage levels. The injected electron
bunch is transported by a four element cylinder lens
(FECL) into region M (electron energy EM), viewed by a
channel electron multiplier (CEM) labeled A (see Fig. 1).
A subsequent FECL transports the electron bunch from
region M onto the entrance of a second HDA operating
with pass energy Eu. Electrons passed by this analyzer are
then focused by another FECL into region T, where electrons of energy Er are crossed with an effusive gas target
beam. This interaction region is viewed by two CEM's, C
in Fig. 1, and E placed inline with the gas beam (not shown
in Fig. 1). Unscattered electrons are refocused by a fourth
FECL to reenter the first HDA now operating in the normal
voltage regime and passing electrons of energy EL.
Electrons exiting this HDA, having completed an orbit of
the ERS, then retrace similar orbital paths. In this way the
electrons are recycled.
The ERS is housed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with
a typical base pressure of 5 X 10- 8 Torr. The chamber is
internally double lined with mu metal and externally surrounded by orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz coils to magnetically shield the ERS to <2 mG.
Passive recycling performance is critically dependent
upon minimizing mechanisms for electron loss from the
recycling low energy beam. These loss mechanisms can be
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divided into two categories: (i) those that can be addressed
by careful design and (ii) those that are inherent. Precision
mechanical construction and alignment was ensured, together with the minimization of magnetic fields and electrode voltage instabilities. Oxygen-free copper ERS
components were all gold plated to reduce localized surface property variations that could give rise to time varying
distortions in electric fields [ 13]. Note that, in comparison
to ion storage rings, fluctuations in electric (and magnetic)
fields are particularly damaging to the passive recycling of
electrons or positrons due to their much smaller mass.
Inevitable loss mechanisms, namely, electron optical aberrations and collisions with residual background gas, are
controlled through detailed electron optical design and
suitable choice of operating pressure, respectively. Other
losses, such as radiation and space charge limitations can
be shown to be negligible in this case.
The design of the charged particle optics has been partly
achieved using a formal matrix representation of the idealized lenses and HDA's. The general condition for stable
orbits is given by:
(1)

where Af55 is the overall transfer matrix for one complete
orbit [4]. While there can be no overall acceleration in one
orbit, one can achieve the stability condition in a variety of
ways, so it is not necessary to have EL = Eu or Er = EM
[14]. Consequently, the racetrack configuration of Fig. l is
more like a roller coaster in electron energy. Since HDA's
are energy dispersive, only electrons within a specific
energy range, dEERS, will be recycled. Utilizing the
well-known properties of HDA's enables useful flexibility
in the ERS operation. (i) When Eu « EL, dEERS is largely
determined by Eu and the HDA with EL acts more like a
mirror than a prism. Moreover, if dEERS is less than the
inherent energy spread from the electron gun, D..Es, (as in
this study), then the ERS also acts as an energy filter.
(ii) Alternatively, if dEs « dEERS, then both HDA's act
like mirrors. This latter mode, for instance, would allow the
preservation and optimisation of the energy profile of
ultrahigh energy resolved electron beams from laser photoionization sources [2,3].
Charged particle trajectory integrations, which compliment the matrix approach and include the role of lens and
HDA aberrations, were performed using CP0-3D [15].
Both approaches were used in parallel to predict the initial
voltage set for the ERS electrodes.
Achieving recycling in practice is a delicate tuning
process requiring the use of the Faraday Cup (FC) and
the four electron monitors shown in Fig. l in combination
with switching the HDA's between recycling and nonrecycling modes. Once the ERS is tuned, the measured lens
voltages compare favorably with those predicted by the
analytical models.
Data demonstrating storage of electrons in the ERS
following electron injection are shown in Fig. 2. This
timing spectrum was obtained with CEM (C), orthogonal
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FIG. 2. A logarithmic plot of the signal yield in CEM (C) from 30 eV (Er) electron collisions with helium at a chamber pressure of
7 X 10- 7 Torr as a function of time after the initial electron injection. The spectrum shows -150 sharp peaks due to scattered

electrons whose time structure corresponds to that of the recycling electron beam and a broad underlying continuum due to metastable
helium atoms.
to both the electron and gas beams, with EL = 18 e V and
E u = 4 e V. The recorded signal consists of two compo-

nents, one arising from 30 e V electrons elastically scattered
from helium at 90° and a second from excited helium
atoms in metastable states [2, 16]. Electrons appear as
repetitive peaks spaced at 330 ns intervals corresponding
to sequential orbits of the electrons stored in the ERS. The
metastable atom signal is broad in time, with an onset at
~6 µs after electron injection, and underlies the sharp
electron peaks. The delayed onset corresponds to the
time-of-flight of thermal atoms with their velocity spread
causing atoms excited by sequential orbits of the electron
bunch to have overlapping times of flight. Analysis of the
spectrum in Fig. 2 reveals that after ~ 15 µs the electron
peak heights have an exponential decay characterized by
rH = 13.6 µs. However, the area within each peak is a
better comparative measure and its decay rate is slower
with rA = 19.4 µs.
The spectrum in Fig. 2 shows that electrons recycling in
the ERS performed over 150 orbits traveling ~ 100 m in a
chamber pressure of 7 X 10- 7 Torr. The full-width half
maximum (FWHM) bunch width variation as a function of
orbit number is shown in Fig. 3. The bunch width reduces
from 51 to 45 ns in the first few orbits because AEs >
AEERS and consequently the HDA's and apertures eliminate trajectories with inappropriate energy, radial distance
and angle for sustained recycling. After the first = 5 orbits,
the bunch width increases with orbit number. In the linear
electrostatic ion trap, Pedersen et al. [ 17] observe very
similar behavior despite the differences in physical geometry and the ~ 1OOO factor in time scale. They show the
recycling pulse width, Wn, increases with orbit number n
as

for an electron of given energy due to the possible ranges of
positions and angles, (r, fJ), giving rise to a range of orbit
times. These different trajectories depend on the geometrical configuration and operating potentials of the ERS;
(ii) ATs is due to the inherent spread in the electron
energies at t = 0 and is usually solely a property of the
source. In the present experiment, where AEs > AEERS,
we define this "initial" time spread as that after the postinjection "clean up" of the first ~5 orbits. Taking ATERS
and ATs to be independent, the total time spread for each
orbit bunch in the ERS is given by
(3)

This assumes no coupling between these processes from
internal mechanisms within the beam, such as Coulomb
interactions (space charge effects), or from external perturbers, such as residual gas scattering and electrical noise
on the electrodes. Under these conditions, AT will remain
a constant for all orbits as each electron moves independently of the others, preserving its initial orbital period.
There is clearly excellent agreement with the form of
Eq. (2) with least squares fit values of W 0 = 46.5 ±
0.1 ns and AT = 0. 74 ± 0.05 ns (see solid line, Fig. 3).
150..------..---......----..-------...--__,...--.
125

Peak 100
Width
(ns) 75

~
40

0

10

50

(2)

where W0 is the initial temporal width. For the ERS, W0 is
largely determined by the duration of the electron injection
pulse. The time spread per orbit, AT, consists of two
components: (i) ATERS, the time spread within the ERS
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FIG. 3 (color online).

100
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Orbit Number: n

125

150

Time width of the stored electron bunch
as a function of orbit number n for the peaks in Fig. 2. The solid
line is a fit to Eq. (2), as discussed in the text.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Helium ion "time-of-flight" distributions at CEM (E) for (a) nonrecycling and (b) recycling modes.
The asymptotic linear decay rates are (a) TNR = 9 µ,s and (b)
7NR = 48 µ,s; see text for discussion.

Consequently, the underlying assumptions of this diffusion
process describe the electron dynamics of the ERS under
the present operating conditions.
Long term storage within the ERS has been investigated
by measuring helium ion time-of-flight (TOF) distributions
with CEM (E), situated opposite the effusive gas beam. A
typical spectrum of the He+ yield as a function of time
after the electron injection pulse over a 300 µs time window is shown in Fig. 4 for a chamber gas pressure of 5 X
10- 7 Torr. The ion distribution in the nonrecycling mode
was also recorded for the same data acquisition time and is
also displayed in Fig. 4. For these spectra, EL = Eu =
18 eV and the orbit time was 240 ns [measured at CEM
(A)]. The nonrecycling mode is achieved by pulsing the
electron gun in an identical manner to the recycling mode,
but with the HDA voltages not being switched after electron injection making it physically impossible to recycle.
In this mode, the observed signal corresponds to the inherent time of flight for helium ions created with a ~so ns
pulse of electrons. The peak in the ion distribution occurs
at = 13 µs after the electron pulse and the distribution has
a characteristic decay time of 'TNR = 9 µs. The ion distribution in the recycling mode has a longer decay time TR =
48 µs, although there is measurable ion yield at ~7 times
that value. Very few ions are detected after 60 and 340 µs
in the nonrecycling and recycling modes, respectively.
Consequently, ions detected at t = 340 µs 01iginate from
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6

3·10
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FIG. 5. Decay lifetimes, TR, obtained from the asymptotic
linear decay rates in helium (see Fig. 4) for a range of chamber
gas pressures, P, spanning from 3.6 X 10- 7 to 8.0 X 10- 6 Torr.
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stored electrons in the ERS between t = 280 and 327 µs.
We conclude that at this operating pressure some electrons
in the injected bunch were stored for ~5 lifetimes, equivalent to ~ 1000 orbits, corresponding to an electron of mean
energy ~20 eV traveling over 650 m.
Helium ion TOF spectra were measured as a function of
gas pressure, P, for identical ERS tuning and pulsing
conditions with EL = Eu = 15 eV and ET= 40 eV. The
characteristic decay time, rR, determined at each pressure
are displayed in Fig. 5, plotted against 1/ P and show a
clear linear relationship. This demonstrates that the dominant loss mechanism is due to collisions with the target gas,
as mean free path, .A a l/ P and TR a A.
This experimental study shows the ERS to be sufficiently stable to the potential loss mechanisms and to
have enough stored current to perform gas phase collision
experiments that are target pressure limited. Measurements
are currently underway to quantify the stored current and
determine the energy resolution of the recycling beam as a
function of storage time, in order to compare it with theory
[ 14]. The ability to scan ET to perform energy and time
dependent studies will also be explored.
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